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FROM THE EDITOR 

I’M fl NICE GUY 
(REHLLYD n t last week’s game, my wizard character. Barbatos Kem, decided to leave his 

companions to engage in a side quest that will take an entire month of game 

time (which might keep him off camera for a couple of months in the real 

world). It's not that I was bored of Barbatos—I adore him more and more with 

each session—but rather that I'm extremely self-conscious about dominating play 

time with quests that might interest only me and my character. 

So a new character is in order. Before I sat down to create him, l did a mental 

survey of other characters I’ve played over the last decade or so. The results were 

enlightening, and not necessarily in a good way. Roll the Rogue's Gallery! 

EUund Torvin: Ellund was a true neutral fighter who had been known, in other 

times, as the Strike in Darkness, a peerless assassin who worked for the highest 

bidder. My approach was to play Ellund as Erik Mona unfiltered. He was my id on 

parade, a cavalcade of pithy insults and cleverness 1 would never dream of inflict¬ 

ing on people in the real world. He was also a hell of a lot of fun, and a capable 

companion despite the attitude. 
Chorus Thoth: Tired of always being on the front lines, I next derided to create 

Ghorus Thoth, an acerbic ascetic lawful neutral cleric of Jergal, the Forgotten 

Realms's god of fatalism, proper burial, and tombs. With a host of necromantic 

spells and a history entwined with the Red Wizards of Thay, Ghorus was the life of 

the party. He was the ultimate straight man, and I still miss playing him. But he 

was nobody's best friend. 
Zophas Adhar: Finally, a good guy! A paladin, in fact. Zophas was a lawful 

good aasimar paladin with a Charisma in the stratosphere and the good looks to 

match. But he also belonged to an orthodox rural sect that believed all gods other 

than his were demons, which made just about everyone Zophas met a potential 

demon worshiper. 
Barbatos Kem: My most recent character is a chaotic neutral wizard who spends 

his free time editing a propaganda broadsheet that libels several of the city s most 

respected nobles. He's currently saving money to purchase a haunted brothel 

inhabited by a monstrous beast named the Cobbled Man whom he befriended 

with a philter of love. He dabbles in dark magics and greatly respects many of the 

party's monstrous enemies. 
And 1 haveift even mentioned Malagash Unosh (the sniveling alienist), Ephen- 

dus Thai (the unlikable cohort), or Truan lolavai (the ruthless half-elf rogue). All 

these guys, in one way or another, were major pains in the ass. 

But 1 didrit create them to be difficult. I thrive on intra-party conflict for the roleplay¬ 

ing opportunities it presents. Eventually, these characters all turned a new leaf (or 

died before they could), which was the whole point. I want characters who go on both 

literal and figurative journeys. By the end of the campaign, 1 want them to have grown. 

But now that Barbatos has left his friends. I'm going to try to create a genuinely 

good character, a friend to one and all. I suspect my friends will think I’m trying to 

play a trick on them. And they may be right. _ 

NEXT MONTH IN DRAGON 

APRIL #330 
Dragon gives you the best in gaming* 
presenting new official rules* original 
game content, great advice, and the 
perfect inspiration for your D&D game. 
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insider's look at the industry. Get more 
from your game; Get DftACOwi 

Return to the Far Realm 
by Bruce R, Cordell 
Explore a dimension out of synch with the 
known planes in this expansive treatment 
by Bruce Cordell, Learn about cenebrotic 
blots, where the Far Realm touches the 
Material Plane, and steep your characters 

in the lore of cenebrosis, the ability to 
manipulate weird Far Realm energies. A 
host of new spells and creatures rounds 
out a spectacular article that is absolutely 

not to be missed. 

Shapers of Shadow: 
EberronJs Umbragen 
by Keith Baker 
Learn about the mysterious shadow elves 
of Eberrqn from Keith Baker, the setting's 
creator! This reclusive drow sect dwells 
on the thrilling continent of Xen’drik, 
manipulating affairs with a special bond 
to a shadowy realm known as the Umbra. 
A new prestige class and a variety of feats 
give you everything you need to insert the 
Umbragen into your Eberron campaign 
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by Matt Forbeck 
Four heroes of Eberrqn enter the 

Mournland to carve out a new home. A 
prelude to Marked for Death, the first novel 
in the upcoming Lost Mark Trilogy 

Plus! 
The Ecology of the Chuuk A Novel 
Approach: Perdido Street Station, and of 
course. Class Acts, Bazaar of the Bizarre, 
First Watch. Scale Mail, Speilaaft, Sage 

Advice, and comics. 
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SCALE MAIL 

BLAST FROM THE PAST 

S3: EXPEDITION TO THE 

BARRIER PEAKS 

Tell us what you think of this issue. Send an email to scalemail@paiEO.com. 

Please include your name, city, and state. 

rciONIG? 
How is it that you introduce materia) 

at exactly the right time? Groundsmofcg 

from “Cantrips and Orisons of the 

Academy of Apprentices" (Spelkraft, 

Dragon #326) was the perfect spell for 

my ranger who has Innate Magic from 

"Racial Feats" (Heroic Feats, Dragon 

#324). Heck, I'm even using the lupin 

race from "Lupins" (Winning Races, 

Dragon #325). As soon as I got to 

nature items in "Nature Unleashed," 

(Magic Shop, Dragon #326} arboreal 

armor caught my eye. 

How is it that you do this? 1 mean, 

after all, you keep seeming to Spirited 

Charge by and shoot an arrow of sky¬ 

ing into the gut of the problems that 

come from making a second character. 

Thank you, and keep up the good work. 

Frank Rein 

Princeton, New Jersey 

I'd like £o say it's because we're psychic, 

but as you wril know, psionics don't really 

exist. fn fact, we're able to anticipate 

your needs so well because we regularly 

cast commune. 

CARDBOARD CARRIAGE 
First off, I love the new layout, espe¬ 

cially the Class Acts articles for each 

individual class. That's going to give a 

lot of ideas to newer players who are 

learning how to roleplay, so kudos! 

Now, onto the reason for this email. 

As a DM, I try to make the maps that 

my PCs use as dose to realistic as 

possible (at least for scale, since I can't 

draw a straight line, much less make 

detailed battlemaps). That said, 1 have 

an idea for an insert—two, actually. 

Previously, Dragon has come out with 

card stock minis that we could cut out 

and use on a regular grid map. How 

about the same thing with a “caravan" 

theme. Horses, carriages, and wagons 

would be great. Personally, I have a 

problem figuring out the exact scale 

for a horse-drawn wagon, and it never 

quite turns out the way I think it 

should. Secondly, how about a poster¬ 

sized map of a ship? Maybe make it 

two-sided, with the upper deck above 

and the lower deck or the hold on the 

flip-side? Being as I've never been 

on a galleon, warship, or much more 

than a rowboat, 1 have no real idea 

how the inside of a large medieval 

ship should look. 

Jack Flynn 

Address Withheld 

Those are good ideas, Jack. We'll keep 

them in mind. 

CIK THE HEN CUV A (HAKE EH? 
1 feel that in recent issues the new 

format has adversely affected the qual¬ 

ity of the magazine. I know that some 

people subscribe to Dragon as a sort 

of grab bag sourcebook full of random 

statistics and modifications to the 

game. I, however, believe that the mag¬ 

azine is much more than that I look to 

Dragon when I wish to see a cohesive 

unit of information, many articles tied 

together, with richly detailed histories 

and articles that entertain me as well 

as provide material for a campaign. 

1 feel that Dragon has fallen into a 

newspaperlike format that simply pro¬ 

vides the hard numbers, and not much 

else. Also, in earlier issues, there was a 

promise of the return of Dragonmirth. 

Where is it? 

Andrew Heston 

Address Withheld 

B'The expedi¬ 

tion has just 

topped the rise 

and gained 

their [sic] first 

view of 

the metal 

doored kave.m 

With those words your intrepid 

band, along with other adventur¬ 

ers brought together by the Grand 

Duke of GeofFand his allies, set forth 

to investigate a gated cave from 

which previously unknown horrors 

appeared. Upon passing through the 

metal door the party encountered 

a strange and alien place made 

entirely of metal and a strange mate¬ 

rial described at times as hornlike or 

shell-like (it's plastic). 

As the PCs worked their way down 

through the metal dungeon (in truth 

a crashed spaceship buried under 

rubble for decades), they encoun¬ 

tered all manner of alien creatures 

and a variety of terrifying mechani¬ 

cal monstrosities (i.e. robots). Of 

course, the coolest part (from the 

perspective of the PCs) was the 

variety of futuristic gear they could 

acquire: blasters, lasers, needier 

guns, grenades, and—coolest of 

all—powered armor. To round out 

the coolness, the module provided 

a 32-page book of 63 numbered pic¬ 

tures corresponding to locations and 

creatures in the adventure, including 

four from Erol Otus in full color! 

Written in 1976 as a scenario for 

Origins 13, S3: Expedition to the Bar¬ 

rier Peaks didn't see publication until 

1980. Cary Gygax (with some help 

from Rob Kuntz) wrote this module 

to introduce D&.D players to science 

fantasy. Although the combination 

of fantasy and science fiction seems 

commonplace now, S3: Expedition 

to the Barrier Peaks offered the first 

genre-twisting roleptaying experience. 

Oh, and beware the bunnyoids! 
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SCALE MAIL 

PUTS THE WTF IN UFO 

Dragon A while back a guy named Dan Paladin made a crazy little 

Flash game about a crazy little alien out to recover his 

II interstellar ride, and somehow this web-only creation— 

| | 1C called Alien Hominid—made its way into a full-on console 

title for PS2 and GameCube. Score one for the (yellow, 

extraterrestrial, homicidal) little guy. 

Fundamentally the game is a side-scrolling shooter that follows the old- 

school Contra formula: hordes of enemies + extreme difficulty * addictive 

game. What makes Alien Hominid so great is that the frantic cel-shaded may¬ 

hem is inflicted by a bizarre cartoon critter that blasts away like Yosemite Sam, 

hides like a Zerg, and bites heads like an Alien. The game explodes with style 

and comes packed with minigames besides. Add the frantic co-op mode and it 

makes for a perfect party game when Halo 2’s combat ballet is just too much. 

We bring it up just because it's a terribly addictive game which, like last 

year’s Katamari Damacy and Ultra Bust A Move, is just too entertaining not 

to warrant mention. Check out all the extrater¬ 

restrial carnage and some really cool AH gear 

at alienhominid.com. -Mike Fehlauer 

I think you’ll like what we have in store 

over the next few issues, Andrew. Drop us 

a letter in a couple of months and let us 

know how you think we’re doing. We’re 

constantly working to improve Dragon, 

and reader feedback is critical to that 

process. I also suggest stopping by our 

messageboards at paizo.com. where you 

can interact with the staff and a growing 

community of dedicated Dragon and 

Dungeon readers. 

Dragonmirth will return as soon as we 

can find a way to bring it back affordably. 

CENTRAL CAHINC 
A fellow gaming friend of mine once 

brought out a seemingly ancient acces¬ 

sory tome titled Heroes of Legend: Cen¬ 

tral Casting. The book was massively 

comprehensive in its character creation 

possibilities. If you weren’t the type to 

flesh out your own character, with this 

book and the roll of a few dice, it was 

practically done for you. I have tried 

to find it at stores and have discovered 

it is out of print. 1 know the author is 

Paul Jaquays, who wrote similar books 

for modem and future settings. What 

I want to know is if you can tell me 

where I might be able to find a copy of 

said volume for sale. If you could point 

me in the right direction, that would be 

absolutely wonderful. (Of course, if you 

could send me an autographed copy, I’d 

be even more pleased....) 

Thanks and keep up the good work. 

Bart Cowan 

Louisville, KY 

P.S. Not to be splitting hairs, but I 

already tried looking through the used 

and out-of-print book companies that 

advertise in your oh-so-cool publication 

and their searches wouldrtt even bring 

up the title, much less a copy for sale. 

One reason you might be having a dif¬ 

ficult time is that the book was actually 

called Central Casting: Heroes of Leg¬ 

end, and not the other way around. After 

some poking around of my own, I think 

it’s fair to say that your best (possibly 

only) bet is to keep watching eBay. As we 

go to press that site has one for sale—for 

about $75 with three days left on the auc¬ 

tion. It’s a really good book, but it isn’t 

that good. Watch the site carefiilly and 

decide before you start bidding how much 

is too much. 

IQI1EH7 
Way to go on a totally cool issue! 1 

loved the fiction and the huge article 

on tombs was great. I would like to ask 

a question regarding one of my favor- 

KNOWLEDCE CHECK 
Question: In Clash of the Titans, 

who is instrumental in the 

destruction of the Kraken? 

ite features: What happened to the 

Caption Contest? I loved that! Other 

than that, I have very few complaints 

about the "new” issues. Here’s one 

of them, though: Why are the covers 

not appearing in the magazine itself? 

They used to be used as art for the 

articles, or else they could be found 

on their own. Appearing in the maga¬ 

zine like that allowed me to pull them 

out and stick them on my wall. (They 

make great posters. Some of them 

really freaked out my non-gaming 

friends.) To balance the complaints, I 

have a huge compliment to whomever 

came up with “First Watch.” Now I 

know where to get everything my gam¬ 

ing self needs. 

To the girl gamers who wrote a let¬ 

ter in issue #327, you go! There seems 

to be no girl gamers where 1 live other 

than myself. I feel a little lonely some¬ 

times. But I look on the bright side— 
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FRACTAL 

SfiMIS !$!«» 

The Power to Shape 
Worlds is in Your Hands 

If that's not enough, you 

can get right into the FT 

Pro's world generation 

settings to adjust color¬ 

ation, percentage water, 

land sizes, maximum and 

minimum heights* world 

circumference, axis inclina¬ 

tion* roughness, and more. 

Add background images, even transparencies to create 

cloud cover and other effects. Import height maps 

from other software, and smooth them to perfection. 

The new Pro version Jets you: 
* Add Craters, or institute a planetary bombardment, 

* Automatically generate river networks. 

* Create flat (planar) worlds. 

* View in new map projections. 

- Use new editing tools include smooth* roughen* 

deterrace* fill basin, raise, lower, mound, build 

mountains and noise. 

■ Automate tasks with the script language. 

Upgrades from previous version 
If you have an earlier version — Fractal Terrains — ^' 

you can get Fractal Terrains Pro at a reduced price, 

Find out more at ftpro.notlong.com. 

Stand-alone .software from ProFantasy W orlds can take so long to map. Creating a 

detailed fantasy world from scratch, can 

take hours—days even. Not any more* 

FT Pro lets you create entire detailed worlds in minutes, 

so you can use your creativity on populating your 

campaign, rather than drawing contour lines. ltTs 

incredibly easy to use, FT Pro delivers you an entire 

world—complete with rivers, climate* and temperature 

zones. Not the world you Imagined? No problem, just 

dick the icon again* and again* and again. Then export 

that world as an Image, animation, icosahedral. VRML* 

or straight into Campaign Cartographer 2 Pro. 

But with FT Pro you can be even more godlike. Starting 

from a random world, real-Earth data, or a flat plain if 

you prefer, you can “paint" altitude or climate adjust¬ 

ments to suit your whim. You can raise mountains from 

nothing and consign entire continents to the deep. 

System Requirements & Contemn fractal Terrains works standalone or 

as an add-on to CCZ Pro, Require? Windows© 95 or better, 16MB RAM 
l SMB hard drive space and a CD-Rom drive. Includes Tlie Essentials booklet, 

and lull manual1 on CD as well as 350MB of Earth and Mars data. 

FT Pro applies its fractal 

magic with deft realism, 

requiring minimum 

artistic skill from you. 

RANDOM PLANET GENER^ToN 



SCALE MAIL 

THERE COES TOKYO AGAIN! 

With a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame 

and the release of his twenty-eighth big 

screen epic, Godzilla: Final Wars, the King of 

the Monsters is set for a long vacation. This 

movie marks the fiftieth anniversary of the city- 

stomping radioactive lizard and the start of what Toho Studios 

claims will be a decade-long hiatus from the silver screen for the 

monster icon. 

Fortunately for devotees of all things kaiju, a plethora of 

Godzilla merchandise is on its way. For the Playstation 2 and 

XBox there's Godzilla: Save the Earth, a monster combat game 

from Atari featuring all the Toho heavy hitters, but also such 

lesser lights as jet jaguar and Anguirus. The game's official web¬ 

site (atarixom/godzilla) doubles as a gateway to the official Final 

Wars movie site and a few other companies with new Godzilla 

wares. Foremost among them is Columbia Tristar, whose home 

video arm is releasing DVDs of Godzilla vs. Hedora and several 

other kaiju flicks previously unavailable in letterboxed, subtitled 

editions. Other Godzilla goodies stomping onto store shelves 

Dragon 

Talk 
x 

include chess pieces and statues from X-Plus, bobbleheads and 

plush monsters from Toy Vault, and several new vinyl figures 

from Bandai japan, available at better import toy stores every¬ 

where. 

For the very latest on all things Godzilla, check out Daikaiju 

Enterprises1 long-running and high-quality fanzine, G-Fan {g-fan,com}( or drop by 

the terrific Monster Zero website (monsterzero.us) and its related net communi¬ 

ties. -James Lowder 

one gamer girl, lots of gamer guys,., 

you do the math, 

Megan O'HefFeman 

San Francisco, CA 

Storting next issue, we're planning to reprint 

the caver image on the fast page of the maga¬ 

zine, Vm responsible for the "First Watch" 

name (which was bom in Dragon Annual 

#6, which / edited), but our own F. Utoky 

Schneider is responsible for the content, 

bringing you the best in gaming news and 

new products each and every month. Three 

cheers far Wes. 

CHAIN 'EM IIP 
I have a dilemma, 1 have been a D&D 

fan for many years and 1 consider 

myself a pretty decent DM, I have 

DM’ed some fairly popular homemade 

campaigns and have had to revise sev¬ 

eral because they were requested so 

many times, 1 have had a good long run 

and enjoyed nearly every minute. But 

alas I now find myself without a group . 

Now 1 know that for most in my situ¬ 

ation you would say just find another 

group. Well, that is far easier said than 

done. The closest shop is an hour away, 

and with a family, 1 just don't have time 

to go searching all over creation for 

players. We live in a small rural com¬ 

munity in the Bible Belt where D&D 

is not the most popular pastime. Most 

folk now just want to play video games 

or go work on their meth labs. Despite 

KNOWLEDGE 
CHECK ANSWER 
Answer: ft’s Bubo of course! He 

delivers Medusa’s head to Perseus 

just in the nick of time! 

the good press in the mainstream 

media D&D still carries a bit of a 

stigma here. So now my only access to 

a hobby that I enjoy is through Dragon 

magazine. This isn't the first time that 

I have had to take a "break” from gam¬ 

ing, so I will sit back, flip through my 

Dungeon Master's Guide, and wait for 

the latest issue of Dragon, Eventually 

a new group will arise and Fll be back 

in the game. Hopefully before fourth 

edition is out, 

Mike “Captain D" Dockery 

Address Withheld 

P.S. There is a lesson to learn from all this, 

1. If you find a group that works well 

together, do what you can to help them 

stay together Be creative, but I suggest 

chaining them up m the basement. 

2, If you have spouses in your group, 

do not let them get divorced! So as the 

DM you must put on the Cupid hat and 

help promote marital bliss or just chain 

them up in the basement. 
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3. If one of the players moves you 

have several options: A) buy expensive 

video phones so that they can still be 

present for games: B) write them off, 

forget they ever existed, and have their 

characters die horrible deaths: or C) 

chain them up in the basement, 

4, If you have players who don't get 

along very well and threaten to drive 

the group apart, just chain them up in 

separate parts of the basement. Or you 

could chain them closer together and 

let them have at it,, sort of like a gladi¬ 

ator campaign. 

Well 1 hope my insight into this 

problem can be of some help to 

others who feel they might soon be in 

the same position. 

Well, I was going to suggest checking out 

local RPGA gamednys and conventions to 

round up new playersr but Fm not sure I 

want to subject any Network members to 

your basement chains..„ 

BUSTED FROM THE mn 
1 am the kind of guy who thinks 

rangers and rogues are the coolest, 

old school heavy metal is the best 

gaming music, Dragoniance is for 

girls, and the best edition of D&D is 

the current one. So, take my opinions 

within that context, 

i always hated the articles that gave me 

a headache reading because someone 

dedded to put red lettering on a purple 

background, l have never been a fan of 

lots of fiction in the pages of Dragon. I 

dorft think that video games belong in 

the pages of our venerable Dragon. 1 

think that the new look of the titles on 

Dragon and Dungeon are boring, but 

definitely more legible, 1 guess that's 

good if you are trying to spot it on a 

newsstand, but since I subscribe, I would 

like something that is more interesting. 

[ bet you are tired of gripe letters,... 

I am in love with the Class Acts 

column. It would be cool if at the end 

of each Class Acts, a prestige class or 

particular concept was looked at from 

various angles. For example, a good 

one would be the various routes that 

can be taken to gain the requirements 

to become an assassin, and the differ* 

ent styles that can be employed while 

playing that sort of a concept. I like 

how everything is compartmental¬ 

ized. 1 like the same sort of articles 

being placed with one another. The 

comics being together is awesome. I 

also like the articles that are basically 

one person talking about their experi¬ 

ences with the game, and various other 

personal thoughts. Coup de Grace, 

From the Editor, Up on a Soapbox, and 

that sort of thing are good examples, I 

really like the fact that Dragon is not 

catering to the campaign settings too 

much. I like the new Eberron setting 

a lot, but I don't think that everyone 

shares my opinion, so it's best to limit 

the amount of info in the magazine. I 

used to always just skip the Greyhawk 

and Spelljammer stuff without a second 

thought. It's cool to feature occasional 

old stuff though, I like Dark Sun a lot, 

and I thought it was great that it was 

gone over in a 3,5 context. There are 

tons of things I like, but these are the 

ones that come to mind. 

Thanks for putting out a good maga¬ 

zine that caters to all players and DMs 

alike. Keep up the good work, and I will 

keep reading. 

David Hollingsworth 

Vancouver, WA 

YOUHC TERROR 
I'm 11 years old right now and I got a 

subscription for Christmas last year. I 

just love it! 

I was wondering if you could put 

more horror supplements for D&D in 

Dragon. When l picked up issue #324 

and saw that it had a part on H, P. Love- 

craft I almost died with excitement! 

I am a big fan of horror and H, P, 

Lovecraff so 1 am asking if you could 

simply put some more articles on hon 

ror in Dragon every once and a while 

Thanks! 

Sam Shaftoe 

Guelph, Canada 

Check out the very Lovecmftian Far 

Realm next month, and be sure to look 

out for the October issuet which will boast 

page after page of horrifying content. 

—Erik Mona 

Kiddle of 
the Unicorn 

T i . 

79 all new riddles 
Plus a special hidden riddle contest 

Win cash and prizes! 

Riddle Rectos 
Riddle Rooms are riddles and puzzles 
presented as rooms that can be added 
to any dungeon or adventure. Each 
room has one or more illustrations. 

Can be used with any system. 

re 
This issue’s 

Riddle: 
13c fore iris born, its skeleton 

Docs grow upon the land. 

Then near the sea it grows and grows 

Until its form is grand 

L And though it swims upon the wuve 

It dies upon the sand. 

Get a new riddle each week in 
your email Sign up m: 

riddles cloud kingdom, com 
Find ihc ftddte rniwcr in our other id in tins 

For more riddles and games visit us al 

mvw.cloudktngdom.com/Dragon 



FIRST WATCH 

reported by Shelly Bam Dale Donovan, Mike Fehlauer, Rob Lightner, and Erik Mona 
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SANOSTOKJ1 

NEW RELEASES 

Sandstorm is the guide to 

alt things dry and deadly, 

providing your characters 

witU evervtiling they need 

to survive the dangers of the 

desert. To conserve water, 

pack special new gear like 

hydration suits onto three 

types of camel mounts or 

control the precious resource 

as a member of the Scions 

of Tern-ft-Nu prestige class. 

Find ways to conquer- beat- 

adapted creatures such as the 

exploding porcupine cactus 

or the marru abomination, a 

creature so powerful it anni¬ 

hilated an entire race. Each 

character class even has an updated variant, like the desert paladin who serves 

as a water guardian or arcane and divine casters who can sap the very mois¬ 

ture from your blood. In addition, expect tons of desert-modi bed prestige 

classes, spells, and details on how to run your own desert campaign. -S, H. 
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DmtiiAuril brings the undead to life, 

at least in miniature form. Some of 

the most appealing monsters from 

this set's 60 figures include Griffins. 

Beholders, Count!s, Ettin Skirmish¬ 

ers, three new dragons, and two 

large uncommons—the Dire Bear 

and Skull Crusher Ogre, The Beast 

Master and Grim Necromancer 

make new types of warbands pos¬ 

sible. as they control dire animals 

and undead. New rules for warband 

mechanics are also tweaked to 

optimize play. Since this set was 

designed simultaneously with Mon¬ 

ster Manual III, creatures like the 

Bonedaw were sculpted and painted 

in parallel, making lhe 

minis and the manuals 

mesh better than in any 

previous set. Also, check 

out the new Dcodikue/i 

Kenku in "The Ecology 

of the Kenku" on page 71 

of this issue, -S.B. 

This spring, a sterling collection 

of the most insidious, innovative, 

and downright nastiest traps ever 

devised to destroy your dearly 

loved player characters returns 

from the deathless realm known 

as "Out of Print/ Yes, thafs right. 

Grim tooth is back, 

Crirntooth the troll, master 

trap-builder and foe of dungeon 

del vers everywhere, tortured play¬ 

ers and killed PCs in hilariously 

inventive ways back in the days of 

furry-footed halflmgs and THACO, 

Now, the best of the seven-volume 

series of GrimtootWs Traps are 

collected here, with Grim tooth's 

blessing, and fully converted 

and updated to d2G rules. Clark 

Petersen of Necromancer Games 

(necromancergames.com), the 

company to credit (or blame) for 

Grim tooths return, had this to 

say about every DM's favorite troll 

engineer, "We kept the tongue- 

in-cheek nature of the originals 

intact and even added a new sto¬ 

ryline with Crirntooth, Grimtina, 

and Bill and me (from Necroman¬ 

cer Games), where Grimmy kills 

Bill and me at the end/ Clark also 

hints at a surprise for the readers 

of the book as well, but prefers 

that it, like Grimtooth's traps 

themselves, remains a secret- 

until it's too late. -D.D. 
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FIRST WATCH 

ROLL YOUR OWN 

Back with more innovations for yc 

table. Green Dragon Studio sells « 

line of rubber stamps of common 

ture fixtures. Starter packs come with three 

or four related stamps (such as an outdoor 

pack with trees and bushes or a furniture 

pack with common dungeon dressings), an 

ink pad, and a little dropper bottle of battle* 

mat-safe wet erase ink. Pick up a few packs 

and you can say goodbye to the days when players must guess whether a 

scrawled square represents a chest full of treasure or a spike-filled pit. 

In addition to this familiar fare, Green Dragon Studio produces a new prod¬ 

uct that utilizes the most advanced in roller technology. Our ink-stained fingers 

BATTLE FOR EBERRON 

Ttus month Ei\vnron makes its olfie- ^ * 

ironic debut wish Dragcnshard, a real- 1 ^ *' 

time strategy PC game from Atari and _ ^ ' *" 

developed by Liquid Entertainment, m ^ &%* , y 

Capturing the tiniqpe flavor of a MU ^ 

D&D session, Drogon.dmrd is much * ' # -J 

more than iilsLanother fantasy RTS 

game. The game consists of two 

distinct types of game play The first 

mode offers what you might expect # y, 

from a fantasy RTS: you gather . - 

various resources, build units, fighl s *\r 

against large enemy armies, and so 

on. In the second type of play all that 

we love about D&D shines forth, as . v 

unit leaders take on all the aspects 

of PCs and enter dungeonlike areas 

of Hie map, Further, these leaders 

"absorb" their units, making the lead¬ 

ers even tougher (Le., the bigger the 

unit, the better the bonuses the leader / ± 

receives when dungeon delving), ^ 

Liquid luis also recently announced ^ ' % 

lizard folk as the third of Dragon* ■ • * T 

shard’s three playable factions (the * 1 ’ 

first two being the Church of the 

Silver Flame and the sinister Umbra- 
geu dark elves). Take control of this races reptilian warriors, including war 

drakes, pteradons* hydras, and even a gigantic dragon named Red Fang, 

along with a host of other monstrosities and deadly powers. For more on 

Drttgonshard check out atari.com, -DJX 

tremble with glee at die drought of a custom roller that can produce, say, a wave 

pattern for water adventures, inlaid tiles for temple sackings, or piles of skulls 

for tomb raids. For Green Dragon Studio's complete line and ordering informa¬ 

tion, check out their site at greendragonstudio.com, -M.F. 

DUNGEON THIS MONTH 
Dungeon #izo 

(3 of 4) 
The third of four giant poster maps by all- 

star cartographer Robert Lazaretti reveals the 

sinister Scarlet Brotherhood, the vast reach 

of the corrupt Great Kingdom, and the loca 

don of D&D's most infamous location, the 

Tomb of Horrorsf 

The Obsidian Eye 
by Nicolas Logue and Brendan Vietorson 

The shifting desert sands have revealed an 

ancient obelisk whose presence is having an 

unsettling effect on the surrounding desert. 

Ancient dead arise from the dunes, danger¬ 

ous jackalweres launch attacks on caravans 

and villages, and the mysterious Order of the 

Obsidian Eye has Flocked to the unearthed 

ruin for reasons no doubt dire A D&D 

adventure for 3rd-leve1 characters. 

The Forsaken Arch 

by Timothy J. Haerter 

The pearl divers ofShoalbury are in trouble. 

A band of birdlike kenku and ogres have 

been ambushing and plundering outgoing 

shipments of pearls, and stealing eyes from 

the bodies of their victims. A single guard 

survived the most recent ambush and bis 

testimony might just be enough to lead a 

brave band of adventurers to the bandit Ian 

and to the sinister cult they serve. A D&D 

adventure for 7th-level characters 

Lost Temple of Demogorgon 

by Sean K Reynolds 

His name has inspired Fear in legions of 

heroes, and his cult has lurked in the dismal 

reaches of the world for countless ages. He 

is Demogorgon, and his temples arc night’ 

mare realms haunted by primeval menaces 

and hateful legacies from a time when the 

world was savage. And now, a vengeful death 

knight has discovered one of these lost 

temples—will the PCs aid him rn his dark 

quest for revenge, or wifi they fall before the 

awakened host of the Prince of Demons!1 A 

D&D adventure for Mth-levd characters. 
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FIRST WATCH 

\ 
MINI OF THE MONTH 

A few years ago, a little French com¬ 

pany called Rackham burst onto the 

gaming scene with an incredible 

range of metal fantasy miniatures 

to support Confivntaticn, a tabletop 

skirmishing game similar to War- 

hammer Fantasy Battle. For too long, 

the miniatures remained difficult to 

obtain outside Europe, the province 

of obsessed miniature collectors 

who hoped their high school French 

was strong enough to put together 

an online order 

Happily, Confrontation is now avail¬ 

able in English, Rackham (rackham. 

ff) is no longer a "little company/' 

and the full line of their miniatures is 

available online and at better hobby 

shops. Rackhams star has risen 

recently due to the peerless quality of 

its imaginative sculpts and the inven¬ 

tiveness of its conceptual design . The 

game boasts hundreds of miniatures 

appropriate for use with any fantasy 

RPG (let alone the intriguing Con* 

fiontation game itself). 

Our most recent favorite is the 

Black Paladins set, a three-figure 

offering that presents a trio of fear¬ 

some swordsmen ready to terrorize 

your game. The three similar figures 

come in slightly different poses, each 

with his own hauntingiy embellished 

tower shield. I plan to use them as 

agents ofGREYHAWK’s notorious 

Homed Society, but they make fitting 

champions of any diabolical force in 

your campaign world. -EM. 
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“Steven Erikson is a master of lost and forgotten 
epochs, a weaver of ancient epics...”* 

Steven Erikson 

Deadhouse Gates 
Vtopfu n K O1Hi.1t J(H*n 

Steven Erikson 

\ LI It- 1 Ju* Mala/an 

IWtik of die fa Hen 

Deadhouse Gates 
Hardcover! 0-765-31002-3 ■ S25.05/S35.9S Can, 

Trade paperback: 0-765-31420-0 * S M.95/521 *95 Can. 

Available February 2005 

Deadhouse Cates is the second book in The Malazan Book 

of the Fallen, the thrilling epic of war, intrigue and betrayal 

begun In Cardens of the Moon. 

In the vast dominion of Seven Cities, in the Holy Desert 

Raraku, the seer Sha’ik and her followers prepare for the 

long-prophesied uprising known as the Whirlwind—a 

maelstrom of fanaticism and savagery that will embroil 

the Malazan Empire in one of the bloodiest conflicts it 

has ever known... 

Steven Erikson 
Gardens of 

thcJYjoon 

r. __ 

Gardens of the Moon 
0-765-34878-0 * 57.99/5 LO. 9 9 Can, 

Available now in paperback! 

Conceived and written on a 

pa nora mic scale. Gardens of the Moon 

introduces the awe-inspiring Malazan 

Book of the Fallen—a brilliant fantasy 

epic of a world ravaged by dark, 

uncontrollable magic. 

“Give me...the evocation of a rich, complex and yet ultimately unknowable 

other world, with a compelling suggestion of intricate history and mythology and lore. 

Give me mystery amid the grand narrative....lGlive me a world in which every sea hides 

a crumbled Atlantis, every ruin has a tale to tell, every mattock blade is a silent legacy 

of struggles unknown. Give me, in other words, the fantasy work of Steven Erikson.... 

Erikson is a master of lost and forgotten epochs, a weaver of ancient epics 

on a scale that would approach absurdity if it wasn’t so much fun.'' 

— * Salon § 



FIRST WATCH 

ARCANA EVOLVED 

Available this month. Arcana Evolved, the massive 

revision/expansion of Monte Cook s original Arcana 

Unearthed, promises to l Krill gainers following the prog¬ 

ress of Iris alternative D&D setting. Entirely new classes. 

races, and magic would be plenty to 

keep any imaginative DM or player 

happy, but Cook’s meticulous atten- 

#**'**#' lion to how all the elements fit and 

( (t y \ \ i function together is what makes 

the work such a powerful draw. 

; It's hard to move away from 

: V, established archetypes like wiz¬ 

ards, rangers, dwarves, and 

elves—and harder to create new 

ones, yet Cook draws players in 

_ ^ by taking the coolest features of 

the old archetypes and re-imag¬ 

ining them in radical new com¬ 

binations, Monte Cook roiled 

a natural 20 with Arcana Unearthedt and Arcana 

Emitted easily confirms the criL -R>L 

3*^5 

FULL METAL FANTASY 

At long last, the Iron King¬ 

doms are yours to explore . ' # 

with Privateer Press* Full ^ 

Metal ffimtosy, Volume * 

Two: Iron Kingdoms World -T*1*’ ^ 

Guide, This lavishly illus¬ 

trated book is packed r 

with 400+ pages of his¬ 

tory, story, and flavor. 

Every city, every kingdom is 

exhaustively detailed with encyclopedic detail: 

industry, military people, languages, politics, points 

of int erest, and more. Released totally under die Open 

Gaming License, this eagerly awaited behemoth presents 

no new games rules* making the setting just as valuable 

to players of other RPGs as it is to d20 players. The guide 

also hints at new releases and plots developing in Priva 

teer's wildly popular Warmadnm miniatures game. For 

more about the Iron Kingdoms, Warmachine, and Full 

Metal Fantasy Volume Two: /rort Kingdoms World Guide, 

checkout pri vateerpress.com. -JW.F. 

RPGA UPDATE 
by Ian Richards 

RPGA Program Manager 

Undoubtedly roleplaying games 

are serious fun. I remember games 

where, amidst jokes and wisecracks* 

friends and I intensely concentrated 

for hours to defeat one heinous plot 

or another. All greal fun, of which 

we decided the RPGA needs more! 

Something a little less intense and 

a lot lighter hearted. Therefore we 

are happy to announce that we will 

be working with Rich Bur lew on 

having a brand new cartoon strip for 

the RPGA Newsletter I spoke about 

in the last issue. 

For those of you unfamiliar 

with Rich's work, he has made our 

weeks brighter with the adven¬ 

tures of the Order of the Stick, 

which offers a lighthearted look 

at the world of fantasy RPGs and 

in particular D&D. He has kindly 

agreed to do a series of cartoons 

For our C,M T-shirts for the three 

big shows in 2005, Each shirt 

features a brand new Order of the 

Stick single frame cartoon and will 

be given to all the GMs who run 

RPGA games at Origins. Gi s Con 

Indy, or C.i:n Con So Caj as a spe¬ 

cial thank you. So for all you GMs 

who are Order of the Stick enthu¬ 

siasts. you can get more informa¬ 

tion about volunteering for us at 

the RPGA website as it nears the 

dates of those shows. Show dates 

are available at geticon.com and 

originsgames.com. For those ol 

you who have yet to he initiated 

into the “Order” and are now curi¬ 

ous to see Rich's work* visit the 

home of the Order of the Stick at 

giantitp.com. 

Of late there has also been a 

stirring in the “force" with indi¬ 

viduals inquiring if and when 

we will be doing any STAR W vhs 

Mjniaturis leagues and sanction¬ 

ing. Well, as of March 1. 2005, 

galactic domination begins with 

the brand new Star Wars Mi v 

iatl ui s League kit. This w ill be 

very similar to the existing D&D 

Campaigns kits with content 

specifically for Star Wars Mintv 

n iii s players, including special 

dear plastic templates, terrain 

tiles, and special alternative-paint 

miniatures starting with May’s kit. 

These miniatures will have differ¬ 

ent paint jobs from those contained 

within the retail sets, making them 

unique to this program. Plus, they 

are only available through partici¬ 

pating stores and only in the month 

they are scheduled for. All statistics 

will remain the same, which means 

no super-powered Sith L ord Ewoks! 

If you'd like to be part of this 

struggle for domination in a uni¬ 

verse not so far, far away* contact 

your local store and make sure it is 

participating, and if it isn't and it 

wishes to. then have the store con¬ 

tact its Direct Sales representative 

at Wizards of the Coast, w 
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You and What Army? 
Not every battle is one on one. Sometimes you need a little help 

from your friends. Sometimes you need an army of allies! 
Our new plastic miniatures are just the ticket. 

There are five figures 

per set. Choose your 

allies from Dwarves 

with spears, Dwarves 

with axes, or Dwarves 

with crossbows. DMs 

will of course like the 

ores with spears, with 

swords or with bows. 

DWXB.V6N BONES 
A 7-piece set of 12mm fantasy dice made out of 

actual bone. That about says is all, doesn't it? 

They're real bone bones. Get it? Got it? Get 'em! 

Quality Products For Serious Gamers 

In Europe In the U.s.a. In Germany 

I EXCEPT GERMANY) CRYSTAL CASTE WELT DER SPIELE 

EM-4 MINIATURES t -888-3CC-3423 

WWW.EM4MINIATURES.COMWWW.CRYSTALCASTE.COM 

Dist. + Mark. GmbH 

www.wds.de 





by Hictwkis Hewitt ■ liy Mabaci William Kalina 

more gore from lore of yore 
Unfortunately for Beowulf, Crcrule! was not alone in the 

swamps: He lived in an underwater cave with his mother, 

a monster in her own right W hen she found Crondel dead 

in the mere from hitsohvimis battle-wounds. she flew inlo 

a fury and traced her sou s blood bach to I feoroL Wail ing 

until lire w arriors had fallen asleep, she stalked into the hall 

and killed Aeschare, Hrolh gar's com tael on taking his body 

into the swamp lo mimic how her son was laken from hen 

Beownil followed G renders mother into the swamps and 

dove into the deepest pool after lien Although Grenders 

mother struggled with Beowulf, tier i laws could not Imd 

purchase in his thainmaik Dragging Beowulf into her ball to 

finish him w ilh her knife, the mighty warrior beheaded her 

using a sword from her own hoard. 

Returning to Geatland with wealth and renown, Beowulf 

soon inherited the kingdom from his uncle, who died in battle 

with the Seylfmgs. ftcownl! ruled for fifty years, protechug bis 

people from rival nations, and was widely considered a good 

king. However, lit his kingdom lived a hredrake who slept 

for centuries on a bed of gold and jewels left behind by some 

long-forgotten king. The dragon awoke when a slave. Meeting 

his master, stole a gem-encrusted goblet from llie terrible 

beast's hoard. Hie firedrake searched his cave for an entire 

day. looking for the goblet, before taking oul his ire on the 

Gears by burning their villages to the ground, Beowulf set out 

with his men to slay the Jiredrake, but all of them fled in terror 

save his steward Wigkif. Beowulf and Wiglof slew the dragon 

during a fierce and bloody battle, but not before the fired rake 
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BiOieid/ is one of the oldest surviving examples of English 

literature, It tells the story of Beowulf, a Gealish warrior 

who lived in lhe fifth century, ci,. The son of Ecgtheow 

and the nephew and retainer of I lygelae. king of the Gcals, 

Beowulf w as renowned in his youth for his recklessness, 

strength, and stamina, One oft-told story tells how Beowulf , 

in a swimming contest with Iris boyhood friend Broca, swam 

for five days in full a rmor and stayed nine vicious w hales on 

his wav back to shore, 

A.i litis lime, the neighboring kingdom of Denmark 

was under siege. Their king, Hrothgar. buill a great hall 

for his people, named I teorot. In tins hall Iirnthgax held 

leas Is and celebrations, while bards sang the praises of 

the god who granted him this wealth. In the mere nearby, 

however, lurked G rend el, a cannibal ogre cursed by the 

gods. Enraged, Grendel sacked I foorot. devouring thirty 

of llrothgars thanes. Every night when Hrothgar held his 

festivities, Grendel attacked, tearing the kings sleeping 

retainers limb from limb. 

Grendel held Heorot under his reign of terror for twelve 

years before Beowulf sailed to Denmark, boasting of his 

strength and promising Hrothgar he'd slay I he monster. 

Being an honorable soil. Beowulf agreed lo fight Grendel on 

his ow n terms, without weaponry. To Hrothgar's surprise, 

Beowulf succeeded, ripping Grendd’s arm from Us socket 

and nailing it to I lie wall off I enrol as a trophy. Hrothgar 

rewarded Beowulf with the blessing of his kingdom and 

numerous gifts, including rings and other treasure. 



Nicholas herold THE BEASTS OF BEOWULF 

injected Beowulf with its deadly poison. 

Beowulf died that day. leaving the Gears 

to an uncertain future. 

For years, scholars ignored the various 

beasts of Beowulf as unneeded trappings 

on a lale of various tribes, their gene¬ 

alogies, and their battles. Thanks to the 

efforts of a professor of English named 

f R. R, Tolkien, it is now generally 

considered that the creatures slain bv 

Beowulf are indicative of his status as a 

true hero. 

Grehdel 
Large Monstrous Humanoid 

Hit Dice: 10dg+70 (115 hp) 

in iliative: +2 

Speed: 40 ft. (8 squares), swim 40 ft. 

Armor Clans: 22 \ -l size, *2 Dex, i 1 ! 

ruuuralf touch 11, flat-footed It) 

Base Attack/Grapple: +10/+22 

Attack: Claw +17 melee (ldfn-8) 

Full Attack: 2 daws + 17 melee (ldf>+8) 

and bite + 15 melee f ld8+4) 

S pa ce/ Reach: 10 ft. /10 ft. 

Special Attacks: Frenzy, rend 2d6+12 

Special Qualities: Dafkvisiori 60 ft.r DR 

IS/bludgeoning. hold breath, low-1 ig hi 

vision, scent 

Saves: Fort +10, Ref+9, Will +7 

Abilities: Sir 26. Dex 15. Con 25. frit 6, 

Wis I LCha 1.0 

Skills: Hide+8*. Listen * 3, Move 

Silently +7, Spot +3, Swim +16 

Feats: Cleave. Diehard1, Mu hi attack. 

Power Attack, Stealthy 

Environment: Cold marsh 

Organ i/.at ion: Sol i tary 

Challenge Rating: 9 

Treasure: Standard (including dragon- 

skin bug ofGmtdd} 

Alignment: Always chaotic evil 

Advancement: By character dass 

Level Adjustment: +7 

This horrid creator* resembles a man, 

but no man leas ever so tall or softer al, Its 

hide is thick and its jam and claws appear 

adept at tearing human flesh. It carries 

over its riimddtTO massive bug crafted out 

of reptilian hide. 

Grendel is the ogrdikedescendent of 

Cain, Ihe first murderer. Hated by the 

gods, he lives in a haunted mere with 

his mother, a powerful hag. Grendel 

is carnivorous, feeding off wild game, 

travelers, and Hrothgar s retainers in 

his war against Heorot. 

Grendel stands about 12 feel tall 

and weighs over 506 pounds. I le 

speaks Common and Giant, but rarely 

lias anything to say. 

Combat 
Grendel prefers to avoid fair fights 

and whenever possible attacks from 

ambush. Whether this means hiding 

in a there or simply creeping toward 

a sleeping human depends on the 

situation* if he fails to kill his oppo¬ 

nent on the hi st attack, he is liable to 

fly into a frenzy. 

Grendel frequently attacks using 

his Power Attack feat, taking a -3 pen¬ 

alty on his attack rolls and gaining a 

+5 Iron us on damage rolls. 

Frenzy (Ex): If Grondel takes dam¬ 

age in combat, he Hies into a berserk 

rage as a free action on his next turn, 

clawing and biting madly until he 

or his opponent is dead. When in 

a frenzy, Grendel gains +4 Strength. 

+4 Constitution, and a -2 penalty' to 

Armor Class, Grendel cannot end this 

rage voluntarily. 

Rend (Ex); Whenever Grendel hits 

an opponent with both daw attacks, lie 

grabs and tears the opponent’s flesh. 

This attack automatically deals an addi¬ 

tional 2d6+i2 points ol damage. 

Hold Breath (Ex): Grendel can hold 

his breath for a number of rounds 

equal to six times his Constitution 

score before he risks drowning. 

Skills: Grendel has a +8 racial 

bonus on any Swim check to per¬ 

form a special action or avoid 

a hazard. He can always 

choose to take 10 on a Swim 

check, even if distracted or 

endangered. He can use 

the rim action while swim¬ 

ming. provided be swims in 

a straight line. 

* Grendel has a +4 

racial bonus on all Hide 

checks. This bonus 

increases to +8 in „ 

marshes, jM 

DRAGOHSKin BAG OF 
GREHDEL 

This large sack is crafted from the 

hides of black dragons and swamp 

serpents. The bag acts like a bag of 

holding (type IV), With the exception 

that it does not open into a non- 

dimensional space. Instead, any 

item placed inside the bag is shrunk 

to 1/7 6 normal size This bag does 

not shrink living creatures or spell 

effects. If dispelled, all objects within 

the bag immediately return to nor¬ 

mal size, ruining the bag. The bag 

can hold no more than 1,500 lb of 

material, although the bag’s weight 

never exceeds 8 lb, This bag can 

be placed inside a nondimensional 

space such as a hag of holding* but it 

cannot be further reduced* such as 

through a glove of strong. 

Faint transmutation; CL 5th; 

Craft Wondrous Item, shrink item; 

Price 18.000gp; Weight 8 lb. 

r 
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Werewolf: Tut Forsaken (WW30000; ISBN 1 -58846-324-9; $34.99) 
For use with the World of Darkness Rulebook (WW55002; ISBN I -58846-484-9; $24.99) 
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Nn noi AMiraoiD THE BEASTS OF BEOWULF 

GREnoEL's Mother 
Large Monstrous Humanoid 

Nil Dke: ISdfG 105 (172 hp) 

Initiative; +5 
Speed; 20 ft, (4 squares), swim 40 fl. 

Armor C lass: 24 (-1 she. + 1 Dex. +14 

natural), touch 10. flat-looted 23 

Base Attack/Grapple: * 15/+34 

Altac k: flaw +25 melee {Id6+11) or iargr 

»Jshort sword *27 melee (ld8+13/02-20) 

Full Attack: 2 daws +25 melee 

(tiif>+ 11) am! bite +2.3 melee (1d8+5) 

or large +2 short sword +27/+22/ +17 

melee (1d8+13/19-20) and bite +23 

melee ( ldH+5) 

Space/Reach: 10 ft,/10 ft. 

Special Attacks: Improved grab. rake 

ldfi+13 

Special Qualities: Blood nirse. 

datkvtsiufi 00 ft*, HR 15/adamanMnc, 

hold breath, scent 

Saves: fort * 12, Ref +10, Will +11 

Abilities: Sir 12. Hex 12. Con 24, Ini ! 1, 

Wis IS. Cha 10 

Skills: Hide tS. Listen +15, Move 

Silently +12. Spot +15, Survival +12, 

Swim +19 

feats: Alertness, Combat Expertise. 

Irnproved Grapple. Improved Initiative, 

Multialtae k, Track 

I nvifoniuent; Cold marsh 

Organization: Solitary 

C linllengr Rating: 9 3 

Treasure: Double standard (including a 

huge +2diorlsu#rti and a towgr +1 adaman- 

tine wcNisfraifs ItujfKwoM hatw grtsatsivord) 

Alignment: Alw ays diaolit evil 

Advancement: fly character class 

Level Adjustment: +9 

This strange emtlure is shaped raguWy 

like a uwmui, /nr/ she is bony um/guimL 

Miter than Any fnmmri woman. Hn* sfcrn 

is colored iti a layer#/tough sinks and 

sharp t/tors lip her webbed fingers. Her 

gait is awkward and fierif, appearing 

uncomfortable mi lutnL 

The (me name ofGremltTs mother 

is unknown. Her small role in his¬ 

tory is completely defined by her son. 

A large haglike creature. GrernkTs 

mother lives in a submerged hall in 

a haunted mere with her son. She is 

GREUDEL AtlD CREHDEL'S 
RIDTHERItl THE CAmpAIGn 

Grendel and Grcndd’s mother are dif¬ 

ficult to use in a D&D game, as both 

are unique and dead. Fortunately, 

there are simple solutions to this 

problem. Perhaps Beowulf failed and 

either Grendel his mother, or both 

the monsters are still on the loose 

and need to be stopped, or perehaps 

other Catn-spawned monsters exist, 

using the same statistics as Grendej 

or Grondel's mother. DMs interested 

m using Grendel or Grenders Mother 

in their campaigns might consider 

some of the following plot hooks. 

* A bardic college is under noctur¬ 

nal assault from multiple G rondel 

like creatures, 

* The king sends out a call for adven¬ 

turers to stop monstrous bandits 

waylaying and devouring travelers. 

* A beast much like Grendet's 

mother declares herself "Queen of 

the Mere" and forces neighboring 

rulers to pay her tribute or due 

more intelligent and wary than her 

offspring. Often lurking in swamps, 

she feeds on lost travelers and wild¬ 

life w hile her son brings her trea¬ 

sures from the outside world 

GremltTs mother stands about R leet 

tall and weighs about 325 pounds. She 

speaks Common. Abyssal, and Giant, 

but finds it unusual to talk to her food. 

Combat 
Grendet's mother dislikes fighting fair and 

she usually attacks from ambush. She pre¬ 

fers to grapple opponents, drag them into 

the mere, and leai them to pieces with her 

claws. M this fails, she relies on weapons 

that she keeps in her hall. 

Grenders mother usually attacks 

using her Combat Expertise Ibai, taking 

a -5 penalty on her attack rolls to gain a 

+5 bonus to Armor Class. 

Blood Curse (Su): Grendet's 

mother is protected by a vindictive 

curse, should she happen to die. Any 

slashing or piercing weapon that deals 

the killing blow to Grondel's mother 

is utterly destroyed, melting into a 

puddle ofbloody metal. Magic weap¬ 

ons receive a DC 22 Fortitude save to 

avoid this effect. 

Improved Grab (Fx): To use this ability. 

GfciukTs mother mast hit a Medium or 

smaller opponent with a claw attack. Site 

can then attempt to start a grapple as a 

free action without provoking an attack 

of o ppo i tu rr i tv. I f si ic succeecI s. she 

establishes a hold and can rake* 

I fold Breath (Ex); Grmdel’s niothei 

can hold her breath fur a number of 

rotiltd?# equal to six times her Constitu¬ 

tion score before she risks drowning. 

Rake (Ex): Attack bonus +23, 

ldh+11 damage. 

Skills: Grenders molhei has a +8 

racial bonus on any Swim check id 

perform a special action or Jivoid a 

hazard. She can always choose to lake 

10on a Swim thi ck, even if distracted 

or endangered. She urn use the run 

action while swimming, provided she 

swiius iii a straight line. 

Firedrake 
Gargantuan Dragon (Fire) 

Nit Dice: 2Kd12+252 (4 34 hp) 

Initiative: +4 

Speed: 90 9t. (8 squares), lb 200 19, 

(clumsy) 

Armor Class: 33 {-4 size. +27 natural), 

touch 0, flat-looted 3 3 

B;ise A11ack/Gmppfe: + 28/+S4 

Attack: Bite +38 melee (6d6+ 14 

plus poison) 

f ull Attack: Bite + 38 J&elee (6d6+14 

plus poison). 2 daws +16 metce 

(2dS+7), 2 wings +36 melee [2d6+7)f 

and tail slap + 36 melee (2d8+21) 

Space/Heat h: 20 It./15 ft, (20 fl. with bile) 

Special Attacks: breath weapon, crush, 

frightful presence, poison 

Special Qualities: Blindsense 60 ft , 

darkvision 120 ft., DR 15/magic, 

immunity to lire, paralysis and sleep, 

keen sight, SR 29, vulnerability to cold 

Saves: fori +25, Ref < Hi, Will i/3 

Abilities: Sti 39. Dex 10. Con 28, hit II. 

Wis 20. Cha 21 

Skills: Intimidate +16, Knowledge 

(history) «31, Listen +38, Search +31, 

Sense Motive +36, Spot +38 
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Nicholasherold THE BEASTS OF BEOWULF 

Feats: Alertness, Cleave. 1 lover. 

Improved Inirialivr, Improved Natural 

Attack (bile). Improved Sunder, Iron Will 

Multialtmk, Power Attack. Wingover 

Environment: Cold mountains and 

underground 

Organization: Solitary 

Challenge Rating: 20 

Treasure: Triple standard 

Alignment: Neutral evil 

Advancement: 29-% I ID (Gargan¬ 

tuan). 57-B4 I ID (Colossal) 

[)te sIjujow dragon in front of you hares 

ft,* drippingfangs memiingiy it has a long 

serpentine wA toppl'd by a bead almost too 

large far its body Great black wingp stretch 

Mtmd if, as tkvs a powerful lull tipped by 

a miked hone hook. The dragons color is a 

deep red. and its tyes glow a coppery orange. 

Fired rakes are a species of dragon that 

lack in magical power but compensate 

for it in sheer physical strength, I Hey 

are not as intelligent as most true 

dragons and fear their more clever kin, 

living in difficult-to-access caves and on 

mountain peaks. Like all dragons they 

crave treasure and are capable of both 

amassing great hoards and knowing 

every detail with its them. 

A fired rake is over 50 feet long, 

has a wingspan of approximately 100 

feet, and weighs 50 tons, Fired-rakes 

speak Draconic. 

Combat 
hired rakes prefer to breathe fire as 

often as possible and not dose into 

melee combat unless necessary, If 

directly confronted they assault 

then foes with a barrage of powerful 

physical attacks, including then ven¬ 

omous bite. 

A fired rake's natural weapons count 

as magic for the purpose of overcoming 

damage reduction. 

Breath Weapon (So): 60-foot con- 

damage If>d 10 fire, Reflex DC 33 hall. 

Crush (Ex): When flying, a fired rake 

can land ou its opponents, crushing 

them underneath its body. The fire drake 

can affect as many Medium or smaller 

creatures as can lit underneath its body. 

Creatures within the area must make 

a DC 33 Reflex save or he pinned 

and take 4cl6+ 21 points of damage. 

Creatures that make their save are 

not pinned. The fired rake must make 

grapple checks every round if it wishes 

to maintain the pin, and pinned 

creatures lake damage from 

the crush every round. 

Frightful Presence 
* (Fx): All creatures 

’ with 2X or fewer 

Hit Dice within 

^ % 24(1 feet of a fire- 

drake when it charges, 

JlUjfcC *■ ' attacks, or Hies over- kfiead must make DC 29 

Will saves or be shaken for 

4d6 rounds. Crea- 
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hires with fewer than 5 I tD are pan¬ 

icked instead of shaken if they fail this 

save, A creature that succeeds this save 

is immune to that fired rake's frightful 

presence lor 24 hours, The fire-drake 

is immune to the (rightful presence of 

other dragons, 

Poison (Fx): The poison of a fired rake 

causes searing pain as the victim's 

internal organs burn. Bite, Fort DC Li 

negates, initial and secondary damage 

2df» Con. In addition, any creature dial 

takes the initial damage is sickened for 

2d4 minutes. 

Keen Sight (Ex): A firedrakt1 tan see 

four times as well as a human in shad¬ 

owy conditions and twice as well in 

normal light 

Beowulf 
Beowulf Male Human Fighter 15: CR 

15; Medium humanoid (human); HD 

ISdin+45: bp 127, (nil +6; Spd 50 ft,; 

AC 25 (+2 Df% +.7 armor, +5 shield, 

+1 deflection), touch 13, flat-footed 23; 

IJase Aik +15; Grp +26; Aik +2.4 melee 

(Id4+11 /19-20, unarmed strike) or 

+ 24 melee (1 <14+9/19-20, +2 dagger) or 

+ 23 melee (ldB+7/19-20, masterwork 

bastard sword); Full Atk +24/+19/+14 

mdee (Id4+11/19 20, unarmed 

strike) or +24/+I9/+14 melee (ld4+9/ 

19 20. cZdagget) or + 23/+ IH/+13 mdee 

(1d8+7/19-20, masterwork bastard 

sword): AL NG; 5V Fort rl2. Ref+7. 

Will 4 5: Srr 24. Dex 15, Con 16, Int 14. 

Wts 10, Cha 14, 

Stills; Climb +25, jump +25, Spot +9, 

Survival +9, Swim +25, 

Feats: Combat Expertise-, Diehard, 

Endurance, Greater Weapon Focus 

(unarmed strike). Greater Weapon Spe¬ 

cialization (unarmed strike), improved 

Bull Rush. Improved Critical (unarmed 

strike). Improved Grapple, Improved 

Initiative, Improved Unarmed Strike, 

Power Attack. Skill Focus (swim) Track, 

Weapon Focus (unarmed strike), Weapon 

Specialization (unarmed strike). 

languages: Common, Draconic. Gianl. 

Possessions: eZmilhral chuinmail, 

+ 3 heavy wooden shield of fice resistance 

20, ring of protection +1, FWf of giant 

strength +4, +2 dagger, masterwork bas¬ 

tard sword, 
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The torch has been passed and burns more 

brightly than ever in this latest chapter of 

the venerable Pern saga.” 
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) 

the heels of their landmark 

m * 1 collaboration. Dragon's Kin, Anne 

\/ McCaffreys son takes the reins of 

the Dragon riders saga—and soars... 

A mysterious fatal illness is striking 

dragons in a growing epidemic. And 

with the nest deadly Thread fall only 

davs awav. voting Lorana must find a 

cure before all of Pern's defenders 

succumb . . . and the planet is doomed. 

I he future of the beloved bestselling 

Pern series begins now. 

(owing in hardco ver January 25, 2005 

Ctdh 

1 
|| WWW.DELREYBDDKS.CaM 

6n sale now in paperback 
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The one who saw all I will declare to the world. 

The one who knew all I will tell about. 
He saw the great Mystery, he knew the Hidden. 
He recovered the knowledge of all the times before the Flood. 
He journeyed beyond the distant, he journeyed beyond 

exhaustion, and then carved his story on stone. 
-The Epic of Gilgamesh 

J r rj r n r n r n r n cJ"3 cJ"3 C-T3 cJ~3 r m r_[~3 cJ"3 r H r f~J r P 

The ancient Mesopotamians, a 

number of related cultures that 

ruled the Middle East from 3000 

bce to the beginning of the Common 

Era, had strong ties to their gods. There 

were innumerable deities, including one 

for practically everything the people saw 

around them: animals, plants, minerals, 

and even emotions and occupations each 

had their own divine patron. The ancient 

Mesopotamian people thanked their gods 

for their prosperity and sought succor 

from them when things went bad. They 

spoke to their gods as if they were friends 

and relatives. (Some of the people even 

wrote letters to their gods.) 

Change occurred only through the 

actions of gods. In order to achieve 

success, ancient Mesopotamian people 

believed one had to have the patronage 

of a god. Each city also had a patron 

deity and the prosperity of the city was 

a reflection of that gods power. 

Mythologies are not static and 

details vary greatly over time as power 

centers rise and fall. The Mesopota¬ 

mian pantheon as presented in this 

article is based mostly on its depic¬ 

tion in The Epic of Gilgamesh. The 

real King Gilgamesh ruled the city 

of Uruk circa 2800 bce, although The 

Epic of Gilgamesh itself was not put 

into writing until almost a millen¬ 

nium later. Stories of Gilgamesh's 

heroics were popular in many parts 

of the Middle East, and the epic poem 

was copied and recopied by scribes 

until the end of the first century bce. 

Adad 
(The Thunderer, The Violent) 

Intermediate God (Chaotic Neutral) 

At the first glimmer of brightening dawn, 

there rose on the horizon a dark cloud of 

black, and bellowing within it was Adad 

the Storm God. The stillness of the Storm 

God passed over the sky, and all that was 

bright then turned into darkness. He 

charged the land like a bull on the ram- 

page; he smashed it to pieces like a vessel 

of clay. For a day the gale winds fattened 

the country, quickly they blew, and then 

came the Deluge. Like a battle, the cata¬ 

clysm passed over the people. One man 

could not discern another, nor could 

people be recognized amid the 

destruction. Even the gods took 

fright at the Deluge, they left 

and went up to the heavens of 

Anu, lying like dogs curled up 

in the open. 

Adad is the god of weather. 

He brings life-giving rain to 

the earth, but he also brings 

terrible storms and devastating 

floods. Farmers who rely on 

his rains venerate Adad for his 

generosity and pray for his forgive¬ 

ness during droughts. Adad is also 

the patron of barbarians, who wor¬ 

ship him as the god of strength. His 

throne sits upon a great black cloud, 

allowing him to direct his storms 

first-hand. 

Adad’s followers believe he is the 

source of all strength, but strength 

that is not tested atrophies. Without 

his life-giving rain, all living things 

would wither and die. The tree that 

is hardy weathers the storm, but 

the sickly tree does not. The more 
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Mesopotamian Deities 

Name Portfolio At Domains Favored Weapon 

Divine 

Rank 

Adad rain, storms, strength CN Air, Chaos, Strength, Water warhammer \ 

Anu sky LN Law, Magic, Protection, Travel mace C 

Beiet-ili earth NG Animal, Earth, Good, Healing, Plant quarterstaff G 

Ea fresh water, wisdom LG Good, Knowledge, Law, Water trident 1 

Enlil atmosphere, law, order LN Air, Animal, Law, Protection pick 1 

Ereshkigal Netherworld, the dead LE Death, Evil, Knowledge, Law flail 1 

Ishtar love, war CN Animal, Chaos, Trickery, War short sword ! 

Marduk defense against evil LG Fire, Law, Luck, War net L 

Nergal death, destruction, plagues CE Chaos, Death, Destruction, Evil mace L 

Ninurta agriculture, athletes, youth NG Good, Plant, Strength, Travel shortbow L 

Shamash justice, sun, travelers LG Good, Knowledge, Law, Sun, Travel scimitar 1 

Sin fertility, moon, time N Animal, Knowledge, Plant, Protection spear 1 

T3 ito ra r?3 ra rra ngjra 173 rH rarginaFri rang nsi rs ra ngra ini ngjjgjgjgifia nsifSi i 

ardent followers of Adad face adver¬ 

sity to prove their strength. 

Portfolio: Rain, storms, strength. 

Domains: Air, Chaos, Strength, Water. 

Cleric Training: Many clerics of Adad 

are recruited for their thunderous 

voices. All are encouraged to maintain 

physical fitness by working on farms or 

training with warriors* 

Quests: Quests for Adad are usually 

accomplished through brute strength* 

Typical quests include destroying a 

dam that prevents runoff floods, pro¬ 

tecting a forest from foreign loggers, 

and capturing a noble djinni that lives 

in the center of a lightning storm. 

Prayers: People pray to Adad for rain, 

the cessation of storms, or strength in 

battle. Regardless of the request, loud 

drums and thunderous crashes must 

accompany such prayers to gain the 

attention of the storm god. 

Temples: The solidly built temples of 

Adad are decorated with scenes of storms 

and human-headed bulls (the sacred 

animal of Adad). Sacred bowls collect 

rainwater that is made holy by fee clerics, 

while other channels funnel rainwater to 

the main altar in a roaring fall 

Rites: Ceremonies worshiping Adad 

are as inconstant as the god himself* 

Prayers of thanks are given during peri¬ 

ods of prolonged rain, after a successful 

battle, or while performing a physical 

endeavor. During droughts or extremely 

violent storms, the clerics lead followers 

in ceremonies to appease Adad. 
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Herald and Allies: Adad sends a cha¬ 

otic neutral titan (with spell-like abili¬ 

ties as an evil titan} as his herald. Allies 

are bralani eladrins and Huge air and 

water elemental. 

Anu 
(Sky Father) 

Greater God (Lawful Neutral) 

Through tears /shtar said to her 

father, Anu: 'Again and again does 

Gilgamesh scorn me, telling tales of 

foulest slander against me*w Anu said 

to Ishtar: ‘Ah, but was it not you who 

provoked King Gilgamesh that he spoke 

slander about you?" ishtar said to her 

father: “Give me the Bull of Heaven, so 

in his dwelling l may slay Gilgamesh* 

If you do not give me the Bull 

of Heaven, l shall smash the 

gates of the Netherworld 

and bring the dead up to 

consume the living/' 

Anu said to Ishtar: utf 

you want from me the 

Bull of Heaven, let 

the widow of Uruk 

gather seven years' 

chaff, let the farmer 

of Uruk grow seven 

years grain," ishtar 

said: “Seven years' 

chaff is already stored; 

seven years' grain is 

already grown. With the 

wrath of the Bail i shall 

have vengeance * Anu heard 

this, the Bail of Heaven's nose-rope he 

placed in her hands* 

Anu is king of the heavens and father of 

the gods* He rarely acts directly, using 

the other gods to enact his will on earth* 

His children, the gods, often come to 

Anu for his judgment on an issue, or for 

assistance with their schemes. Anu is 

the patron of leaders, from the head of a 

household to the king of a city-state. 

Followers of Anu believe that there is 

a place for everything, and everything 

belongs in its place* A leader should 

be like a father to his followers, caring 

but firm. It is the duty of the leader to 



make sure his Followers 

are productive and 

happy, and they in 

turn must respect his 

will Ami's followers 

work against leaders 

who abuse their posi¬ 

tions or workers who 

shirk their duties. 

Portfolio; Sky. 

Domains: Law, 

Magic, Protection, 

Travel 

Cleric Training: 

If not leaders them* 

selves, clerics of Anu 

act as advisors to those 

in power. Most clerics of 

Anu are the sons and daugh* 

ters of nobles who are not in 

line for a position of power. These 

young devotees often take up the cause 

of Anu to better serve their siblings. 

Quests; Followers of Anu resolve 

disagreements between rival patri¬ 

archs, depose tyrants who rule with¬ 

out the consent of their people, and 

recover artifacts stolen from the gods. 

Prayers: Prayers to Anu almost never 

ask for his direct intercession, rather the 

worshiper asks the sky god to use his 

influence over one of his divine children. 

Hie petitioner might seek the aid of a 

specific deity or ask Anu to chastise a deity 

she believes to be working against her. 

Temples; Temples dedicated to Anu 

are large structures befitting the father 

of the gods. They are often the center 

of temple complexes, and connected to 

temples of other gods. Many government 

buildings also contain small shrines to 

Anu for offerings and short prayers. 

Rites: Clerics of Anu officiate over 

the installation of leaders and most 

importantly, the coronation of kings. 

Herald and Allies: Ann's herald is a 

solar angel Allies are hound archons, 

trumpet archons, and planetars. 

Belet-ili 
(Earth Mother. Ninhursaga, Arum. 

Mammitum) 

Greater Goddess {Neutral Good) 

Tire tyranny of G%amt:sh grew, and the 

people of Vruk pleaded to Anu for succor. 

He saidt "Let them summon Aruru, she 

that created mankind, so numerous. Let 

her create an equal of Gilgemesh, one 

mighty in strength, with a storm in his 

heart. Let them vie with each other, so 

Uruk may he rested." The goddess Aruru 

washed her hands, took a pinch of clay 

and threw it down into the wild. Thus she 

created Bnkidu, the herot bom of silence, 

knit strong by Ninurta, 

Belet-ili is the goddess of the earth, from 

stony barrens to verdant fields. She is 

die goddess of birth and is the spiritual 

mother of all gods and mortals, but 

especially heroes. She is known by many 

names in many regions, but she loves 

and watches over all of her children 

equally, as only a mo ther can. 

Clerics of Belet-ili teach that all 

living things are her children and 

deserving of respect. Followers of the 

Earth Mother try to live in harmony 

with the natural world. Even when 

they eat a plant or animal, or offer it 

in sacrifice to a god, they must give 

thanks to the spirit of that creature. By 

treating the spirits around them with 

kindness, they believe they receive 

kindness from the world in return. 

Portfolio: Earth. 

Domains: Animal, Earth, Good, 

Healing, Plant. 

Cleric Training: 

Adherents of Belet-ili all 

have a great love of 

nature, and her church 

has as many druids 

as clerics. Her clerics 

and druids learn to 

listen to nature spir* 

its, and often advise 

those seeking the best 

places to grow crops, 

build a home, or hunt 

for game. 

Quests: Typical 

quests include stop¬ 

ping people from over 

hunting a region, saving 

villagers from a flood, and 

preventing the destruction of a 

great forest threatened by fixe. 

Prayers: Worshipers of 

Belet-ili pray for fertility for them¬ 

selves and their animals, abundance 

for their crops, and good fortune for 

their children. 

Temples: Temples of Belet-ili are 

surrounded by gardens (or built on 

hanging gardens) and often have wild 

animals living among the plants. Tem¬ 

ples dedicated to the Earth Mother are 

a good place to find healing for people 

or animals. 

Rites: Followers of Belet-ili practice 

a number of seasonal rites in celebra¬ 

tion of planting, growing, and harvest¬ 

ing, They also preside over births, and 

many act as midwives. 

Herald and Allies: Belet-ilf s herald 

is a 20th-level druid. Allies are huge 

earth elemental, xorn, and various 

celestial animals, 

Ea 
(Enid) 

Intermediate God (Lawful Good) 

Humans had become too numerous, 

and the gods agreed to send a deluge to 

destroy them. They swore an oath that 

none would intercede to save their own 

faithful. Ea took this oath and honored 

it. He wrote all that the gods had spoken 

that day on a wad and his most faithful, 

Utamapishti, read these words. With this 

knowledge, he built a boat to survive the 

flood, and loaded it with ali his animalsf 
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kith, and kin. Thus by 

his own hand did man save himself. 

Ea is the god of wisdom. It is said he is 

the master of every craft and he knows 

the answer to every problem. He helped 

create the mortal races and gave them 

the knowledge necessary for civilization. 

Ea is the patron of all professions from 

farmers and blacksmiths to healers and 

seers. Ea is also the god of fresh water, 

a title he gained by defeating Apsu, the 

first consort of Tiamat. He is the keeper 

of the Ocean Below, the source of all 

fresh water. 

People are always trying to redirect 

rivers, but in the end, water cannot be 

contained. Ea teaches that wisdom is 

like water—with the proper knowledge 

you can pass by any obstacle. Follow¬ 

ers of Ea are encouraged to learn about 

all manner of things and to use that 

knowledge for the common good. 

Portfolio: Crafts, fresh water, skills, 

and wisdom. 

Domains: Good, Knowledge. Law, 

Water. 

Cleric Training: Students who 

show an interest in learning might 

be encouraged to become clerics of 

Ea. Occasionally, a master craftsman 

retires from his labors to become a 

cleric of Ea. 

Quests: Quests from Ea always require 

clever thinking to accomplish. Typical 

quests include channeling water to a 
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remote outpost, devising a way to defeat 

an invulnerable monster, and uncovering 

Tiamat's latest evil scheme. 

Prayers: People pray to Ea seeking 

inspiration from the Lord Below on a 

problem they face or when searching 

out fresh water in a barren land. 

Temples: Temples to Ea are built on 

or near sources of fresh water. These 

temples often house a school where 

one can learn a craft or seek answers to 

difficult questions. 

Rites: Followers of Ea celebrate 

learning. They perform blessings for 

students when they graduate and jour¬ 

neymen when they become mas¬ 

ters. New discoveries 

in science or magic 

are considered gifts 

from Ea and are cel¬ 

ebrated with special 

ceremonies. 

Herald and Allies: 

Ea’s herald is a 20th- 

level merfolk wizard. 

Allies are Medium 

water elementals, 

trumpet archons, 

and planetars. 

Enlil 
Intermediate God 

(Lawful Neutral) 

Seeking the timber 

for the city of Uruk, 

Gilgamesh and Enkidu went to the For¬ 

est of Cedar, which was guarded by the 

terrible ogre Hum baba. They subdued 

the monster, who offered them all the 

wood they could take if they would but 

spare his life. Gilgamesh would have 

spared Humbaba. but Enkidu told him 

to slay the ogre for although it would 

displease the gods, it would win fame for 

Gilgamesh. Humbaba cursed them, and 

told them that Enlil would punish them 

if he was slain. Gilgamesh slew the ogre. 

He gained his fame, but Enlil made sure 

they suffered the consequences. 

As the god of air, Enlil controls the 

winds and the mists. He is the master of 

all that lies between his mother the earth 

(Belet-ili) and his father the sky (Anu), 

including the creatures that live on the 

earth. Enlil is patron of laws and law¬ 

makers. He maintains order, but often 

without mercy—Enlil was the main pro¬ 

ponent of the Deluge. He also created the 

monsters guarding forbidden places. 

Enid's consort is Ninlil, goddess of 

night. 

Enlil instructs his followers to 

maintain the status quo. Society runs 

smoothest when people know their 

place and work hard at what they do. 

People who push the boundaries dis¬ 

please the gods and bring trouble for all. 

Portfolio: Air. law, order. 

Enlil 
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□AVID SCHWARTZ MESOPOTAMIAN MYTHOS EreshfcigaJ 

Domains: Air, Animal, Law, 

Protection, 

Cleric Training: Most who become 

clerics of Enlil do so because their 

fathers and grandfathers were clerics or 

lawmakers. 

Quests: Followers of Enlil act to 

maintain order. Typical quests include 

resolving a boundary dispute, quashing 

a rebellion, and protecting a forbidden 

place from invaders. 

Prayers: Many pray to Enlil seeking 

his approval for a new endeavor they 

plan to initiate, such as a business ven¬ 

ture or a new law. 

Temples: Temples to Enlil are tall 

structures, as if trying to bridge the gap 

between earth and sky* Temples of Enlil 

are never far from the meeting cham¬ 

bers of city patriarchs. 

Rites: Clerics of Enlil oversee pro¬ 

posals made into law. They also give 

blessing to new buildings and farms. 

Herald and Allies: Enlil's herald is 

a 28-Hit Die marut inevitable* Allies 

include formian taskmasters, formian 

myrmarchs, and hound archon heroes* 

Ereshkigal 
(Irkalla) 

Intermediate Goddess (Lawful Evil) 

G%amesto asked the ghost of Enkidu 

what it was like in the Netherworld: 

11Did you see the man who had fallen in 

battle?" Enkidu replied, "his father and 

mother cradle his head, his wife weeps.H 

"Did you see the shade of him who has no 

one to make funerary offerings?" Enkidu 

repliedt "he eats scrapings from the pot 

and crusts of bread thrown away in the 

street/ 'Did you see the little babies who 

know not names of their own?" Enkidu 

replied, "they play amid syrup and ghee 

at tables of silver and gold." "Did you 

see the man who was burnt to death?" 

Enkidu replied, *7 did not see him. Mis 

ghost was not there, His smoke went up to 

the heavens." 

Ereshkigal sits on the throne of the 

kingdom of the dead* Her court 

is made up of several minor gods 

(including Belet-seri, scribe of the 

Netherworld, and Namtar, god of 

doom) and all the dead kings and 

nobles since the 

beginning of 

time* The spir¬ 

its of the dead 

are brought 

to her court, 

where she 

assigns them 

a place in 

the afterlife 

based on their 

deeds in life 

and the man¬ 

ner of their 

death, Ereshki¬ 

gal has wings and 

clawed feet like a rap¬ 

tor, and wears the regalia 

of a queen* 

Ereshkigal teaches that 

no man can escape his 

doom. Although death is inevitable, 

one must live life to the fullest to 

secure a desirable afterlife. One must 

always respect one's ancestors, as 

their deeds in life and intervention 

in the spirit realm are cause for one's 

own success. 

Portfolio: The Netherworld, the dead, 

ancestral wisdom. 

Domains: Death. Evil, Knowledge, Law. 

Cleric Training: Clerics of Eresh¬ 

kigal learn to hear the voices of 

the dead, and speak their will to 

the living. Although morbid, cler¬ 

ics of Ereshkigal do not divorce 

themselves from life. Rather, they 

are taught that success in life is 

reflected in the afterlife. 

Quests: Typical quests include recov¬ 

ering the bones of a restless spirit and 

giving them a proper burial, punishing 

a person who offends his ancestors, 

and bringing a wizard who flouts death 

down to the Netherworld. 

Prayers: Prayers to Ereshkigal gener¬ 

ally concern ancestral spirits* The pro¬ 

pitiator prays for tire good treatment of 

his ancestors in the afterlife and hopes 

this causes the spirit to look favorably 

on him (especially in areas for which 

the ancestor was renown). 

Temples: Temples of Erishkigal are 

somber buildings lined with alcoves 

where people may place offerings to 

their ancestral spirits* The clerics sell 

their services as mediums for those who 

wish to communicate with the dead. 

Rites: Funerals are important to wor¬ 

shipers of Ereshkigal, but so are anni¬ 

versaries that commemorate important 

heroes and rulers who have passed 

away. These rites often mimic the fonn 

of formal court ceremonies. 

Herald and Allies: When Ereshkigal 

wishes to bring someone to her court, 

she sends a pit fiend devil as her her¬ 

ald* Allies are shadow mastiffs, bone 

devils, and ice devils* 

ISHTAR 
(Inanna) 

Intermediate Goddess (Chaotic Neutral) 

ishtar had become trapped in the Neth- 

erworld after a failed attempt to wrest 

control of it from her sister Ereshkigal. 

When after three days and nights, she 

had not returned, her servants mourned 

and pleaded with the gods to save her* 

Only Ea agreed to help, and he sent 

two golems into the Netherworld to 

give Ishtar the waters of life. Ishtar was 

revived, but demons followed her out of 

the underworld, saying they would hound 

her until she gave them a replacement. 

She could not bear to let them take any of 

her senwits, but when she saw that her 

husband Dumuzi was not mourning her 

death, she gave him to the demons. 
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The enemies of man are legion, madness and mutation are rife. 

Our fragile Empire crumbles from without and within. 

The world needs heroes like never before. 

The world needs you... 

Enter a dark fantasy world, where 

adventurers have more to fear from 

fanatical priests and murderous witch 

hunters than from ores and beastmen: 

where sorcerers consort with 

daemons, the dead walk the land 

and everything carries the 

foul taint of Chaos. 

I he Warhammcr Fantasy Rolcplay 
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adventuring in a grim gothic 

fantasy world. But be warned: 

It’s not so much a fantasy 
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DAVID SCHWARTZ MESOPOTAMIAN MYTHOS 

Ishtar is the goddess 

of passion, as epito¬ 

mized in love and war. 

She has a fiery temper 

and a long string of 

failed relationships. 

Her ex-lovers have a 

habit of suffering ter 

rible tragedies. She is 

the patron of lovers, 

harlots, marriage, 

and pregnancy. How¬ 

ever, she is also the 

patron of warlords 

and conquerors* 

The central theme of 

Ishtar's philosophy is 

the pursuit of one's 

passion* Her follow¬ 

ers are encouraged 

to find joy and love 

In life, and to help 

others find these ide¬ 

als as well However, 

like their goddess, 

followers of Ishtar 

have been known to 

use any means po§- 

Ishtar sible to get what they 

desire, only to cast it away when it no 

longer suits them. 

Portfolio: Love, wan 

Domains: Animal, Chaos, Trickery, 

Wan 

Cleric Training: Clerics of Ishtar 

are chosen for their ability to incite 

passion in others whether on the 

battlefield or in the boudoir. Many are 

chosen simply because they are sur¬ 

passingly beautiful or handsome. 

Quests: Ishtar involves herself when 

ever there is passion. Typical quests 

include recruiting a handsome youth 

to act as Ishtar's ceremonial husband, 

winning a battle against a rival army, 

and journeying to the Netherworld to 

reunite a star-crossed couple. 

Prayers: Ishtar always accepts flat¬ 

tery, but to truly gain the goddess' 

attention, a worshipper must make 

an impassioned plea for her aid in 

gaining something {or someone) 

greatly desired* 

Temples: Temples of Ishtar are 

sprawling buildings with many 

rooms, all lavishly decorated. 

In addition to standard temple 

services, worshipers may 

indulge themselves in a variety 

of sensual pleasures. One room 

in the temple is reserved for 

Ishtar herself, and none may 

enter without her invitation. 

Rites: Clerics of Ishtar offi¬ 

ciate over rites of marriage 

and courtship. They also lead 

ceremonies before a battle and 

celebrations after. Regardless of 

the occasion, the rites of Ishtar 

are always boisterous affairs 

filled with joy and revelry. 

Herald and Allies: Ishtar's 

herald is a 20th-level bard. Allies 

are succubus demons, ghaele 

eladrins, and marUith demons, 

Marduk 
Lesser God (Lawful Good) 

Tiamat created an army of devils and 

dragons to invade the realm of the gods. 

Ea discovered her plan, but could not 

stop the invasion himself. The gods 

were fearful and none dared to face 

Tiamat's army. Ea suggested they smd 

the hero Marduk. Marduk challenged 

Tiamat to single combat. They fought 

furiously, but he caught her in his net, 

With magic given to him fey the elder 

gods, he vanquished Tiamat, Their 

leader defeated, the diabolic army Jled 

back to the Netherworld. 

Marduk, son of Ea, is legendary for his 

many battles against the evil Tiamat. 

He is the patron god of adventurers 

and exorcists* as well as anyone who 

faces evil monsters in physical or mys¬ 

tical combat. Marduk has two faces, 

and his eyes and mouths glow from the 

fire within him. 

In the ethos of Marduk, evil wins 

when good people do nothing. It is the 

duty of every follower of Marduk to 

stand against the enemies of gods and 

mortals, including evil and chaotic out¬ 

siders, chromatic dragons, aberrations, 

and undead. 

Portfolio: Defense against chaos 

and evil. 

Domains: Good, Law, Luck* War, 

JVfard 

Cleric Training: A potential cleric 

of Marduk must possess a strong 

will to resist evil magic. Novice cler¬ 

ics are taught how to identify min¬ 

ions of evil and destroy them. 

Quests: Quests for Marduk almost 

always involve facing an evil entity. Typ¬ 
ical quests include putting a malevolent 

ghost to rest, banishing an evil out¬ 

sider, or slaying an ancient red dragon. 

Prayers: Prayers to Marduk typically 

call on die god to protect the worshiper 

from evil spirits. 

Temples: Marduk's temples are 

decorated with scenes of the god 

fighting Tiamat and her minions. 

People suffering from evil magic 

often Find help at these temples. 

Rites: The main holy day of Mar¬ 

duk is the Mesopotamian New Year* 

celebrated during the spring equinox* 

as the lengthening days and shorter 

nights are symbolic of Marduk's vic¬ 

tory over the forces of evil. 

Herald and Allies: Marduk's herald is 

an adult gold dragon. Allies are leonal 

guardinals, hound archons* and hound 

archon heroes. 

Nergal 
(Errakai) 

Lesser God (Chaotic Evil) 

Ereshkigal sent her vizier Namtar to 

visit the gods in heaven and ail stood to 
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DAVID SCHWARTZ MESOPOTAMIAN MYTHOS 

NergaJ 

receive him save Nergai When Ereshki- 

gal heard of ihist she was furious t and 

sent Narntar back up to heaven to bring 

her the disrespectful god so she might slay 

him. Her vizier did so. Following the 

advice of £a, Nergal was able to avoid 

Ereshkigal’s deadly traps, and ivherc she 

tried to kill him herself he overpowered 

her and made to kilt her To save her life, 

she offered to marry him, and he agreed. 

NergaJ is the god of unnatural death. 

He is the god of plagues, disasters, and 

war. He is the harshness of the desert. 

Although he revels in wanton destruc¬ 

tion, Nergal also serves 

the gods as their enforcer. 

He punishes those 

who neglect their 

responsibilities 

to the gods, 

NergaJ 

cares only 

about destruc¬ 

tion. His 

followers, 

however, are not 

all mindless kill¬ 

ers. Many serve as 

soldiers, executioners, 

bounty hunters, or assas¬ 

sins. Any death, whether 

murderous or justified, 

serves the death god. 

Portfolio; Death, plagues, 

destruction. 

Domains; Chaos, Death, 

Destruction, Evil, 

Cleric Training; Anyone who 

takes pleasure in killing may 

be called to become a cleric of 

Nergal, Many clerks originate 

from the ranks of fighters or 

rogues before devoting them¬ 

selves to Nergal. 

Quests; Wherever there is 

death and destruction, Nergal is 

involved. Typical quests include 

preventing medicine from arriving 

to a plague-ridden settlement, incite 

ing a war between rival cities, and 

conjuring a powerful demon. 

Prayers: Rarely does anyone 

pray to Nergal and then if s usu¬ 

ally a plea for mercy from the 

god's ravages. Those 

few who worship the 

god of death ask for 

Nergal's blessing 

as they plan out 

the acts of vio¬ 

lence they plan to 

commit 

Temples; 

Nergal's temples 

are usually small 

and nondescript. 

The death god's fol¬ 

lowers do not seek 

attention, and most folk 

are glad not to give them 

any. In evil-aligned cities, 

temples to Nergal might take on 

more prominence, attracting fight¬ 

ers who worship him as a war god. 

Rites; It is whispered that the fol¬ 

lowers of Nergal celebrate bloody 

wars and rampant plagues with 

debased and unholy rituals. Some¬ 

times these rituals are blamed for 

causing such tragedies. 

Herald and Allies: Nergal’s herald is 

a balor demon. Allies include howlers, 

vrock demons, and death slaads. 

Ninurta 
{Lord Plough) 

Lesser God (Neutral Good) 

The; fiendish griffin Anzu had tricked 

£rc/t( and stolen the Tablets of Destiny. 

Ana asked the gods who would recover 

the sacred Tablets, bwt none would dare, 

for Anzu's aerie was atop an inaccessible 

mountain, Ea stepped forward, and told 

the assembled gods that his son Ninurta 

could reach the lair of the stonn-bird. Nin¬ 

urta made the journey as no other could, 

With the aid and encouragement of his 

divine father he stew Anzu and recovered 

the Tablets. 

Ninurta is the god of agriculture, growth, 

and youthful vigor. He acts as the mes¬ 

senger of gods, able to climb, swim, and 

fly like no other. For this reason he is the 

patron of athletes and hunters. 

Ninurta teaches his followers to 

look after and encourage growing 

things such as plants, animals, and 

children. Those who are young find 

Ninurta 

themselves encouraged to hone their 

physical abilities and become produc¬ 

tive members of society (especially in 

agricultural fields). Older followers are 

charged with the education of young 

people and helping them through the 

stages of life. 

Portfolio: Agriculture, youth, athlet¬ 

ics, hunting. 

Domains; Good, Plant, Strength, 

Travel. 

Cleric Training; Clerics of Ninurta 

are expected to contribute to their com¬ 

munity. Many of the faithful work as 

teachers or trainers, while others work 

on farms, 

Quests: Typical quests include 

hunting a dire lion, protecting a 

young prince from assassins, or deliv¬ 

ering a message to Siduri, innkeeper 

at the Pub at the Edge of the World. 

Prayers: Ninurta is often beseeched 

by farmers who wish their plants and 

animals to grow abundant and by 

parents who wish their children to be 

healthy and strong. Often these prayers 

are directed at Ea, asking him to use 

his influence on his son. An athlete 

about to compete in a competition 

might say a quick prayer to Ninurta, 

thanking him for his gifts. 

Temples: Temples of Ninurta are 

decorated with images of young people 

in pastoral scenes, often connected to 

schools, gymnasiums, or gardens. 
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Rites: Clerics of Ninurta practice 

seasonal rites to aid developing plants 

and animals- They also perform ceremo¬ 

nies that mark a child’s passage to adult¬ 

hood . Clerics of Ninurta often preside 

over athletic events. 

Herald and Allies: Ninurta's herald 

is a fresh-faced titan. Allies are bralani 

eladrins, astral deva angels, and elder 

arrowhawks. 

Shamash 
(Utu) 

Intermediate God (Lawful Good) 

As Enkidu lay on his deathbed, he 

appealed to Shamash, asking the sun god 

to curse the harlot Shamhat ivho had 

taken him out of the wild and made him 

civilized. Enkidu heaped many curses 

on her, saying: ^Because she made me 

weak, I wfta was undefiled!,r Shamash 

heard what he had spoken and straight 

away from the sky there cried oat a voice: 

"0, Enkidu, why do you curse Sham- 

hat, who fed you bread fit for a godf and 

poured you ate that was fit fora king 

who clothed you in splendid garments. 

and gave you as com¬ 

panion the handsome 

Gitgamesh?u 

Shamash is the sun 

god. As he passes 

across the sky, he 

sees all that hap¬ 

pens on the earth 

below. He is the 

judge of the gods 

and the patron of 

mortal lodges. He 

is also the constant 

companion of any who 

travel by day. Shamash is 

renowned for his wisdom and 

mercy and frequently appears 

surrounded by a corona of light. 

Shamash's bride is Aya, goddess 

of dawn. 

Followers of Shamash believe in 

the rule of law, but not at the expense 

of mercy. They practice fairness in 

all their dealings as the teachings 

of Sha mash say that light shall 

expose all deception. They are also 

Shamash 

expected to give aid to those in need, 

especially travelers. 

Portfolio: Sun. justice, travelers. 

Domains: Good, Knowledge, Law, 

Sun, Travel. 

Cleric Training: To become a deric of 

Shamash one must uphold the ideals 
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of honesty and kindness. In addition 

to ecclesiastical teachings, clerics of 

Shamash are often versed in secular law 

Quests: Followers of Shamash actively 

promote the causes of justice and mercy. 

Typical quests include protecting pilgrims 

in the desert, bringing a criminal to jus¬ 

tice, or defeating a monster that blocks a 

trade route. 

Prayers: A traveler seeking aid or a 

person seeking justice for wrongdoing 

speaks directly to Shamash in the form 

of the sun, asking the god to intercede on 

her behalf 
Temples: Temples to Shamash are 

painted white and have many windows 

and skylights. They are fequently deco* 

rated with reflective materials that serve 

to channel the suns light into them 

during the day. Temples to the sun god 

are often connected to courts of law or 

traveler's hostels. 

Rites: Worship of Shamash follows 

the movement of the s un. The most 

important prayers occur at the dawning of 

the sun, but other are made at noon and 

dusk, with special ceremonies to mark 

the solstices. 

Herald and Allies: Shamash’s herald is 

a solar angel. Allies are hound archons, 

couatl, and planetar angels. 

Sin 
(Narnia) 

Intermediate God (Neutral) 

Nm/if goddess of night, was warned by her 

mother not to go down to the river iest Enlil 

see her and fall in tove. Nwiil went down to 

the river and was seen by £nR wJto/eii in 

km with hen He seduced her by the riven 

When the other gods learned ofEnlit’s indis¬ 

cretion, they cast him out, £ttiil wandered 

down to the Netherworld, but Ntniii followed 

him. She was pregnant unth his child. Of 

their union was bom Sin, who was placed in 

the sfcy to give light in darkness. 

Sin is the god of the Moon, He is the 

god of time, as shown by th e cycle of 

the moon, and he governs the fertility of 

people, animals, and plants all measured 

by this cycle. The waxing and waning of 

the moon represents the eternal struggle 

of good and evil, and Sin is the patron of 

defensive magic. As the keeper of time, 

Sin knows the past and 

guards the secrets of 

the future. 

Cycles represent 

a central theme in 

Siris philosophy, 

like the moon, all 

things wax and 

wane in a steady 

rhythm. If one of 

these cycles is dis¬ 

rupted, lasting too 

long or ending too 

soon, if s the duty of 

followers of Sin to set 

it right Thus all forces 

remain in balance. 

Portfolio: Moon, time, fer¬ 

tility, defense. 

Domains: Animal, Knowl¬ 

edge, Plant, Protection, 

Cleric Training: Astronomy is 

an important part of training for clerics 

of Sin. They learn what sidereal signs 

correspond with various terrestrial events 

(such as the proper times to sow and 

reap). As well as clerics, the church of Sin 

has a number of druids in its clergy. 

Quests: The purpose of a quest for 

Sin is often cryptic even to the faith¬ 

ful. Typical quests include helping an 

aging king choose his successor, pro¬ 

tecting villagers from a Lycanthrope, 

or collecting rare components for a 

powerful magical item. 

Prayers: People pray to Sin in hopes he 

might grant them a glimpse of the future. 

Prayers to Sin involve the recitation of the 

moon god's many honorific titles (Keeper 

of Time, Lord of Destinies, and so on). 

Temples: Temples to the moon god 

are built atop ziggurats, allowing the 

clergy to better track the movements of 

the moon, stars, and planets. 

Rites: Followers of Sin celebrate the 

passage of time such as the phase of 

the moon, the changing seasons, and 

births and deaths. 

Herald and Allies: Siris herald is 

a 20th-level cleric (with access to all 

of Siris domains)* Allies are janni 

genies, invisible stalkers, and elder 

arrowhawks. 2 

cJ73 .c-T?- ■Z_ 
3 Apsu, Tiamat, and the Tablets of Destiny 
P In the primordial chaos, there existed only Tiamat the sea of salt water and 

m Apsu the sea of fresh water. The joining of these two gave birth to gods. Apsu 

became annoyed with his children and sought to destroy them, Tiamat spoke 

against his plan , but Apsu would not be swayed* Ha learned of the doom that 

awaited the gods and, taking matters unto his own hands, slew Apsu. Thus 

Ea took over the portfolio of Apsu. Tiamat became enraged by the death of 

her consort and now stands in opposition to the gods. 

In the Mesopotamian Mythos, Tiamat is not only the goddess of evil drag¬ 

ons, but also the personification of the salt water ocean that surrounds the 

land. She does not seek the destruction of the gods, but rather to steal the Tab¬ 

lets of Destiny. The Tablets are a powerful artifact that grants their possessor 

power over fate. Possession of the Tablets changes many times throughout the 

tales. On many occasion Tiamat sends her draconic and diabolic minions to 

steal the Tablets of Destiny, but always the gods find a way to thwart them. 
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HNOW VOUR FO 
REPORT ALL RRRCHNID ENCOUNTERS TO VOUR SOURD COMMANDER 

Warrior [Uropugi] 
CDR’i 1 

Weigh u 550 kg 

IQr30 
Very aggressive. High agility in any combat 

environment. Exoskcleron can withstand 

trmperaturcs in excess of500*c. Low intelligent, 
excellent follow-ihrough. 

Weapons: Cutting/ebcwing mandibles. Jaws 
exert in excess of 4,000 fooipoundVkg. 

Ground Speed; Cross-country - 64 km/hr 

Acceleration (0-50 km) -7,2 seconds 

Worker [Lasius Noir] 
CDR’i 3 
Weight* 500 kg 
IQt IS 

Non-aggressive. Capable oflifting ten times its own 

body weight. Ingests rock sediment and regurgitates 

cement-like ruhsuncc for engineering purposes. 

Load Speed: Cross-country - 35 kh/hrk 60% slope - 8 
km/hr 

Weapons: Claws and mandibles dangerous at dose 

mngt. 

Hopper [Qpiiiones] 
CDR** I 

Weight; 485 kg 

IQi 30 
Very aggressive. Jumping and short-range flight capable. 

Weapons: See warrior specifications, 
Ground Speed; See warrior specifications. 

Jump Range* 50 m 
Glide Ratios 1-3 

Plasma [Solifuoae] 
CDR't 3 

Weight; 7 metric tins 

IQt 18 
Non-aggressive. Generates one-time only accelerated burst of 

Eligji-energy plasma. The plusma bug is chemically stable until 

contact with the breeder. Can be fired hdiisuailly or aimed with 

precision into high planenury orbit Weapons: High-energy 

plasma. 

Ground Speed* less thin 2 km/hr 

Tanker [RmblqpqQij 
CDR"i I 

Weight; 3,5 metric tons 

IQi 35 
Very aggressive. Fast in tight situations. One metric tone hio-corrosivc reservoir. Effective range 

of bio-corrosivc U unknown but thought to be under 50 metres. 

Weaponsi Sprays highly hitMorrasive fluid, Cutling/chcwing mandibles. 

Speed; Cross-country - 35 km/hr 

Brain 
[Cerebus Rex] 

CDR*t Unknown 

Weight] Unknown 

IQ; Unknown 

Ground Speed* Unknown 

COMiNp Bern* FrtoHi MoNoonac PuauamND 

^Combat Danger Rating I i : I ; .. -nr 

mongoose publishing 





ousters thrive in all the known worlds. The dili- 

\^A{ student of monster lore Or ids some of lln- 

same species iti every corner of the miilliverse, 

the most basic types adapting to art incredible variety of 

conditions. Surprisingly, recent studies seem to show 

that many ol these widespread monsters originated on 

the small and comparatively tame Material Plane world 

d Earth (not to be confused with the elemental plane). 

Basilisks, golems, and the mighty tarrasque. among oth- 

ets, make their earliest known appearance in the myths 

of the Greeks and other ancient Earth cultures* and in 

the bestiaries of medieval Europe, 

I low ever, an adventurer facing the creatures desc ribed 

in these early sources might nut recognise them, let atone 

anticipate the si range abilities they display, i yew it ness 

accounts and st udies conducted by sages provide enough 

details to confirm that these monsters were indeed the pri¬ 

mal forms of their more widely-known kin, hut (.filtering 

in appearance, diet, habitat, and powers. Some oiler less Mf 

a lhallenge to an opponent, white others present a much 

greater danger. 

Perhaps the differences between the primal and the tom 

tnon forms ol these monsters indicate magical intervention. 

Certainly, something gave these creatures the impetus to 
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leave their native environments, Other 

possible explanations for their spread 

include gates and vortices forming 

spontaneously between worlds and the 

actions of planar travelers. Once a crea¬ 

ture enters a new environment, simple 

evolution sees to its stow hut inevitable 

change. Nevertheless, it is possible, 

even likely, ilia I the primal forms linger 

on in distant regions, even of the world 

where they once roamed freely. 

I he tarrasque derives its name, lea red 

across a thousand worlds, from the 

town ol tarascoii on the river Rhone in 

southern France, To ibis day the town 

honors Saint Martha ol Bethany, 

who single-handedly defeated 

tin1 creature. 

Hie Christian religion 

accords Saint Martha some 

status beside her sister, Saint 

Marv Magdalene, and brother. 

Saint Lizaius. \llhough not 

numbered (at least ofTtdaJlv) 

among the dist Spies ol Jesus, 

the family busied him multiple 

times. I heir story as contained 

in the Bible stops shortly idler 

lestis owu death and resurrection. 

I lowevei, other sources such as the 

CijWcii I tgrud. written by luquesde 

Voiagine in the thirteenth century CIS 

'.as that Martha, Mary, and I a/arus lefl 

lheir home m Bethany and traveled In 

southern Frame (known at the lime 

as Caul). They introduced Christianity 

to the natives and Mary founded the 

bloodline ol (lie From h kings. Martha 

went to laiascoin presumably hearing 

that all was not well. 

the Golden figcnddescribes the tar- 

i a si | iu1 as a kind ol dragon, larger than 

an o\, pari animal and pail fish with 

teeth like swords long horns, and the 

tail ni a lisle Whenever d left us tab on 

ihe bank ol the Rhone, a massive Hood 

wave destroyed <■ rups arid pinpeily. 

Woise, when il lei I its laii il did so In 

limit, ami human flesh tupped it^ list 

ol pi el erred tonds, t bus, the citizens 

\A laiascon no longer dared to pass 

hevnrnl tlieii i itv walls. Upon hearing 

the people's plight. Saint Martha went 

into the countryside to confront the 

monster and tamed it by applying holy 

water. Leading it kick to Tarascon, she 

explained about die power of faith to 

the townspeople, who cut off its head 

to make sure the monster would never 

aga i 11 pose a 11\rcat. Appareiitly, the 

nearby city of Aix-en-Provence once 

exhibited a massive fossilized head as 

that of the tarrasque. 

This all happened in the hrst cem 

lury ct , st> it wouldn't he surprising if 

later chroniclers lost some details. 1b 

emphasize Saint Martha's power and 

grace, these chroniclers also possibly 

downplayed the struggle. Nonetheless, 

il seems clear that the creature faced 

by Saint Martha was not the gigantic 

engine oI destruction that terrorizes so 

many today. Other medieval sources 

indicate the biblical Leviathan spawned 

the tarrasque, so this creature was pos* 

sibh a juvenile that either had siblings 

or managed to regenerate its head. 

To represent die Gaul Tarrasqne. use 

the statist its for a young bronze dragon 

with lire following changes; Make its 

Intelligence T Wisdom 12. and Cha¬ 

risma 12. It has no IIy speed or breath 

weapon, Add regeneration and a gore 

altar k that deals UlS-i2 points of dam¬ 

age 1 he Gaiil Tarrasque has the spelh 

like ability to east (:oif/wl ivaJer 111tt*e 

limes per day as a ISth level castes, blit 

has no oilier spell-like abilities. Saint 

Martha's action with tin- holy water is 

considered a miracle. 

WkSl 1^-5 ANP 

CiXKATKirx-s_ 
In anckfttl Creek, lire word ttasiUkos 

meant "Id lie king.' I lie Roman author 

Pliny the Rider, in his Natural Hi.vfury ol 

the Inst century ii, applied is to a small 

snake no more than twelve lingers in 

length found in the Greek province of 

Gyrene The basilisk earned the title 

ol "king td serpents" firstly through a 

white mark upon its head resembling 

a diadem, and secondly for its extreme 

poisonous ness. Forget about being bit- 

len: the basilisk slew with a glance and 

exuded a toxic miasma into the air. I is 

presence destroyed all grass and foli¬ 

age and even split Hie rot ks wherein it 

laired. One basilisk could turn a fertile 

farm into a desert. Should a warrior 

attempt to kill it. prudently using a 

spear from on horseback, its venom 

traveled up the spear and killed both 

warrior and horse. 

This scourge had only one natural 

enemy: the weasel, tl also fled Irom 

the sound of a rooster’s crow. Travel¬ 

ers passing through desert badlands 

Look roosters with them to ward off 

tlie danger. 

Pliny's book survived the collapse of 

Roman civilization and was very well 

regarded in later years. The major¬ 

ity of the creatures he described also 

survived, hi the 6th century, another 

scholar. Saint Isidore of Seville, 

included the basilisk in his Etymolo¬ 

gies, He added to the above informa¬ 

tion the fact that the basilisk, or one 

kind of basilisk, killed by the sound 

of its hissing alone. If was therefore 

named “susuitusT 

The word cockatrice appeared only 

later, in the Middle Ages. It referred 

to a creature with the powers and 

weaknesses, of Pliny's basilisk, but 

having the head or a rooster a lop re|j- 

tiliau wings and legs. Some sources 

described it as a liny dragon, or pos¬ 

sessing a dragon’s head on the end ol 

ils tail. This hideous thing hatched 

from an egg laid by a rooster—said 

to sometimes happen spontaneously 

in late summer then incubated by 

a toad. \ low ever, the same creature is 

frequently referred to in bestiaries as 

a basilisk. Both basilisk and cockatrice 

are used in varying editions of the King 

James Bible (first published in Kri l) as 

the name of something very poisonous 

encountered by the prophet Isaiah. 

What to make of this confusion? 

Fspecially as the cockatrice and the 

more generally known basilisk both 

turn their victims to stone? The 

dost i i pi ion of the cocka I rice's gen¬ 

esis suggests a purposeful magical 

mutation ol the snake !onn, perhaps 

aiming to rid the creature ol its tear o! 

roosters. According to George Caspard 

Kirch mayor's-1601 essay. "On the Basi¬ 

lisk," the last known eyewitness report 

of either creature occurred m the city of 
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Warsaw in flic yeai I517. Two ( hildren 

and their nurse entered a disused cellar 

and lei! dead on the spot, t he presence 

of a basilisk was suspected. Eventually 

a < ondemned criminal agreed to take 

on the monster and entered the cellar 

armed with a toreh and an iron rake. 

I le brought out the body ol a spotted 

lizard with a rooster's head and feet. 

lo represent the Greek basilisk, give 

an ordinary viper a hodak’s death g.i/r, 

poison bite (Injury DC IS. initial and 

sei ondary damage 7<l 17 lip), and the 

benefit of a permanent acid /<>g spell 

c entered on itself (caster level I I tli). 

Weasels and roosters are immune to 

all these elfec Is. and in the present e 

ol a rooster the Greek Basilisk 

must sik t eed at a IX. 70 Will 

save or become panic ked. Any 

i realtire that makes a site cess- 

lul melee attack on the Greek 

Basilisk is subject to the Greek 

Basilisk’s poison as if tlu» basi¬ 

lisk had bitten it. 

If a susumis is desired, add 

to the above the spell like ability 

to cast greater shout (with a loud 

hiss replat iti^> a shout) as a lull- 

round action, 

lo represent the Polish Cockatrice, 

begin with the standard cockatrice 

hut strip away its petrification ability. 

In its plate, add a hodak’s death gaze, 

poison bite (Injury DC IS. initial 

and secondary damage 2tll7 hp). 

and the benefit of a permanent acid 

fog spoil centered on itself (caster 

level I llh). Weasels are immune to 

all these effects. Any creature that 

makes a succ essful melee attack 

on the Polish Cockatrice is subject 

to the Polish Cockatrice’s poison 

as if the cot katrice had bitten it. 

Being unnaturally created, Polish 

Coc katrices usually appear singly 

rather than in floc ks. 

^CL-LMS_ 
Orient is a I lebrew word meaning 

an unformed substance. During the 

Middle Ages, the derived word “golem" 

came to mean—among Jews and 

Christians alike* —a magically animated 

construct controlled by its creator. 

Starting around tlu* 1st century < t. 

the |ews developed a striking form of 

mystic ism based on the I lebrew lan¬ 

guage known as kubhalah. Kahhalah 

enabled a true master to imitate God, 

c reating life from non-living matter. A 

rabbi attaining sue h wisdom and holi 

ness commanded deep respec t, and 

many notable )ews of the Middle Ages 

were said to have golem servants. 

I he c reation ol a golem by the 

Rabbi IJehunda Loew (also known 

as the Maharal) in Prague in 1580 is 

well-recorded, especially in the Jewish 

i hronic le Miracles oj the Maharal, c om- 

piled in the 17th century, l ie created 

the golem to guard the Jewish quarter 

of the city, whic h was unusual: Most 

rabbis used golems to perform repeti¬ 

tive, manual labor alone. The rabbi and 

his two disc iples sculpted a humanoid 

body from day. A lengthy ritual infused 

this body with a spirit, transforming 

the golem into a perfec t simulacra 

of a human being, save only that it 

could not speak. No human c real ion 

could ever lx* as perfec l as God’s, so all 

golems shared this Haw. 

I he Miracles of the. Maharal reports 

the golem performed its task well for a 

time, patrolling the streets and scaring 

off Christians. I lowever, it gradually 

developed dangerous strength and an 

independent will. The rabbi was forced 

to undo his work, reducing it again to 

lifeless c lay. 

Except for the golem’s human 

appearance, this accords with golem- 

craft as generally known. Subsequent 

variations in the substance and abili¬ 

ties of golems are the refinements of 

individual wizards. Rabbi Locw’s golem 

is notable for his efficient method of 

controlling the golem. The animation 

ritual involved inscribing the I lebrew 

word for truth, emet. on its forehead. To 

destroy it. the rabbi erased the “e." leav¬ 

ing met, the I lebrew word for death. 

To represent the Golem of Prague, 

use a day golem under a permanent 

veil spell and decide upon its age. 

Freshly created, the Golem of Prague 

lias no intelligence and no chance of 

breaking free from its creator's con¬ 

trol. After 6 months, it gains an Intel¬ 

ligence of I and a 5% percent chance 

ol breaking free if given a dangerous 

or demeaning task. The golem’s Intel¬ 

ligent e and < liatu e of breaking free 

increases at this rate of ♦ I and 5%, 

respectively, every six months until 

after five years it reaches its maximum 

ol a 10 Intelligence and a 50% i haute 

of breaking free. It retains the run*/ 

weakness, although Ibis is not readily 

visible in its human guise. To its tre¬ 

mendous frustration, it never gains the 

ability to speak. 

AND CAJWlU'AS_ 
This is a < lassie example of how the 

names of monsters c hange and grow 

confused as latei generations retell 

the stories, and the problems this 

causes any researcher trying lo estab¬ 

lish the truth. 

The anc ient Greek legend is very 

clear: Gorgons have the bodies ol 

women but hideous faces and hair 

formed of living snakes. The gazes of 

these i reatures turn living beings lo 

stone, flu* legend identifies three gor¬ 

gons, once sisters of great beauty who 

boasted they were fairei than Athena, 

the Greek goddess of wisdom (by any 

reckoning an unwise thing lo do). 

As punishment. Athena transformed 

them into monsters and banished 

them to the land of Hyperborea. 

which if not already a barren waste 

soon bec ame so. Their names were 

Siheno. Euryale. and Medusa. 

In the broader umltiverse, of 

course, medusa is the name given 

to a race matching the description 

of the mythic Medusa. Some kind 

of connection is obvious. Visitors to 

Earth might have picked up the name 

and applied it to the more common 

monsters. On the other hand, the 

race of medusas might possibly have 

an earthly anc estor. Medusa herself is 

specified as dying at the hands of the 

Greek hero Perseus. 

However, “gorgon" is the common 

name of a metal-scaled, magical bull 

that turns its victims to stone w ith its 

breath. In some medieval bestiaries, 

this is also the name given to a crea- 
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line i.lilcd ill* cntohlepas. At least trn 

centuries • than those medieval 

l»esil,iiics Pliny des< rihed a scaly, 

hull like creature native to I tliiojiin 

and notable lot possessing a disptopor 

(innately large head lot its body loo 

large. in I ae I. for the < reature If* raise. 

In (neck. its name meads “that whic h 

looks downwards." I hiwever. tins was 

a very pood thing, as the gaze of the 

i atohlepas was reputedly deadly. On 

this basis, then, it was rcfened to as a 

gorgnit, despite the (at t it did not pet 

rify its vii lints. 

both the ( atohlepas as desi i ihed by 

Pliny and the hull like “gorgon" are 

(onipaiatively (ommoii throughout the 

known woilds and are disc lete spec ies. 

Sin h « reattires would never he (on 

lused by anyone who witnessed both, 

flit' gorgon, therefore, does not appeal 

to lx an I irllily monster. Perhaps 

some plane traveling medieval wizard 

is responsible for perpetuating this 

bizarre name duplic alion. 

Ua&S - _ 
Ihronghonl the mtilliversr the races 

ok hags are commonly feared, ii not 

with the same universality as the 

larrascpie. 

I’hr Muhinogion is a collection 

of tales forming a legendary his¬ 

tory of Wales. It was first written 

down in the Mill < enlury < t, hut 

the tales it recorded were by then 

already ancient. Hags in these tales 

are female warriors of superhu¬ 

man prowess. I hey go armed and 

armored, conquering and ruling 

realms. Often, the greatest feat of 

the story's hero is to overcome a hag 

in battle. For instance, in the* tale of 

Peredui, the young man overcomes 

one of the hags of Gloucester, who 

promises that he shall dwell at her 

c ourt and she and her sisters will 

teach him swordsmanship and horse¬ 

manship. These hags are nowhere 

described as ugly or aged. Interest¬ 

ingly. they take their titles from their 

mothers, such as “the Blac k Hag, 

daughter of the White Hag” in the 

same way that Welsh nobleman are 

always the son of someone. 

The Irish tale cycle, the Tdin Bo 

( uoilynr. me hides a very similar story. 

I lere the young warrior, Cuthulainii. 

journeys from Ireland to F.ngland 

seeking the < In* tininess Sc athalh. “the 

Shadowy ()in to learn from her the 

feats ol a hero. The Tdin Ho Cuailgnr, 

like the Muhinogion, is an anc ient set of 

stories written down comparatively kite 

A Scottish tale eye le. known through 

a )f>lh century ( i manusc ript entitled 

(aftei its author) “ I lie I)ean ol I is 

more’s Book." < one crus the- overthrow 

of Queen Beira. mighty goddess ol 

wintei. by her son the Summer King. 

Six hags, magic al beings with con¬ 

trol c>vet storms who drive i hariots 

through lh<- sky, erve Queen Beira. 

Still they are warriors, following Iheii 

Queen into exile and attempting by 

various stratagems to win hack hei 

realm. In due course, they sue ceed 

m Autumn Queen Beira is almost 

certainly the same entity known in 

later times as “Gentle Annis," a blue- 

skinned old woman who walked the 

Scottish I lighlands protecting animals 

and wild (daces, who could he terrible 

in bet wrath. I ater still, she may have 

beeoine “Blac k Annis.” 

Hie legend of Blac k Annis, cur¬ 

rent in 15th century Ieiceslershirc. 

I ngkmd, proves that the resemblance 

between these bags and those ghastly 

creatures that hear the ir names is no 

ac c ident. Dost i ihed as hideous, one- 

eyed, and blue-faced. Black Annis 

dwelt iua woodland cave, emerging at 

night to hunt for human flesh espe- 

c ially the flesh ol children. “Annis,“ 

of course, is the name by whic h blue 

skinned hags are known everywhere*. 

However, the exact nature of the con¬ 

nection, and why the hag race has 

sunk into evil when their ancestors 

were simply warriors and servants of a 

nature goddess, is unknown. 

To represent the British Hag. |>ro- 

viclc* the Annis with arms and armor 

and remove its susceptibility to blud¬ 

geoning weapons and its spell-like 

abilities. Although the British I lag 

may be cruel, it is honorable and 

loyal, having much the same motives 

as any ambitious warrior. It might 

also have a normal, human uppear- 

ancc- (or at least serin to). 

Many residents ol the Material 

Plane world of Faerun consider the 

leucrotla a native specie's. Not so. 

According to Pliny, this c reattire orig 

mated m India, where a male hyena 

mated with a lioness. I lie result 

haunted the- edges oft ivili/ation, 

developing .i reputation lor cunning 

and a preference Ini eating people. 

The lent rolla, or kroknlta. first 

appears in the hullc a of < ‘.lesias, a 

Greek who was the royal |>liysn i.m ol 

the- Persian court in tlu* late* Sth century 

He i. I le refers to a beast 

imitating a human voice to 

lure me n outside* at night, 

whereupon it devoured 

them. Without dese rihing 

its appearanc r. lie credits it 

with the courage of a lion, 

the sjieecl of a horse and the 

strength of a hull, and lie 

says it cannot lx* harmed by 

weapons of Steel. 

About the si/e ol a don¬ 

key, the primal leiu folia's 

motley appearanc e resembles that 

of several desc endeiits: a horselike 

head with powerful jaws, the chest 

and forelegs ol a lion, and hindquar¬ 

ters of a slag with c loven hooves. 

Its mouth reached from ear to ear. 

displaying the characteristic bony 

ridges instead ol teeth. However, its 

completely rigid backbone prevented 

it from ever turning its head. 

The primal leucrotta's most remark¬ 

able trail was the ability to imitate the 

sound of human voices. However, it 

displayed no real intelligence. Given 

its habits, its main exposure to human 

language probably consisted of cries 

for help, which then proved uselii! for 

luring its prey into ambushes. 

Some* Inter authorities, such as Con¬ 

rad Gesner in his 16th century History 

oj Animals, considered the* leucrotla 

re lated to or possibly the same crea¬ 

ture as the manticora, another hybrid 

from the* same part of the world, also 

know n to attack and eat humans. I le 

V» v & - 
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reported I hat Indians managed to 

train young leucrottas as mounts val¬ 

ued for their speed. 

Moving to Faerun. the leucrotta 

gained greater intelligence, as well as 

evil tendencies and a normal spine. 

This possibly shows fiendish influ¬ 

ence, in which case the leucrotta 

might be found in many more worlds 

before long. 

To represent the Indian Leucrotta, 

reduce the leucrotta’s Intelligence to 

2 and its Dexterity to 9 to represent its 

inflexible backbone. The Indian Leu¬ 

crotta cannot see behind itself, but it 

has exceptional hearing that grants it 

blindsight to a range of 40 feet. It also 

gains a rake attack that deals ld4+2 

points of damage (thanks to its leo¬ 

nine forelegs) upon a successful bite 

and grapple. 

_ 
Yet another monster catalogued by 

Pliny. Pliny described the salaman¬ 

der as a small, spotted lizard that 

generated incredible cold within its 

own body. It extinguished fires when 

placed in them and cooled hot water 

likewise, ll also spat a poisonous, 

milky matter that caused any liv¬ 

ing flesh it fell upon to wither and 

lose all hair—the end result looking 

like a case of advanced leprosy. If a 

salamander drank from or died in a 

vessel of wine or water, that vessel 

became poisoned. 

Saint Isidore, who dearly felt a duty 

to confirm and update Pliny’s research, 

added that if a salamander so much as 

climbed into a fmit tree, all the fruit upon 

the tree became poisonous, and that the 

creatures lived within fires “w ithout pain 

and without being consumed” as well as 

extinguishing them. Later bestiaries indi¬ 

cated the salamander sometimes took the 

shape of a man within the flames. 

Marco Polo, a merchant and 

traveler in the 13th century a:, dis¬ 

agreed. In the chronicle of his trav¬ 

els from Italy to China and back, he 

insisted that a salamander was no 

lizard but rather a substance found 

in the ground. This substance, when 

treated properly, formed fibers that 

could be weaved into a cloth impervi¬ 

ous to fire. 

Polo's obviously mistook the mineral 

asbestos for a “salamander." Just as 

clearly, Pliny’s and Isidore’s lizard was 

entirely different from the creatures 

known as salamanders on the Elemen¬ 

tal Plane of Fire. Most likely, wizards 

summoning true salamanders learned 

the name and then applied it to the 

native Earth reptile. 

To represent the Earthly Salaman¬ 

der, use the statistics for a tiny mon¬ 

strous centipede, adding a ranged 

spit attack (5-foot range) that deals 

poison damage alone. If desired, 

increase the potency of the salaman¬ 

der’s poison to that of a larger-sized 

monstrous centipede. Placing an 

Earthly Salamander in liquid cre¬ 

ates an equivalent ingested poison 

(and a colder liquid). The Earthly 

Salamander deals ldX points of cold 

damage per round to anyone han¬ 

dling it without protection and has 

both immunity to fire and the spell¬ 

like ability to cast quench as 

a 5th-level caster when actu¬ 

ally in contact with flames. 

Many more monsters once 

existed on Earth and cer¬ 

tainly. many more potential 

emigrants remain to be 

investigated. The author 

knows her claim of such a 

small and isolated generating 

point for so many creatures 

is contentious; however, all 

those wishing to object are advised to 

go hunt the tarrasque. 

At>0UT TTt bOOteS- 
The source texts for the information in this article 

are named and dated wherever possible. However, 

for every Pliny and jaques de Voragme, there was an 

anonymous scribe whose work is known today as 

"Untitled MS Bodl 620." 

t hese books were not works of fantasy. In his 

Naltuol Hixtory, Pliny made a genuine attempt to 

comprehensively record the natural world, the earliest 

person known to do so According to some, due to his 

methodical arrangement of the information therein, 

the Etymologies of Saint Isidore represent the world’s 

first encyclopedia (in 1999, the Vatican proclaimed 

Isidore patron saint of the Internet for the same rea 

son) That the world contained witches, demons, and 

othei mysterious things that killed people in appalling 

ways was presented as simple fact. 

During the Middle Ages, many creatures gained 

symbolic meanings, locating them within God’s grand 

scheme of things. For instance, the cockatrice repre¬ 

sented the horror of sin as well as of sudden, inexpli¬ 

cable death This was no more considered fantasy than 

Pliny’s efforts, and the anonymous scribes duly recorded 

the information. 

As the Middle Ages gave way to the Renaissance 

(around the 16th century), travel to the far reaches 

of the world became more common. These travel¬ 

ers studied the writings of their predecessors, such 

as Marco Polo (who also reported griffons and uni 

corns), and Interpreted the creatures they encoun¬ 

tered accordingly. Thus, early printed works such 

as Gesner’s Hixtory contain all the familiar names, 

perhaps noting that the native inhabitants called such 

creatures “cokodils" or “orang-outangs.” Even today, 

the diligent student of monster lore can find basilisks 

and salamanders if she accepts they no longer quite 

match their old descriptions 
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Fall the dark and dreadful demonic rulers of 

the Abyss, perhaps none pose as dire a threat 

to the Material Plane as Pazuzu, Whereas 

the other demon princes are embroiled in 

constant warfare (either with each other over rutership of 

Abyssal realms or with the infernal denizens of the Nine 

Hells in the endless Blood War), Pazuzu prefers to spend 

his time in the skies above these bloody, endless conflicts. 

While others are bound to their domains, as often as not 

prison ers*ofihe very realms they claim to rule, unable to 

visit*the Material Plane without first being summoned by 

_ powerful spell caster $. Pazuzu can (and often does) travel 

more than any #ther demonic 

keen interest In the a flairs of mortals, and 

, takes as keen an interest in tempting them from what they - 

h v* knowAo-be-bnnesf and true. In return for questionable gifts 

and doubtful rewards, Pa$uzu seeks nothing less than the 

\. ourpiptiof all that lives and breathes,, ana broken vow or 

^ tiered moral a [ -a time. 

Pajuju, Prince of the Cower 
Aerial kingdoms 
Medium Outsider (Chaotic, Evil) 

Hi! Dice: 3&J8+380 (551 lip) 

Initiative: + 18 

Speed: 30 fi (6 squares), By 90 ft. (perfect), swim 

Armor Class: 46 (+14 Dex, +14 natural +8 insight), touch 32, 

flat*footed 32 

Base Attack/Grapple: +3S/+46 

Attack: +41 melee (2d6+33/17-20, +5 anarchic spmi adamanV 

tinegreutswortt with 10-point Power Attack) 

Pull Attack +41/+41/+3<S/+31/+26 melee (2d6+33/17-20, +5 

arwrdw: adamantine gnsatsword with lOpoiJit, Power Attack) 

and +31 melee (ld6+14, i talons with 10-point Power Attack) and 

+3t melee (ld8+14, bile With 10-point Power Attack) 

Spate/Readr. 5 ft;/5 ft? \ \ „ 

Special Attacks: Bread) weapons, conimand^vian, SgfclMike 

mmmon ta)uir*nt temptation . 

. 



DEMONOMICON OF IGCWILV: PAZUZU 

T.Sp^if599aif^s:‘Al#a of senile avr- phn^4^1 
ans, damage. rejifcttmj;20/epjc,aiid skieXtliroughout the-multiverse with his 

• lawful, darkvision 12tf firununity to unw^lcomed taiitt. fcizuzu regards al} p 

d«*irity and poison, la^lighfvision. ,oftlie skies above the-666 upper realms 

outsider traits, p(afi£ivGifcin|,“regeneca- of the Abyss to be his domain, and no 

tion 5, resistance to acidTo'cold 10. other demon lords have managed to sue- 

, and fire 10, see invisibility, spell resis- i cessfidly challenge this claim. Of course, 

tance 42, telepathy 200 ft. Pazuzu rarely (if ever) tries to exert his 

Saves: Fort +31, Ref+35, Will +31 influence in the skies over realms held 

AbUities: Str 26, Dex 38, Con 31, Int 30. 

Wis 26. Gha 35 7 

i 

Skills: Balance n-llS, Bluff+53, Concen¬ 

tration Diplomacy +57, Disguise 

+53, Foj|>ery +51, Gather Information 

+53, Hide+55; Intimidate +55, Knowl¬ 

edge (arcana) +51, Knowledge (reli¬ 

gion) +r511 Knowledge'(the planes) +51, 

UsteV+49, Move Silently +55, Sense 

. Motive +49, Spellcraft +53, Spot +49, 

Swim +16. Tumble +55, Use Magic 

Pevice+53/ 

Feats: Combat Expertise. Combat 

Reflexes, D^rk Speech* Dodge, 

* Improved Critical (greatsword), Improved 

Disarm, Improved Initiative, Improved 

Sunder, ImprovedTrip* Iron Will, Mobil¬ 

ity, Power Attack, Spring Attack 

Environment: Any air 

Organization: Solitary, or Pazuzu plus 

“ V. 6 balor demons 

Challenge Rating: 29 

Treasure: Quadruple standard 

Alignment: Chaotic evil 

- Advancement: — 

t/\^^*Dark Speech is a feat from the Book of 

; l i \Wc Dtfrkm/ss; if you don't have access , 

io tliis book, replace this feat with Skill 

* : ■ Focus (Bluff), 

by other demons or deities,., at least* 

never in any obvious way. His favorite 

aerial realm is the sky above tiie first 

layer of the Abyss (which is sometimes 

called Pazuriia in his honor): this layer 

is perhaps the. most heavily traveled and 

contested of the Abyssal layers, and as 

such. Pazuzuderives endless enjoyment 

soaring the skies above while looking 

down with disdain and bemusement at 

the bickering and dealings of those below. 

Pazuzu1 s symbol is a gnarled raptor's 

talon, often one bejeweled with rubies 

or glittering with gold. This talon is 

always shown clutching an eye of some 

sort, Its claws just barely piercing the 

surface of the eye. Pazuzu sees all from 

his perch in the skies above. 

” / 
* d tail well-proportioned 

! m 1 Mmn th isfigu re's demonic feat um cannot 

be-ignored* His powerfiil birdlike tedons 

s&ajnrthc floor as he approaches, a nd 

’ Jourfeathered wings shine with oil and 

smoke on his back His Head combines the 

* 'features of a Jitnirfsom* man md a feral 

jiawkf his cruel hooked beak filled with a 

1 forest of ncedlelike teeth. 

- Unlike many of the demon princes J 
and lords of the^byss, Pazuzu spends 

relatively little time in his own realm of 

Torremift, thoJS03iri layer oflthe Aby*s^, 

“iiaferdiis unique'ability amongst 

Iprds to move from plane t 

Combat 
Pazuzu avoids combat, preferring to 

send his six ba!or bodyguards into battle 

while he observes the battle from the 

sky above. Yet when forced into conflict, 

his tactics are devastating. Pazuzu pre¬ 

fers to fight with a serrated greatsword 

made from the wing feather of the 

massive anzu that guards his lair and 

transmuted into a razor-sharp adaman¬ 

tine blade. 'This weapon is a + 5 anarchic 

speed adamantine greatsword that Pazuzu ( 

can retrieve from or dismiss into a 

non-dimensional space as a free action. 

When he fights, he typically does so by 

putting 10 points into Power Attack, He 

uses Combat Expertise only in those 

rare situations where someone seems 

able to hit Ids Armor Class with regular¬ 

ity. He can attack with his bite as a sec¬ 

ondary attack, and as long as he's flying 

he can aljto attack with his talons. 

Breath Weapons (Six): Pazuzu Iras two 

types of breath weapon. The first can 

be used to create dangerous.swarms of 

insects, i le can use this breath weapon 

, A ~ To* create of locusts (all of 
7# V */ - P V * 
/•■ vvV r-"1VA 

which' must be created so that e^ch 

swarm is adjacenrto;at least one 

swarm*'V nd at least one square r 

be adjatent to Pazuzu). He may i 

these swarms so that they share 

of other creatures. The insects attack 

any creatures occupying the 

and can pursue creatures that 

Pazuzu so chooses, he may instead'ere- 

ate a single swarm of abyssal ants with 

his breath weapon. Pazuzu can create as 

many locust swarms as he wishes 1b a 

day, but may only create oneabyssa ant 

swarm per day Swarms created by ils 

breath persist for 1 hour before dying. 

Locust Swarm: hp 2T. Monster 

Manual page*239* , • . 

Abyssal Ant Swarm: hp 150: s Pr; ‘ 
the Pazuzu's Minions sidebar ontKes^ r t; 

next page, / ’* 'V 

Pazuzds second breath weapoti is a 

70-fool cone of poisonous acidic vapor. 

All creatures caught in this arealake ' 

24d6 add damage (DC 39 Reflex halves), ; J 

and must also make a DC 39 Fortitude 

save or take 2d6 Strength damage from 

the poison* A minute later* aAeoond 

DC 39 Fortitude save is required* this : - 

time to avoid the^econdary damage of 

2db Constitution damage. This breath 

weapon is persistent: it remains in place, 

for 2 rounds, Any creatures drat enter , 

die area (or fail to leave the aiea before 

the second round) are exposed terboth 

the acid damage and poison again. 

Regardless of which breath weapon 

he uses, Pazuzu may only use this spe-' 7 

dal attack once every ld4 rounds* 

Command Avian ($u): Once per 

round as a free action, Pazuzu can com¬ 

mand any creature that has a natural fly 

speed to do his bidding. The targeted 

creature can resist the command with 

a successful DC 41 Will save. Good- 

aligned creatures gain a +10 resistance 

bonus on this save* Imt evil-aligned 

creatures suffer a -10 penalty on life 

save. Failure indicates that thea‘e^ture - 

becomes dominiH 

member spell) by Pazuzu for i rOttoSr’^rs! 

Spell-Like Abilities (Sp): At will— 

astral projection* 
caH lightemigxtorm (DC 27), control 

weather, deeper darkness, dewia^dtUXl^^ 

goqd,4tiea law( detect tiiou^ts (DC 24)7 - 

- 
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greater dtspel magic, jksh fo stem* (DC : 

stinking doud (DC t5), tele¬ 

kinesis IDC 27)* greater teleport, tongues, 

wihdlliw, unholy aura (DC 30), unholy 

Wight |DC Kj), wind walk; 2/day—add 

2$ft incendiary rJoud (DC 30), 

l/tSl^fshapechange, symbol d(death (DC 

■10). sw|ti>of of pain (DC 27), symbol of 

slumps (DC 29), msh. Caster level 20th, 

The save DCs are Charisma based. 

Summon Avians (Sp): Once per day 

• Pazijzu can automatically summon 2d6 

elder amowhawks, ld6 harpy archers, 

►v IdG fiendishrocs,, 

|V» * Elder arrowhawk: hp 112; Monster 

Manual page 19. 

Harpy archer: hp 103; Monster 

1 * ^ page 151, 

'*\i\ Jnettdish roc: hjp 207: see the the 

mr* ^Pazuzu’s minions sidebar. 

Advanced halfTiend griffon: hp 310; 

set* the :PaziusuTs minions sidebar. 

* Summon Tana^ri (Sp): Once per day 

Pazuzu can automatically summon 2d4 

Sitccubi or 1 d4+2 vrocks, or he has a 75% 

chance to summon ld2 anzus or 1 babe 

Temptation (Su): Pazuzu takes great 

delight in tempting and corrupting 

mortals to, diaos or evil/lf d creature 

utters the name Tazuztf three times 

in successicpi* an unholy link between 

■the speaker and Pazuzu is immediately 

I \ established. For one minute. Pazuzu may 

use detect good, detect law. detect thoughts, 

l ’ and tongues to examine the speaker, 

despkeany distance (physical or planar) 

ylhat might separate the two. If he wishes, 

* / he can even use his phincurdkmg ability to 

w travel to the speaker's location. He always 

uses Sense Motive if necessary to deter- 

\ i mine if the one who oils him is trying to 

entrap him. 

Once he answers such a summons 

(or at any time a creature he encounters 

begs the demon prince for aid), Pazuzu 

asks the mortal why he called upon the 

Prince of the Lower Aerial Kingdoms. 

- PazjlziLalmost always,agrees to provide 

^ ^d^j^Tli^d^e^tlieTailer’s alignment 

step closer to chaotic If the 

* caller's alignment is.already chaotic, 

it insteaiTshTfte one step closer to evil, 

^ These shifts in alignment are cons id- 

AsUtntary, and ^depending upon 

; 1 thy character's class might have ckastic 

Pa ^u^us 1 Pa^u^us lllininons 

Abyssal Ant Swarm CR 16; Medium aberration (extraplanar, swarm); HD 

20dg4 6G; hp 150; Init -5; Spd 40 ft., climb 20 ft.; AC 17, touch 11 h flat Tooted 16. 

Base Atk ^15; Grp ; Atk or Full Atk swarm 4d6 plus 2d8 acid or *16 ranged 

touch (2d8, acid spit): Space/Reach 10 ft./Oft,: SA acid, distraction (DC 23), 

penetration: SQ acid immunity, resistance to cold 10, electricity 10, and fire 10, 

dark vis ion 60 ft. hive mind, poison immunity, spell resistance 22, swarm trails; 

ALCE; SV Fort+11, Ref-9. Wilt+15: Str 1, Dex12; Con 16. Int 7, Wis 12, Cba 13, 

Skills: Climb +14, Listen 13, Spot 413. 

Feats: Alertness, Great Fortitude, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Lightning 

Reflexes, Point Blank Shot, Skill Focus (Climb) 

Acid (Ex): An abyssal ant swarm's acid spit functions as a grenadelike 

weapon, dealing 2d8 points of acid damage on a direct hit and 1 d4 points of 

splash damage to creatures within 5 feet of the target. Creatures directly hit by 

the acid take an additional IdS points of damage one round after being hit. An 

abyssal ant swarm can take a standard action to spil and then a move action 

to move into a creature’s area to deal swarm damage 

Penetration (Su): The swarm attack of an abyssal ant swarm penetrates danv 

age reduction as if it were a magic weapon. 

Hive Mind (Ex): Art abyssal ant swarm has a hive mind, which makes it sus¬ 

ceptible to mmd-affecting spells. For purposes of such spells, the swarm is a 

single creature of the aberration type. 

Fiendish roc: CR 11; Gargantuan magical beast; HD 18d8^126: bp 207; Imt +2; 

Spd 20 ft, fly 80 ft. (average); AC 17. touch 8. flat footed 15; Base Atk -13; Grp 

+37; Atk +22 melee (2d6+12* talon); Full Atk +22 melee (2d6+12. 2 talons) and 

+ 19 melee (2d8+6, bite); Space/Reach 20 ft./l5 ft.: SA smite good 1 /day (+18 

damage); SQ darkvision 60 ft., damage reduction 10/magic, lowTight vision, 

resistance to cold TO and fire 10. spell resistance +23; AL CE; SV Fort +18. Ref 

+ 13, Will +9; Str 34, Dex 15, Con 24, Int 3T Wis 13, Cha 11. 

Skills: Hide 3. Listen +10. Spot +14. 

Feats: Alertness, Flyby Attack, Iron Will, MuJtiattack, Power Attack. Snatch. Wingover. 

effects on her abilities or status: Even if 

. the aid doesift cause an actual change to 

chaos or evil, allies of a person who calls 

upon Pazuzu almost always react to the 

act with anger and fear. Pazuzu never 

provides aid to chaotic evil creatures, 

and often punishes them for calling 

upon his aid rather than using the tools 

he has likely already granted the crea¬ 

ture in question. He particularly enjoys 

providing aid to paladins, and takes 

pains to ensure that the first tirbe lie 

helps k paladin , nd evil cOrnes; s a result 

of his assistance, hoping to enc mra^ . 

the paladin to call on him agair * Aid 

granted by Pazuzu Is typically ^ ranted 

-in pie manner easiestferthe di 

AV1 *r - 

, V* 

V* -e^March 2OO5*0R 

■ 

prince to manifestt often in the form of*. 

his wish spelhiike ability, J 

If a creature calls upoh Pazuzu too 

often* or if the creature calls upon the 

demon prince to save him front aTfoorp 

brought about through incompetence,. 

Pazuzu is more likely to punish the 

supplicant for his hubris or failure than 

fie is to provide assistance* Sometimes'. 

Pazuzu sends his aspect to aid those 

Who call upon him; the repercussions 

for gaining aid from a mere aspect are 

identical to those for receiving aid from 

tlmdemoit prince himself* 

Aura of Sprite Ayians.(Su):7vf] evil ^ 

aligned cieahVea' a jaaiuraMljf' 

ed feel a strangeboml 

* 
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■' and s^yhji^TbPaiAstit Before such 

* a creature taksk action . 

'' Against Pazuzu, It musfsdcceed at 

«l lift 4iWill save* Eaikrt^iodicates 

that the creature'siattas^tis and its 

action wasted. This aura extends to ' 

» a radius of 126 feet. The saving throw 

is Charisma-Based. tpJartcivu%ing(Sp): Pazuzu may move 

Between planes at wjl], I t/akes a full* 

round action for him to activa te this 

spelHik^ability. which duplicates the 

effects ujpplane shift save that Pazuzu 

arrives k precisely the location he * 

^ ‘ ^ desiifes ff he's physically been to the 

' destimtiqn before. If he has never been 

to hie location, he arrives within 5-500 

niiles^of die location: lie may transport 

up to 6ne additional willing creature pf 

any size with hbn. If he uses this ability 

to answer the call of one of his hock, 

Pazuzu caftptt&w shift with complete 

accuracy ev^n if he hasn't physically 

begn't# Ihe destination* This spell-like 

ability functions at caster level 20 and is 

the equivalent of an Sthdevel spell 

Regeneration (Ex): Damage from lire 

and Jawfid or good-aligned attacks deal 

normal damage to Pazuzu. If Pazuzu 

loses a body part, the missing part 

1 regenerates fully in one round unless 

IV . his abflity to regenerate is suppressed 

y for that jound. This allows him to 

* / • recover ft6m normally lethal attacks 

, ^r(eucht a#|bft beheading effect of a vorpal 

siiffifift After one round. 

m 

& 

Pa juju’s A sped 
r, Although Pazuzu can use his 

- pfatewaikirtg spell-like ability to travel 

1 Anywhere in the nmlliverse, he often 

doesnThnve the time or interest to 

ftanditfaTl of his affairs personally 

In tliese cases, he entrusts the work to 

ah aspect, a physical embodiment of a 

sittall portion of his life force. Pazuzu's 

, * . ,, ispect looks identical to h\s true form,1 

although its presence is much less , 

overwhelming. Sometimes, his faith-! 

, ful can use- spells like planar ally or / 

^ planar binding tq call upon Pazuzu1 s / 

aspect. The stats presented here are j 

represefitahve of the legist of Pa 

a^erti-flns aspect as a sclent \ 
Id i ndamatic 

certainly exist, horjnom genial 

ihfdlpriation on aspects, consult pages 

46 ami 47 of d^hMimatuns Handho&% 

, Aspect of Pazuzu.' CR.9fMedium out¬ 

sider (chaotic, evil, extiaplanar, tanarVi); 

HD 10d8+60: hp 10$ init +10;Spd 30. 

ft., fly 60 ft. (perfect); AC 25t touch 16, 

flat-footed 19;: Base Aik +16: Grp +12; Atk 

+15 melee (2d6+6, +3 unMy gmrts\vdrd)\ 

Pull Atk +15/+10 (2d6+6, +3 unholy gnat- 

siuond) and +7 mdee (ld4+l, 2 talons): 

Spade/Reach 5 ft/5 ft; SA breath weapon; 

SQ damage reduction 5/epic, darkvision 

60 ft., immunity to dectridty and poison, 

resistance to add I0t cold 10, and fire 10, 

m invisibility ^elepattiy 100 ft: AL CE; SV 

Fort +13, Ref+13, Will +12; Sir 15. .Dec 23, 

Con 23, Int 19, Wis 20, Qm 22, ■ 
Skills'. Bluff +22, Concentration +19, 

Diplomacy +2L Disguise +19 (+21 acting). 

Forgery +17, Intimidate +21, Knowledge 

(arcana) +17, Knowledge (religion) +17, 

Knowledge (the planes) +17. listen +18, 

Sense Motive+18, Spot+18, 

Feats: Dodge, Improved Initiative, 

Mobility, Skill Focus (Bluff) 

Brezrth Weapon (Si*): 30-ft cone, once 

per day, damage 10d6 acid. Reflex DC 
21 half. The save ts tonstihition-based. 

Possesions: +3 m holy gre atsword. 

orlds, 

Pajujus Goals 
The P rince of the lower Aerial-King¬ 

doms is an enigma amongst the Abyssal 

powers, for he alone of their scheming 

ranks seems content to let the other 

^fUpjjrpowerful 

wqrrjbr);. 

tnations of ^ j 

demonic rulers go about their business: 

While the other demon lords regard 

Pazuzu with suspidon at best few take 

file time to oppose his action s, for they 

are concerned with more antagonistic 

enemies. This is as Pazuzu wishes, for 

he views all of die sides above the tor¬ 

tured Abyssal layers to be his own, and 

to date, no demon lord of significant 

power lias seen fit to challenge his claim. 

Whether or not this is due to fear or due 

to a perception that the skies above are 

empty and wi thotil value is unclear. 

Only a few demon lords actively 

oppose I izuziL The most infamons is 

Graz’zt1 vho. in Iris desire to someday' ‘ 

rule Che \ ntire Abyss, finds Pazimfs 

claim over its skies to be both prepo#-* 

arid insulting Their enmity 

\\ 

ue 51* 

has spilled over into countless i 

and battles between their forces 
( * . ^ ‘ *»A t 

left scars bodi.QLi Abyssal layers 

beyond Another of Pazuzifs enemies 

is Jhe much more obscure tamasltu 

known also as '"She Who Erases." well 

known for fier insatiable hunger 

blood and bones of pregnant mo 

and newborn babies, iamishtu wp$ the 

demon queen of monstrous birth a id 

deformity. Ancient texts maintain that 

Lamashtu was once Pazimfs conso rt 

until she betrayed him and he mained 

her by eating her eyes and banishin her 

to an unknown layer of the Abyss, These* 

texts hold that Umashtti is the only 

being who knows Pazuziis true qafrity 

and that her abuse of this knowli 

what drove Pazuzu to mutilate hi 

Pazuzu is not without ambition 

His desires are innocence, purity, and 

hones ty. To him^ these are sweet nectars 

and intoxicating liquors fine enoii|h to 

harvest personally, P;izuzu seeks out the 

noble paladin, die laughing child, and the 

toiling honest peasant They are his vino 

yard. He takes from them wiyl makes 

them strong, and what he excretes back ‘ ■ 
into llieir hollow Sliells is bitten cruel 

and wicked. The very act of corruption 

ofthe spirt and die slaughter!pf virtue is , 

Pazuzus finest addiction, ana he has had ^ 

eons to perfect the methods ofliis culti¬ 

vation. Often, the temptation! he offers 

mortals spread out over generations, and 

he .watches, silently from above asfami- 

ties slowly succumb. What might have ~ 

seemed an idle evil to a hard-working 

cobbler is the seed, and his children 

and grandchildren are the fertile soil 

in which PazuzuTs wickedness grows, 

Trace the genealogy of the brutal despot, 

the sadistic general, or the remorse¬ 

less killer back far enough and chances 

are one can pinpoint die genesis ofius 

family's spiral into depravity Ageneris 

borne of nighted wings and poison" 

promises to a desj)eraiefool When these 

seeds witiier and^e(asaLtjT^tiwr 

consume themselves must in the 

Pazuzu appears one last time to his hate¬ 

ful students and plucks frmrrthem their 

eyes, so th£ last tiling they see is. the true A 

cruelty of their bdovbcl paimn^iL Ulf ^ l 

said dial tliose whosij eyes Pazuzu teSfs • ;; 

*r 
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upon dojmt move on to a better world in 

! dea&Tlather, they become hollow spirits 

1 * bound io Fazuzu's lusts;'qursed forever 

to watdi from behind his cold black eyes 

L as he feeds a nd feeds again on what ihey 

*^once l&etd So dear 

desires and needs alone 

kplaitj Pazu^ics apparent disinterest 

in lordship over Abyssal realms, for 

what pazuzu lusts for most is what 

does not exist. Honesty and innocence 

are transient visitors to this region, 

and f they stay forlong they are over- 

whel med. One might assume that his 

t%fl *him$ ers would draw him to realms like 

the Seven Heavens* yet such planes 

are Impure for his palate: He cannot 

r cannot be consumed. No* 

$ ’rr^wpaffitnpS Pazuzifs hunger more 

lordship over an endless night- 

' mare r^alm of gracious fiends and 

ruttiJigldenionsimore than a shining 

reilm b^f absolute purity and endless 

;' truth, is Nothing leps than lordship over 

the Material-Plane,This realm, more 

than any other, is a breeding ground 

for what h^seeks above all else. Here, 

do one is indomitable, and no one is as 

cruel is thdy can potentially be. Every¬ 

one, from the kindest peasant to the 

most hateful king can fall further, and 

,thus nourish Pazuztis savage hunger 

these kin^opivnations. and Wof 

For sometime now. Pazuzu has tested 

Iris presence on the Material Plane, 

seeing how far he can go before its deni¬ 

zens-rise up against him in horror. What 

ylie has found has fascinated him. When 

/ first he turned iris eye to the Material 

Plane, he found that it took relatively 

little ofhis tampering to raise a mob 

I or alert a church. Yet as the centuries 

wore on, certain regions in whichhe has 

focused his works have grown accus¬ 

tomed to his influence. Where once the 

possess ion of a child brought the angry 

retribution of an entire church, now die 

. corruption of an entire village barely 

Seems do cause & stir. JLueems almost 

* ! ' I - 
grown used to his 

Stations, accepted liis lurking pres* 

en<e. In many worlds* rulers of nations 

Kpay honiage'TO die Prince of die Lower 

Aerial Kingdoms now* if not in word 

fould fiirtiier^at- 

Isfy Pazuzu.' for now He prepares to take 

Tinder his oily wing. 

Pa^u^u’s Cult 
Pazuzu1 s cults generally follow die 

same path from creation to destruction,. 

Unlike most demon princes! Pazuzu 

usually takes an active role in a cult's 

early formation, Each Pazuzu cult starts 

with the same seed, a desperate plea for 

aid by someone who has learned Pazu¬ 

zu's name (possibly through an ancient 

text or a DC 30 Knowledge [the planes] 

skill check). Often* these pleas are bom 

of true and honest need: a sickly farmer 

in need of a good harvest or a desper¬ 

ate warrior faced with insurmountable 

odds in the defense ofhis homeland. 

These people arerit evil. Their greatest 

sin is perhaps foolishness. When they 

call upon Pazuzu. he usually grants 

their desires without attempting to per¬ 

vert the results or twist tile meaning of 

the request; he honors the spirit of the 

request, not its letter. His methods are 

far more insidious. He only asks that 

liis name not be repeated to others, 

assuring the mortal that his gifts are 

for him and him alone. Many ofhis 

cultists dorft know his identity, while 

others Worship him under similar 

names, like Pazrae) or Ghiaunder 

The desperate mortal a sudden turn 

of luck always manifests in some way 

that makes it obvious thaLmore than 

mere skill and hard work are responsible. 

Pazuzu knows that where there*s one 

desperate soul , there are often more, and 

more often than not those other desper- 

„ ate souls see the miraculous results of 

one mans request Invariably* they ask 

questions, and invariably word spreads. 

Before long, the original mortal realizes 

that he wants more of Pazuzus power* 

and when he calls upon him again the 

results are a little more twisted* a little 

more dark. Before long, the mortal has 

become a minion, and his neighbors, 

ftiends* and family have flocked iq his 

side. Hie cult has formed. 

As the cult grows, Pazpus 

grow more and more dark and* sin¬ 

ister. He allows his minion to leach 

■ hh name to key, trusted cultists* and 

'begins to grant thenUhdf desired 
:, <T • m’ 

..." • 

often givmgthem'eniL^. ^.^ ... 

command of th<i citit f f ifte previous 

Ibader has jift’pl&s'ed him. Eventually. *, 

- when Paruzu^wig^s Jiis cults st$ hay* ^ 

come to dtfffendjjn'him for success * 

rather than’otUhemselves. he reveals 

himself in his irue might ancf horror. * 

Those cultists who try to repent or flee 

m 
. <• 

\ he commands the faithful b? capture 

and bind* PaZnzu then demirids sac¬ 

rifice, After thk heretics have'bad their 

A l 

tongues and eyes plucked out and their 

back and torsos deeply lacerate^ by sev¬ 

ered culture talons, their bHrid^]>Ieed- 

ing* and mute bodies are take ntio the 

nearest precipice or well and tlirOw?i- 

into it, their final fall and life-quench¬ 

ing impact below signifying thrifdjdng 

cast out of the firmament and onto the 

putrid husk of tiie land below. 

‘ Once a cult has committed its first . 

sacrifices, Pazuzu leavesteftts Own 

devices, seeking new prospects else¬ 

where* He rarely (if ever) answers^ 

cult’s pleas again, Pazuzu cultists under¬ 

stand that once they have been accepted 

into die Lower Aerial Kingdoms, they 

are expected to serve Pazuzu, not to.be 

served. Out of a warped sense of loyalty 

and commitment most of these cult¬ 

ists spend die rest of their lives striving 

to please their master, converting-new 

members and sacrificing their ejiqtiu^ 

until finally, inevitably* they are sought* 

out and destroyed by the forces of lay ^ v^/ > • 

and good- Pazuzu never mourns'the ■ * 

loss of a cult in this mariner, for often 

these righteous crusaders loot the 

bodies ofhis fallen cultists orrqb his *« 

temples of their treasures. When they 

do, they learn his name. 

(D>rall of Pa^uja 
Tli rails of Pazuzu are dangerous foes, not 

only in combat but in diplomatic situ¬ 

ations. They live to spread tire word of 

thek dark patron* tempting others to ask * 

fqr liis aid'and in so doing spread chaos 

id evil like a blight. When they cannot 

telnpt others into starving then master's 

will they call upon his fayored minions— 

all creatures that fly or swarm—to aid in 

their unholy drusade. A thudl ofT^izuzu ^ 

view£ creatureVthat pafmat fly 

\ And foolish, and often ti^es 
' ,J t V ^ t 

- -I. 

„v 
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Pasju^u in Ileal World HTtftf) 

small* secretive lives in dties Or locations 

where one would not expect demoiiic 

influence. They often seek to create 

new cults dedicated to Pazuzu, usually 

o belie 

Like many of the Archdcvils and Demon Lords that appear in Di jmclons & 

Dragons, Pazuzu has real world mythology in his genesis. In ancient Assyria 

and Babylonia, he was viewed as a grotesque demon a king of evil wind 

demons, Surviving statuettes depict him as a monstrous humanoid with a 

lion s face, four wings, the talons of a bird or lion, and a snake-headed phal¬ 

lus. Vet despite this, Pazuzu was viewed as a force against pestilence and 

troubled childbirths, and he often played an almost benevolent role in pro¬ 

tecting against such disasters. Of course* other sources indicate that he was 

responsible for plagues and famine and pestilence: this more sinister aspect 

certainly Fits his role in Dungeons & Dragons. 

Yet despite his ancient roots, Pazuzu's actually made his presence known 

relatively recently (in archeological terms) In the movie The Exorcist, the 

demon that Father Merrm confronts in Iraq and later again in Georgetown 

(where it has possessed a young girl) is none other than Pazuzu himself 

deceiving the members into believing 

.they are venerating some other (usually 

fictional) god Cult members Who wish 

to advance to the highest levels of these - 

cults find that they must call upon the 

Prince of the Lower Aerial Kingdoms 

several times before they are accepted. 

of fli gh t as a promise to those who woul 

: call upon Pazuzu for aid 

Sorcerers, bards, and derics all mail' 

excellent thralls of Pazuzu, as they 

have iaiYIy high Chansifca/cores, di 

m^fcs^lls^or spdljjha^can lnflughc$ 

on their own and can't meet the ability 1 

to cast spells to gain this ability typically 

call on P; izuzu to gain some form of 

flight, of en by-using a wish granted by • 

die demt n prince. 

Thrall? of Pazuzu rarely work together 

,45 of others, Thd&e who carit m\ ~ Vithoth^ thra% preferring to lead 

Glass Features 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: 

Thralls of Pazuzu are proficient with no 

weapons* armor* or shields. 

Bonus Feat or Spells: When a thrall 

of Pazuzu attains 3rd, 6th, 9lh, and. 

10th level, she gains new spells per . 

day as if she had also gained a lev£l 

in whatever spdlcasting class she ^ 

belonged to 

tige class, or else she gains a bonus **'■ 
feat of her choice. If die thraH ehoosesi , 

+1 spellcasting letfel* she doesrmt gain 

any other benefit a character of that 

das? wpulci liave gained 

nqreasjM eiFectiye level of spellcastingT * ■ 

ZlBMsrch 2005 
r: 
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Requirements 
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To qualify to become a thrall of Pazuzu, a character must fulfill all the following criteria 

Alignment: Chaotic evil. 

Skills: Bluff 9 ranks, Diplomacy 9 ranks, Knowledge (the planes) 5 ranks, 

Sense Motive 5 ranks. 

Feats: Persuasive, Thrall to Demon-. 

Special: Must be able to fly naturally, or must be able to cast at least 2 different 

spells that grant flight or the ability to move upward through the air; feather fall 

would not qualify, but levitate and air walk would. Similarly, spells like alter seif or 

polymorph fulfill one of the spell requirements, as does the wildshape ability. 

Special: Must have convinced another creature to call upon Pazuzu's aid 

without having resorted to magic. 

-Thrall to Demon is a feat from the Book of Vile Darkness; if you don't have 

acecess to this book, replace this feat with Iron Will. 

This ess isentially means that she adds the 

new level to the level of whatever other 

spellcasting class she has, then deter¬ 

mines spelts per day, spells known, and 

caster Level accordingly. 

Jf the character had more than one 

speUcastinG class before she became 

a thrall of Pazuzu, she must decide to 

which class she adds the level for pur¬ 

poses of determining spells per day, 

. A thrall of Pazuzu is free to choose 

ithe bonus feat at one opportunity and 

the spelkasiing level the nact time tire ■ 
decision arises, or vice versa. Characters 

who are not speilcasters must choose the 

bbnus feat. 

/ ~ Temptation (Ex): The thrall of 

Pazuzu is a master of temptation. She 

gains a +2 profane bonus on any Bluff 

Diplomacy, or Intimidate checks made 

to attempt to convince a creature to 

perform an action against its nature. 

Additionally,, when a thrall of Pazuzu 

casts a spell or uses a spell-like ability 

• from the school of Enchantment, she 

adds+1 to the DC to resist the spell’s 

effects and +2 on any rolls made to 

-penetrate^pdl resistance. 

^ BT^ilh of^azinni T(5u): Once per 

fhe'Ihrall of Pazuzu may exhale a 

single locust swarm {Moruter Manual 

;\239) from lief mouth as a standard . 

action. The Ipcust swarm persists for a 

1— niirnhej.ftfj-jumriq equal to the thraffs 

;■ • Class level plus her Charisma modi hex. 

or until it is slain. At least one 

square of the swarm's space 

must be adjacent to the thrall's 

space. The thrall can create the 

swarm so it occupies the space 

of creatures (including herself). 

This swarm never distracts* 

damages, or otherwise harms 

the thrall who created it. 

Flight (Ex): The thrall of 

Pazuztf grows a single pair of 

black raven wings at 2nd level 

gaining a By £peed of 20 feet 

(average). If the th^tf already has 

a fly speed, her fly speed increases by 

+20 feet and her wings (if she has any) 

change to look like black raven wings. 

Speak with Avian (Sp): A thrall of 

Paziizu can communicate with any 

. creature that has a natural fly speed as 

if with the tongues spell. 

Swarmform (Su): At 3rd 

level, a thrall of Pazuzu can 

assume the form of a locust 

swarm as a standard action. 

This ability Junctions simi¬ 

larly to a druid’s wild shape 

ability, save that only one 

form can be assumed, and the 

thrall of Pazuzu can maintain the 

swarrfiform for only 1 minute 

]5er thrall of Pazuzu level. 

Charm Avian (Sp): At 

4thlevel, a thrall of 

"Pazuzu may use j ^ 

.-.dtprtn monster is 

Although She Cah tJ^fhps a tility a 

dumber oEdlh^per day equal to half 

her thrall .of kftuzu level, s he gm \ 

* target creafifresjyithca natural fly speed " fJ ' 

with this ability, 

Breath of Pazuzu II (Su): At Slh level, 1 

the thrall of Pazuzu may use her breath 

I of Pazuzu ability twice per t}ay, and 

f each time sht*doe£ so she creates two’' 

locust swarms, . J, 

Swarm Mastery (Su): At 7th tjjvel, the 

thrall of Pazuzu forms an unholy bond 

with creatures of the swarm subtype. She 

' i Ym 

" * A ».• * 

. & \ 
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The thrall of Pa/uzu’s class skill's (.arid the key ability for each skill) are Bluff (Cha), Diplomacy (Chi), forgery (Iril), 

Gather Information (Cha), Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (any), Listen (Wis), Sense Motive (Wis), and Spot (Wis). 

Skill Points at Each Level 4 * Irit modifier. 

(Tlie (Cl)rdll ol Pa 311311 

Base 

Class Attack Fort Ref Will 

Level Bonus Save Save Save Special 

] <0 *0 4 2 *0 Temptation, breath of Pazuzu I 

Spells Per Day 
A 
* i 

14-0_+3_+0_Flight, speak with avian 

IfI -+4 +1 Charm avian] —Mari 
+2 +5 +2 Swarmform 2/day | 

Bonus feat or * I level of existing class 

■ 

Bonus feat or 4-1 level of existing class 

*5 12 f5 + 2 Swarm mastery 

1 g +6 +2 +6 +2 Dominate avian i 

9 *6 ♦ 3 ♦ 6 f3 Swarmform 3/day Bonus feat or » 1 level of existing class 

1 10 +7 +3 +7 +3 Improved flight, breath of Pazuzu III Bonus feat or +1 level of existing class 

J * 

m 
never becomes distracted by swarms and 

* * ‘ never takes damage from swarms. Fur* 

*'• ther. any swarms she summons or con¬ 

jures gain the fiendish creature template. 

^ Dominate Ainan (Sp): At 8th level, the 

f' tfuall of J^zuzu can replace two daily 

, ' of her cJiarm a\Han spell-like ability 

f < \y0 ^with dominate avian. This functions as 

• I *% ^jidmnaU monster, yet can only be used to, 

target creatures with a natural fly speed. 

^ * Improved Flight (Ex): At 10th 

> ’ kvel, thp thrall of Pazuzu’s fly speed 

1 increases by +30 feet, and her maneu- 

f Reliability rating improves to perfect. 

"While flying, she gains a +4 insight 

- horncTon initiative checks. 

Breath of Pazuzu Ill (Su): At 10th 

level, the thrall of Pazuzu may use her 

breath of Pazuzu ability three times per 

. day, and each time she doe? so she cre¬ 

ates three locust swarms. Alternatively., 

she can substitute a 30-foot coiie of 

acidic gas for the locust swarm effect. 

This cone of gas ^inflicts 10d6 points of 

add damage to all those caught in its 

area. A SUcce^ful Reflex s*ve (DC 2' 

+ the-ihrall of Pazuzp's Obnstitutioi 

alves the dantoge. ^ * A J 

//.: 

.> 

Paju^u’s minions 
Pazuzu’s corrupted cultists might 

be his most common servitors, but 

he often works through the actions 

of other creatures asAvell.’ Although 

he can directly command most avi- 

ans, he favors harpies, fiendish rocs, 

and hal£fiend griffons. For lesser 

tasks, he sometimes sends fiendish 

or half-fiend 3-HD eagles. For more 

dangerous tasks, he favors demons as 

generals for his armies or advisors to a 

favored cultists. Vrocks are perhaps 

his favorite, especially those with 

levels in bard or rogue* He often uses 

chasme (from the Book of Vile Dark¬ 

ness) when he needs assassins, and 

when he simply wants to wreak havoc 

on a large scale he calls upon swarms 

of abyssal ants or clouds of locusts. 

Of all his favored minions, though, * 

none are! as closely tied to his servi¬ 

tude as tne dreaded anzu demons. 

These mionstrous birdlike terrors 

are fairly rare even in the Abyss, and 

their presence almost always signifies 

"Vazulu’s^ specif interest in the region/ 

TV. f \ They sometimes serve as mounts 

for his generals; but more cjftjen be 

sends them to seek out potent magic 

items to add to his collectiob. Finally, . 

Pazuzu is often followed by a group 

of six fanatically loyal balor demons, j 

each a level 13 rogue, that serve him 

as bodyguards. 

Pazuzu’s cults are commonly . 

made up of humanoids, most often V 

humans, since they typically form the 

most numerous and powerful societ¬ 

ies on the Material Plane. He gener¬ 

ally has no interest in the various sav¬ 

age humanoids like goblins, ores, and 

kobolds, for he finds their manners 

too coarse and takes no pleasure in 

corrupting societies that are already 

filled with evil and debauchery. The 

major exception to this are the kehku, 

birdlike humanoids detailed on pages - 

86-87 of the MtirSttn 

kenku cults are terrible, vile collet * 

tions of murderous knaves and sneaks 

who hope to someday regain*the 5bil- 

ity to fly a^ a«rewatd for serving the 

Pririce of the Lower 

Orje siifch kenku t\ili is detailed !n 



“Forsaken Arch," an adventure fea: 

tured iu issue #120 of Duncson. See 

also thfc “Ecology of the JCenkif on 

page Cfi of this issue. 

HUg^ Outsider (Chaotic, Evil, Extra- 

planar^ Tanar’ri) 

Hit Dice:16d8+128 (200 hp) 

Initiative: +5 

Spec i: 40 ft. (8 squares), fly 80 ft. (good) 

Armor Class: 28 (-2 size, +5 Dex, +15 
uatural), touch 13, flat-footed 23 

L Base Attack/Grapple: +16/+33 

“Attack: +23 melee (3d6+8/15-20/x3 

plus poison, bite) 

Full Attack: +23 melee (3d6+8/15- 

us poison, bite) and +21 
"A - tflt>ieeTld8+4, 4 wings) and +21 melee 

fld8+4» 2 talons) 

Space/Reach: 15 ft./lO ft. 

Special Attacks: Augmented critical, 

poison breath, spell-like abilities, sum- 

, iff on tantirn 

Special Qualities: Damage reduction 

10/good and cold iron, darkvision 60 

ft., immune to electricity and poison, 

! resistance to acid 10, cold 10. and fire 

10, see invisjl 

resistance 24. 

telekinetic 

mastery, 

telepathy 100 ft. 

Saves: Fort +18, 

Ref+15, Will +15 

Abilities: Str 28, Dex* 

21. Con 26, Intl5,Wis 20, 

Cha 23 

Skills: Balance +7, Bluff +25, 

Concentration +27, Diplo¬ 
macy +8, Hide +16. Intimi¬ 

date +8, Knowledge (arcana) 

+21. Listen +24, Move 

Silently +24, Sense Motive, 

+24, Spot +24. Tumble +24, 

Use Magic Device +25 

Feats: Combat Expertise, Combat 

Reflexes, improved Critical (bite), 

Improved Natural Attack (bite), 

Improved Trip. Multiattack 

Environment: The Abyss 

Organization: Solitary, pair, or mur¬ 

der (3-10) # 

Challenge Rating: 15 

Treasure: Standard coins; standard 

goods; double items • 

Alignment: Always chaotic evil \ #. 

Advancement: 17-25 HD (Hugef. 

26-40 HD (Gargantuan), 

41-48 HD (Colossal) v 

Level Adjustment: — ^ 

\ * % \* , ' 

This monstrous birdlike creature is^he^ 

size of aTjull elephant. Its body is that of 

a powerful four-winged eagle, its feathers 

grcas)> and dripping with black oil. The 

creature's wing feathers seem particularly 

If you don't kill the MEAT GOLEM, you can't take 
on the black pudding! HOW can you take on the 
BUCK PUDDING if you don't KILL THE MEAT? 
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T-TfT/y' ^ 
- rigid Sbrfosf fazor-sharp along 

' the outer edges* ft.fle$t$£ pou^r/uffy 

^ ~ muscled and end in la/ge om\ge talons. 

JJvjnQjptcrs headAipem+ps thc most 

horrifying, for despite Ihpjuct ftitft ft is 

^ feathered, its visage is nonetheless that 

, of a HaUjul lion wftti along snout and a 

formidable set of teeth. Its ver)'breath is 

wisrtile, seethjngfeom between itsfroth- 

speckled Ups and teeth in thick green coifs. 

i'J 

The dreaded anzu rank'among the 

greatest Jerrors of the Abyssal skies and 

are particularly favored by Pazuzu and 

Jus flbdA They soar through the tainted 

■ skies, constantly seeking powerful 

magic Rems to steal They either hoard 

these/terns in their gruesome bone and 

oiTafhests, high in Abyssal mountains 

or tree tops, or they wear and wield 

tjiem with their telekinetic powers. 

Although they are intelligent, anzu 

are often willing to serve as mounts for 

deploys and particularly powerful mor¬ 

tals, as long as they are well-rewarded 

withYnagic items for their servitude. 

Anzu rarely grow larger than 48 Hit 

Dice, but,a particularly massive and 

deadly anzu with 50 Hit Dice is said to 

guard Pazuzufs lair on the 503rd layer 

of the Abyss, 

An anzu is 25 feet long with a 60-foot 

wingspan. It weighs Four tons. 

h/>i. 

hallo 

to 

L 

^Combat 
- * * * \\ti anzu only rarely attacks an enemy , 

upon sight. Usually, it uses its spelMike 

abilities to remain silent and hidden so 

it can observe its prey for several hours, 

^ studying strengths and weaknesses and 

>■ 1 determining who in its targeted group 

lias the most magic items. When the 

tlentorf attacks, it seeks to incapacitate 

or kill those with the most magic items 

first If hard pressed, it grabs up fallen 

bodies and attempts to flee with them. 

Augmented Critical (Ex); The anzus 

bite is particularly harrowing, and 

threatens a critical hit on an 18 or higher 

: (an anzu takes live Improved Critical feat 

, to further increase its threat range with 

its bite). An anzu's bite inflicts triple j 

damageon asuccessful,critical hit. j 

** ‘ - Poison Breath (Su): Awanzu's bxfeath 

pispQOUS, and causes insanity ancj e ~ 

latfonMo ttios'ewbo succumb 

a itfeny creature bitten by an anzu is 

exposed to this terrible toxin and mustm 

make a DG 26 Fortitude saVe or suffer 2d4 

points of initial and secondary Wisdom 

damage. If an anzu doesn't move from its 

current location for al least one round, its 

breath taints die area around it to a radius 

of 5 feet. All creatures in this area must 

make a DC 2'6 Fortitude save each round 

[but with a +4 bonus on the save) to avoid 

taking Wisdom damage. If the anzu 

moves, the air in the area it occupied 

remains poisoned for 1 round. 

SpelbHke Abilities (Sp): At 

will—anafytf du^omer, displacement, 

greater wvisfbiyty, tgJtffcinests (DC 21), 

greater teleport (self plus 50 pounds 

of objects only), unholy aura (DC 24), 

untidy Might (DC 20); 1 /day—greater 

magic fang, project image, true seeing, 

Caster level 16th. Save DCs are Cha* 

risma based. 

Summon Tanar'ri (Sp): Once per day 

an anzu can attempt to summon ld6 

vrocks or one other anzu with a 60% 

chance of success. This ability is the 

equivalent of a Sth-level spell. 

See Invisible (Ex): An anzu can 

see invisible creatures as if under the 

effects of a see im’isibility speU. 

Slick (Su); An anzu's feathers are coated 

with vile-smelling black oil. This oil grants 

die anzu ^freedom of movement effect that 

can only be removed by exposure to fire. If 

an anzu fails a Reflex save against a fire- 

based attack, it loses tire benefits of this 

special quality for one hour. 

Telekinetic Mastery (Su): The anzu 

is particularly skilled at using its teleki¬ 

nesis spell-like ability. It doesn't need to 

concentrate to keep the sustained force 

effect of tltis spell in effect* and the 

duration is permanent until the anzu 

elects to dismiss the effect. It may have 

up to two different objects under the 

effects of sustained force telekinesis at 

once, and can cast spells or use spell-like 

abilities while maintaining both effects/ 

In this manner, an anzu can "'carry" two 

magic items like wands or other use- 

activatedjitems- Items carried this way 

are considered to be attended objects if 

they neei to make saving throw's, The* 

*anzu rna} still to perform 

combat maneuvers or violent thhrsts 

with its telekinesis Abflily and gains a +4 

racial bonus on. anj roils made tt*deter¬ 

mine the. outcome of such effects| but 

the durations and concentration 

merits for these telekinetic irranifc 

tions function as per the’spell. 

ure- 

Pa 511511$ Realm 
Despite his disinterest in fiendish po itics 

and his ability to move between the planes 

on a whim, Pazuzu understands the dtie 

of having a stronghold. Many times in the 

past liis lusts have found him confronting 

an enemy of great power, often a servant 

oflaw or good, but just as often a greedy 

demon lord comes sniffing for something 

to steal- While Pazuzu has yet to nij i&toeii 
foe in combat who can do liim peifnan^iU r t ; 

hann, he is far too wise to think himself ' '- 

indestructible. .At the same time, his rav- 

ishings upon the Material Plane have left 

him with wonders and material rewards 

to make the most powerful dragon whim¬ 

per jealously': It's good to have a place to 

keep your winnings, to display your con¬ 

quests, and to entertain your guests, even 

if you only invited them so you might 

taste of their eyes; 

Although he claims (and is mostly 

uncontested) rulership of the skies 

of the Abyss, what few know is that 

Pazuzu also keeps a lair deep on that 

plane. This is the realm oftorremor 

on the 503rd layer of the Abyss. 

Pazuzu's attitude toward his realm 

is best described as jealous neglect: ^ / 

he often loathes spending time in 

Torremor, yet is quick to come to its 

defense at even the slightest rum¬ 

bling that another demon lord might 

be hatching plans against it. 

Torremor is a tangled nest of beams 

and perches, rooks and pinnacles, bridges 

and arches* connected by writhing ropes 

and jangling chains. Some regions are 

fitted with small structures with staits and 

ladders—places for guests and prisoners 

to stay. That the fifed ve siniCn' 

is witiiout doubt: creatures can waik aibrtg^. 

its surfaces with ease, and those knocked 

from its pc relies fill to theireventual 

deaths beloW,.broken a nd s 1 tattered on 

bridges and pinnacles lowtxstilljbffid/, 

and waterfalls frothing fimiMgerririofe* 
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solid sedJoii^of the realm tumble forever, 

crumbling to dust or drifting away in 

vapor Idng before the/ finish their plunge, 

u Tomrmor lias no true base, yet it seems 

\ to have countless apexes. The countless, 

, the massive structure dominate 

th?Twlzon in every directi on. Some of 

these|spires are little more than skeletal 

frameworks haunted by airni, chasmes, 

and \ rocks, while others are almost for¬ 

tress! is on their awn. These migh t be the 

lairs jf favored minions, jails for Pazuzus 

rnosi hated enemies, temples to his aerial 

maje ity, or anything else. One of the most 

% * * important of these spiles is Onstrakkcrs 

Ne$t:a constantly growing and crumbling 

sphere of timber, bones, earth bergs, and 

1 * ^.j^brs hundreds of miles tn diameter and 

; i\f on a gleaming spire of sweaty 

7* ^blue metal This massive nest swarms 

with alt manner of flying demons, 

although diasmes and vrocks are the 

, most commonly seen. These demons 

scavenge ,! oose objects from elsewhere 

. iij Tbrrenor, using file raw materials 

to expand the nest, yet even as they do 

so, poitiomcrumble and fall away into 

die infinite void below. It is said that 

the fiend that lurks at the nest's cen¬ 

ter is die brdod queen of aU that flies 

and flops through the Abyssal Skies 

►and thus the source of all vrocks and 

■ 
cha^meb th? Al%s.. Rumors also 

’foal the nes t was onceTazuzus brie 
U ( 
dha- 

isjm* but now a treineiidoCis prison Iftiill 

to contain the forgotten demonijueefi , 

laniashtu, wlio once held Pazuzifs favor 

Pazuzu himself never speaks of Onstrak-. 

ker’s Nest;nor on any on Torremor recall 

him having ever paid a visit there, yet the 

fad that he allows die demons to slowly 

tear apart his fortress realm to build it 

speaks volumes for the importance it 

holds to him. 

Hie most important location in Tor¬ 

remor is the Lord's Rook, a massive but 

simple structure atop the realm's high¬ 

est spire. !t is here that Pafuzu dwells 

when he visits his realm. Pew claim to 

have actually beheld this magnificent 

open*wa!led cathedra!, built to accom¬ 

modate those who can fly and to mock 

, those who cannot: ft is that * 

something hidden tn me pore of die 

Lord's Rook {JiJlOTS Pazuzu his unique ‘ 

ability to will, rumprMj^iL 

‘ have mole*tarnanythi ng else fueled 

Graz'zt’s jealousy and hatred of the 

Prince of the Lower Aerial Kingdoms; , 

When Pazuzu is not in Torremor, the 

Lord's Rook is guarded by ap anzu 

demon of eptV proportions! said to lie ’ 

the same beastfrom which Pafeuzu 
- 'i 

plucked the feather to create fps 

sword. It is here that Pazuzu cheated 

his throne, a powerful artifad Imown 

as the Binding Clarv. He somelfmbs" , j 

brings Ins Oirone with,him ^ d'perch ' 

to roost upon While he observes other 

realms, but when he is not using-jt tlie 

artifact can be found here, guarded by « 

the primal anzu. 2 

Che Jjlindinq (Claw (lllajor Artifact) 

The Blinding Claw is Pazuzu's symbol of rulership, a mighty artifact consisting 

of a roc's talon that has been embossed with gold and studded with rubies 

the size of vulture's eggs. The Bf(tiding Claw remains ''fixed" in space, hanging 

unsupported in the air in a fashion similar to that of an immovable rod. The 

Blinding Clow can support 10 tons of weight before falling to the ground. If 

a creature pushes against the Blinding Claw, it must make a DC 45 Strength 

check to move the Claw up to 10 feet in a single round. 

As long as Pazuzu lives, no other can command any of the Blinding 

Claw's powers without resorting to the Use Magic Device skill to deceive 

the Blinding C/aw that the user is in fact the Prince of the Lower Aerial 

Kingdoms. This requires a DC 40 Use Magic Device check; failure indicates 

the Claw tdepathically alerts Pazuzu to the intrusion, and the victim must 

make an immediate DC 25 Fortitude save to resist being transformed into 

a vrock demon All character levels are tost with this transformation, as are 

the victim's memories and personality. He forevermore behaves as a vrock 

A miracle or w/sb can reverse this effect, as can a successful break enchant¬ 

ment cast against a 29th-!evel effect. 

As a full-round action, Pazuzu (or the Claw's current owner if Pazuzu is 

slain) can call ihe Claw to his side, transporting the artifact to his current 

location as if by a gate spell, Pazuzu often uses the Blinding Claw as a perch 

on which he may rest and look down upon the realms below. 

The Blinding Claw can be used to cast the following spells at wilt, one at a 

time: enlarged WrWness heightened to a 9th4evel spell (DC 23)T clairvoyance, 

prying eye s, and true seeing. Qnceperday, the Blinding Claw can be used to cast 

blasphemy, meteor swarm, and reverse gravity. The artifact may have other secret 

powers known only to Pazuzu. 

“X CL 29th; Weight 900 lb. 



I ECOLOGY 

by Uric Cnglc • illustrated by Peter Bergtig 

THE ECOLOGY OF THE 

In the dark places of many cities, hidden by the refuse 

of those who walk the streets by day, stretch ominous 

markings, scores in the stone left by the unseen passage 

of powerful talons. Although dark figures lurk within the 

alleys of any city, in some skulk deadlier avian intruders. 

These interlopers are kenkus, a vagrant people akin to crows 

and other filthy avian scavengers. Hidden by shadows and 

tattered rags, they plot in larcenous flocks, taking what they 

please and preying off their unsuspecting neighbors. With¬ 

out homes of their own, these greedy, cruel beings scheme 

against their enemies from within, thieving and murdering 

for even the most trifling copper. Yet, beneath the guise of 

murderous vagabonds kenkus hide far darker secrets and 

ties to powers both ancient and foul. 

HinoRY of Kenkus 
Secretive and reclusive, kenkus reveal little about their 

true origins—if indeed their scattered communities even 

know them. Scholars who delve into their history find that 

for centuries kenkus have existed as a ubiquitous part of 

most large urban areas—the largest cities always having 

aeries of kenku lurking in the darkest parts of town. 

What few details the eldest and most learned kenkus let 

slip to outsiders indicate that their race came into existence 

as the result of tragedy piled upon tragedy. Long ago, kenkus 

existed as a race of large, intelligent ravens that lived in the 

shadows of other races. During a time of strife, a great plague 

spread among their hosts. In desperation, these proto-kenku 

resorted to theft and blatant raids, and in doing so spread their 

disease among the neighboring peoples. Infuriated, many 

races took up hunting these sentient birds and destroying their 

mountainous nests—almost universally aided by giant eagles, 

who bore a long-standing rivalry with the massive ravens. 

Driven nearly to extinction through assaults on their homes, 

the ravens’ various aeries came together into a single mas¬ 

sive flock. Their numbers blackening the sky, they squawked 

and cried out to something, anything, to save them from 

their unrelenting enemies and seemingly incurable disease. 
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The answer came in the form of an 

enormous raven, its unnaturally white 

feathers soaked and stained red with 

gore. Descending from the moonless 

sky and speaking in all the languages of 

the world, this raven agreed to grant the 

petitioners their wish; but at a price. In 

that single night, the ravens' plague was 

miraculously cured and all giant eagles 

and their eggs within 100 miles were 

laid to bloody ruin—a nightmare that 

race vengefully remembers to this day. 

In exchange, the cruel birds agreed to 

call one lord, Pazuzu, their true master 

and spread his name among the crea¬ 

tures of the world. 

Yet even in those times, the creatures 

that would be kenkus were a fickle, 

deceitful lot. Their proselytizing in honor 

of the Prince of the Lower Aerial King¬ 

dom proved to he short lived as their 

attentions were drawn to the treasures 

of those to whom they preached. Within 

a generation the ravens grew bored with 

their piety, some even turning to the 

worship of humanoid deities promising 

greater wealth and power. Enraged, the 

demon prince Pazuzu returned, slaugh* 

tering many of the ravens and cursing 

the survivors with an affliction far greater 

than that which he removed. From that 

day on, the giant ravens' fledglings 

hatched without wings, instead 

KNOWLEDGE OF KENKUS 

The following table shows the results of Knowledge (history) checks related to 

kenkus. Those who inhabit large cities most often learn this information, com¬ 

monly from victims of the insidious plots of these avian humanoids. 

Knowledge (history) 

DC Result 

10 Kenkus are birdike humanoids who skulk in the back alleys and 

abandoned areas of most major cities. 

15 Kenkus are extremely greedy, vicious beings, but work closely with each 

other. They prove deadly in groups, but are often cowardly if caught 

alone. It's extremely difficult to force a kenku to turn against its kin. 

20 Kenkus can mimic almost any sound they hear and use this ability to 

sow lies and mistrust among their enemies. Their aeries are most 

_commonly found at heights of tall abandoned buildings or within sewers. 

25 Kenkus are consummate assassins, often hired by other races to do 

their dirty work. Being that they fill a similar niche in a city's underworld, 

kenkus and thieves guilds often fight ongoing criminal wars for territory. 

possessing scaly arms and legs, foT- 

ever exiled from the skies for their 

betrayal. Thus, kenkus were bom. 

Physiology of Km 
Although humanoid, kenkus clearly 

come from avian stock and retain many 

features common to birds. Kenkus 

average 5 feet in height, but because of 

their partially hollow bones, commonly 

weigh a mere 75 pounds. Their heads 

are the most distinctive part of their 

bodies—resembling those of oversized 

ravens or crows—complete with large, 

inquisitive black eyes and short beaks. 

Lacking wings, kenkus possess scrawny 

arms that end in powerful daws and 

legs supported by taloned feet, (As a 

result, kenkus are unable to don nor¬ 

mal shoes or other footwear, magical 

or otherwise, unless such items were 

created to fit taloned wearers.) Born 

from large eggs, young kenkus natu¬ 

rally have soft, dark feathers, typically a 
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shiny black in color, which cover their 

heads and torsos, although variations 

do occur in certain individuals. As 

kenkus ageT their feathers—beginning 

on their heads and slowly extending to 

the rest of their bodies—turn a pure, 

ivory white. These aging creatures 

typically retain their intellect and 

cunning until the moment of their 

death, becoming true masterminds 

and pulling the strings of entire 

aeries from afar. Despite their kin's 

superficial loyalty, however, the com¬ 

petitive nature of kenkus requires 

elders to maintain a constant vigil 

as there is always a potential rival or 

ambitious child plotting to take oven 

Kenkus are omnivores perfectly 

adapted to eating the abundant scraps 

found on and under city streets. They 

enjoy carrion intermixed with the occa¬ 

sional bit of rotting vegetable or fruit. 

Although they possess beaks like 

birds, the throat and tongue of ken¬ 

kus resemble elongated humanoid 

structures, granting them the ability 

to mimic almost any sound, voice, 

and even accent that they overhear, 

Kenkus might not understand the 

meaning of the words they mimic, but 

they do so with astounding accuracy. 

They typically use this ability to guide 

unsuspecting victims into ambushes, 

frequently by tempting victims with 

the voices of allies or threatening them 

with monstrous growls. Kenkus speak 

flawless Common, but possess their 

own language filled with squawks, 

caws, and other sounds similar to 

crows and ravens. An angry or excited 

kenku sometimes slips, interspersing 

these sounds with the Common tongue. 

Light does not harm kenkus, but 

they commonly only venture onto the 

streets at night, where their black col¬ 

oration and natural stealth suit them 

well Kenkus seriously dislike traveling 

in sunlight and garb themselves in 

dark, tattered clothing to shield them¬ 

selves from the surfs rays, in addition to 

helping them blend into surrounding 

throngs of people. Regardless, only the 

most elaborate disguises allow kenkus 

to hide their prodigious beaks. 

Psychology bud lorn of Kenkus 
Unlike many fractious evil human¬ 

oids, kenkus get along well and work 

best with others of their own kind. 

This tight-knit attitude ensures that 

they never lack for allies to assist them 

in their sinister schemes. 

Kenku society resembles that of 

some birds, with several family units 

dwelling together in communities 

called aeries located in or near large 

cities. Like other avians, kenkus prefer 

creating lairs on the highest ground 

possible in order to keep an eye out for 

attacks—towers and minarets proving 

the most valuable real estate in their 

minds. Failing to find a tall place to 

make their lain kenkus go the opposite 

route, squatting in sewers and long-for- 

gotten basements. Because they never 

announce their presence unless sorely 

pressed, kenkus have secretly migrated 

into such places for millennia, with 

the original occupants none the wiser. 

Despite the efforts of law-enforce¬ 

ment and other power groups, kenkus 

excel at getting into places they arerit 

wanted. Once an aerie establishes 

itself, it's extremely difficult to root out. 

Even in these communities, kenkus 

stick close together and spend most 

of their time interacting with their 

immediate family or in coteries of 

like-minded individuals. Kenkus rarely 

travel anywhere alone, preferring mul¬ 

tiple eyes to warn each other of danger 

or to watch for opportunity. 

Kenkus greatly desire wealth, 

and much like crows and ravens 

they become obsessed with col¬ 

lecting shiny things. Status within 

kenku society is measured almost 

exclusively by ostentatious displays 

of wealth, regardless of how it was 

amassed. Theft is perfectly acceptable 

among kenkus and most aeries are 

rife with petty bickering as the result 

of one kenku stealing from another, 

Kenkus desire knowledge almost as 

much, particularly the dark secrets 
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of individuals that they can use for 

blackmail and extortion* 

Ever mindful of their duty to the 

aerie, even the most selfish kenkus 

offer a portion of what they find or pil¬ 

fer to the rest of the flock. Such distri¬ 

butions of food and treasure become 

true tests of the kenku pecking order, 

as elder kenkus squawk, squabble, 

and fight for the finest scraps, while 

the young and weak look on greedily 

until their chance to clean up anything 

that remains. Unsurprisingly, even in 

a city filled with garbage and aban¬ 

doned food, starvation proves the pri¬ 

mary cause of death among kenkus, 

followed closely by disease and death 

by violence. While many races might 

seek to change their ways in the face 

of such pointless deaths, kenkus have 

no sympathy for their brethren who 

lack the cunning and skill to survive. 

Reproduction and child rearing is an 

odd dichotomy of protectiveness and 

negligence in kenku society. Kenku 

females lay eggs like regular birds, but 

leave the protection of their group's 

aerie to do so. Creating nests in high, 

hidden places, mothers seek to avoid 

scheming eyes and hungry mouths, 

especially those of their own race. 

Commonly laid in dutches of three 

to seven, these eggs hatch after only a 

month* Once the eggs hatch, the nest 

is abandoned and the newborns are 

introduced to the rest of the aerie. Stay¬ 

ing dose to the communal nests for 

nearly nine years, the young kenkus 

learn the valuable skills of hiding, 

taunting others, and stealing unat¬ 

tended objects, all the while forced 

to fight for even the most meager 

scraps of food. Attrition is high 

among young kenku: typically only 

half survive the first month, 

Kenkus commonly show 

little remorse for the dead. 

The bodies of young kenkus 

who have not yet proven 

themselves valuable to the com¬ 

munity are dumped in some 

lonely, forgotten spot or given to 

the aerie's derics for unspeak¬ 

able purposes. However, older 

kenkus who die undergo an 

BIRDS OF A FEATHER. 

Kenkus were first introduced to the Dungeons & Dragons 

game as part of the original Advanced Dungeons & Dragons 

Fiend Folio* These original kenkus were telepathic, hawk¬ 

headed kidnappers who commonly wielded quafterstaffs or 

samurai swords. Related to tengus, shapeshifting birdmen of 

Japanese myth, kenku have appeared in 

I numerous adventures throughout D&D’s 

/ J history, as well as being memorably featured in the popular 

D&D compu ter ad ve ntu re Eye of the Be holder. The ken ku's 

current statistics appear in the Monster Manual 3, and 

* these flightless pilferers make appearances in the Death- 

knell expansion for Dungeons Dragons Miniatures and 

the Dungeon adventure, "forsaken Arch," both of 

which release this month. 

elaborate ceremony in which the corpse 

is placed upon a significant height for 

winged scavengers to feed on and carry 

the remains aloft. In this way, all kenkus 

hope to regain their lost ability to fly 

after death. The height at which a kenku 

is placed is directly proportional to its 

usefulness and respect within the com* 

munity, with most kenku corpses being 

placed upon tall hills or castle spires. 

Particularly honored elders might 

have their bones borne all the way to a 

mountain top, while the greatest insult 

is for a body to be deposited merely on 

the street, left for the dogs and other 

land-bound scavengers. In all cases, of 

course, the bodies of the dead are thor¬ 

oughly stripped of valuables first 

Pious kenkus are a rare sight and 

few feel the desire or inclination to 

become clerics. Those who do find 

themselves drawn to darker deities, 

most notably Vecna, the god of secrets, 

whose dogma parallels the kenku lust 

for the forbidden. Some particularly 

sinister kenku—hoping to garner his 

favor and return to the skies—turn 

to the worship of Pazuzu (see page 

56 of this issue). The demon prince 

has not forgotten the kenkus' ances¬ 

tors' betrayal, however, demanding far 

more of these cults who in turn seek 

to placate him with grotesquely elabo* 

rate and creative sacrifices. Among 

kenkus, such demon cults are known 

as "murders.'’ 

Yehie Kenkus 
Kenkus possess a well-deserved 

reputation as devious, dangerous 

opponents who work extremely 

well with one another. They prefer 

to attack only when the chance for 

victory sits squarely on their side. 

Although not particularly strong 

or dangerous as individuals, 

kenkus congregate and attack in 

groups, posing a serious threat 

to those who fail to keep an eye 

out for danger or consider them 

beneath attention* 

It should also be noted that kenku 

have a level adjustment of +0, Thus, 

players and DMs might want to consider 
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TALONS OF REKROK—A KENKU THIEVES' GUILD 

The Talons of Rekrok is a band ofkenku thieves, assassins, and information 

brokers typical to most large cities. Named after its leader, the white-feathered 

elder rogue Rekrok, the Talons maintain a low profile, but are willing to use 

their impressive skills for anyone willing to pay their exorbitant prices. Primal 

My focusing on breaking-and-entering, thefts and murder for hire, this group 

has garnered a welbdeserved reputation for efficiency and a lack of scruples, 

In order to employ the Talons, the prospective client must meet one of their 

agents atop a high place—a castle spire, a watchtower roof, or some other 

place uncomfortably high off the ground and largely inaccessible, With little 

chance of escape should things go awry, the client must offer, up front, a com¬ 

bination of treasure (the shinier the better) and tidbits of information. Once 

the kenku operative—usually one of Rekrok's lieutenants-—feels the gesture 

is made in good faith, the client must offer additional loot, serving as the true 

heart of the deal. While expensive, the client gains the skills of a dedicated 

band of murderers, thieves, and other unsavory types for whatever job neces¬ 

sary. However, as might be expected, the Talons are perfectly willing to sell out 

a potential client for a better deal, especially if the risk proves low. 

As with any band of kenkus, the Talons of Rekrok work best together, forming 

small teams composed of specialists who augment each others skills. A typical 

band for a common breaking-and-entering job is comprised or two rogues, two 

warriors, and an assassin/rogue. 

kenkus as a player race in addition to 

those presented in the Players Handbook 

Sneaky Foes: When kenkus light, they 

do so with stealth and cunning. Kenkus 

prefer ambushing opponents and despise 

a direct fight unless they outnumber 

their enemies by at least two to one. They 

choose dark alleys, sewer grates, and 

other cover from which to strike, using it 

to protect them from harm and provide 

them with an escape route if things turn 

soul Thanks to their Hide and Move 

Silently bonuses, kenku slink through 

most areas without concern. 

Beware Allies: Kenkus work best 

together, as most notably shown by their 

great ally ability. This ability works with 

any ally, so a kenku fighting with other 

types of creatures gets this bonus too. 

Those fighting kenkus and their allies 

should keep their backs against walls or 

some other cover to minimize the chance 

of getting flanked by more than two ken¬ 

kus. When fighting kenkus, if s best to 

find one individual and isolate it from its 

aerie mates, thus denying it this ability. 

Also, a lone kenku is much more likely 

to crack from fear and surrender when 

cornered rather than face death. 

Cowardly Combatants: Kenkus pos¬ 

sess a deep cowardly streak and flee 

or surrender as soon as things turn 

against them. If captured, a kenku 

offers up almost anything for its 

release, but always with the thought of 

treachery in the back of its mind. Non* 

kenkus who deal with kenkus should 

never accept their word at face value, as 

kenkus lie and bend the meanings of 

agreements without hesitation. 

Skilled Sneaks: The strength of a 

kenku can never be judged based on its 

race alone, Kenkus are often skilled war¬ 

riors or rogues, and some might even 

have levels In fighter or cleric. Older 

kenkus often multiclass between these 

roles and might even take up the assas¬ 

sin or shadow dancer prestige class. 

Dorft Believe What You Hear: The 

remarkable tongue and throat of 

a kenku allow it to mimic familiar 

sounds, voices, and accents. As this 

ability isn't magical in nature, magic 

often fails to detect this falsehood. 

In addition, the untrustworthy and 

duplicitous nature of a kenku virtually 

guarantees that anything coming out of 

its beak is a lie. Those forced to make a 

deal with a kenku should use treasure 

as an equalizer, as a kenku1s natural 

tendency to lie fails in the face of seri¬ 

ous material gain, 2 

KENKU MIMICRY 
One of kenkus' most distinctive 

abilities is their power of mimicry. 

While imitating familiar voices to lure 

victims into ambushes is a tested 

staple of their strategy, these cunning 

birdmen have been know to use this 

ability to many other devious effects. 

City Code: On the bustling 

streets of any targe urban center, 

no one pays any attention to the 

whiney of horses, the creaking of 

wagon wheels, or the tolling of 

distant bells. Yet if such sounds 

are part of an elaborate keriku 

code, they might foreshadow some 

elaborate concerted crime. 

Distractions: The sounds of a 

battle, breaking glass, or a watch 

whistle are all sure ways to call 

attention to an area. Or in the case 

of kenku using these sounds as 

distractions might serve to divert 

even the most attentive eyes. 

Gaslighting: Blindfolded and 

trapped, surrounded by the sound 

of sharpening metal, monstrous 

snarls, and pain-filled screams, 

a victim might reveal anything— 

never realizing he is actually being 

held by only a single kenku. 

Performance: No sound is too 

complex for a kenku to mimic, not 

even those or elaborate musical 

instruments. Kenkus might use 

their mimicking ability as a means 

of performance or to weave elabo¬ 

rate musical illusions. 

Pseudo Spellcaster: Hooded and 

cloaked, a kenku might perfectly 

mimic the chanting prayers and 

arcane sounds of spellcasters. 

Although their words hold no 

magic, those they're trying to intimi¬ 

date probably don't know that. 

Sow Dissension: Another way for 

kenkus to use voices they overhear 

Is to try to pass themselves off as 

the original If the kenku can con¬ 

vince—or even just confuse—a 

party into thinking that one of their 

allies is a doppelganger or shape- 

shifting spellcaster, such dissension 

might be turned to their advantage. 
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BAZAAR OF THE BIZARRE 

by Greg Marks - illustrated by John Gallagher 

King Arthur wielded the sword Excalibur* Achilles wore 

the Armor of Hephaestus. Myths are filled will all 

kinds of magic items that are more than just +1 long- 

swords. A perusal of the legends of our own world reveals 

a wide selection of little-known minor artifacts that you 

might encounter in your next adventure. 

flLRTYR 
Russian folklore mentions the "father of all stones/" 

named the Alatyr, which supposedly rested at the center of 

the earth. This stone was placed under the World Tree in 

the center of magical Booyan Island in the middle of the 

ocean. A river of potent healing water flowed from under 

the Alatyr, and the holy men who called Booyan their 

home used this water to cure the sick. Gagana, a bird with 

copper daws and an iron beak, and Garafena the giant 

snake protected the stone from those who would steal it. 

This roughly hemispherical gray stone is inscribed with 

runes of magic and healing. Twice per day as a full-round 

action, when the Alatyr has been buried in 

the bank of a natural source of 

water, its user can call upon the 

stone to bless those waters 

so that the next creature 

to drink from them is 

healed, as the heal spell 

cast at 11th level. The 

flowing water retains this 

magical healing property 

until used or for 5 rounds after the Afntyr is first invoked. 

If the blessed water is removed from the main water body, 

it retains its healing ability for 5 rounds or until used. 

Each use of the Alatyr can only heal one creature, regard¬ 

less of how much water is affected. The Alatyr must be 

buried at least 3 inches below the surface, which typically 

requires a full-round action. 

Strong conjuration; CL 

21st; Weight 2 lb. 

mom harp 
According to Celtic myth, the 

heroine Canola had a particu¬ 

larly heated argument with a 

lover, and so she left his bed 

to wander in the open air one 

particularly dark night. Walking 

on the beach she heard beautiful 

music, and was soon lulled to sleep. 

Awakening to the morning $unt 

Canola discovered the music she 

had followed in the dark had been 

made by the wind, blowing through 

rotted sinews clinging to the skele¬ 

ton of a whale. Inspired by the sight and the 

music that had put her to sleep, she built the first harp. 

Canolars harp is a masterwork Irish harp carved from 

deeply textured bleached wood to look as though it were 

made from bones. These harps are prized for their particu- 
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larly rich tones, and characters with 5 

ranks in Perform (string instruments) 

can use Canola’s harp to cast deep 

slumber once per day. Any bard using 

Canola's harp gains a +1 insight bonus 

when making a countersong or fasci¬ 

nate bardic music check. This bonus 

stacks with that gained from a master- 

work musical instrument. 

Strong enchantment; CL 17th; 

Weight 3 lb. 

DURflHDflL 
Roland, the Sth-century 

Frankish hero of Christian 

medieval Europe, won his 

sword Durandal—once the 

sword of Hector of Troy— 

along with the horn Olifant 

from the giant Jutmundus, 

Roland carried the blade while 

commanding the rearguard 

of Charlemagne's army as it 

withdrew from Spain, As 

the army moved through 

the Pyrenees, intent on 

quelling a Saxon revolt in Ger¬ 

many, another army formed of 

Basques and Gascons attacked 

at Roncesvalles. Unwilling to 

surrender, Roland and his men 

fought to the very end, allowing the rest 

of the Frankish army to escape. When 

it became dear he would fall Roland 

attempted to break Durandal upon a 

great rock. But the indestructible sword 

instead cleaved a 300-foot cleft through 

the Pyrenees. Unable to break the sword 

and mortally wounded, Roland hurled it 

into a poisonous stream, where it sup¬ 

posedly would remain forever, Duran- 

dal is described as a well-used gladius 

whose hilt contains a thread from the 

doak of the Virgin Mary, a tooth of St. 

Peter, a hair of St Denys, and a drop 

of St, Basil's blood. 

Durandal is an intelligent +1 holy 

mighty cleaving adamantine short 

sword (LG, Int 10, Wis 13, Cha 13, 

Ego 5) that possesses empathy 

with the wielder, Three times per 

day, Durandal can cast both Mess 

and remove fear upon its wielder 

(only). Durandal uses its empathy 

to urge the wielder to be brave and 

righteous, particularly when faced 

with overwhelming danger. 

Strong evocation [good]; CL 25th; 

Weight 2 lb. 

FOUNT OF UCUDINE 
In the ancient world, the Sicilian 

Fount of Acadine reportedly pos¬ 

sessed magical properties. Docu¬ 

ments thrown in the fountain could 

be tested for their authenticity based 

upon their buoyancy. Genuine works 

floated, while forgeries sank, A 

similar test could be performed on a 

promise. After copying the oath on a 

sheet of parchment and placing it in 

the magical fountain, those that bore 

lies would sink to the bottom while 

those promises that the oath-maker 

intended to keep would float. 

This small marble fountain is 

decorated with detailed carvings por¬ 

traying judges and learned folk 

teaching to groups of students. 

To use the Fount of Acadine, a 

written work unprotected from 

any damage that submersion 

in water might cause must 

be placed into the fountain's 

water. Forgeries gently sink to 

the bottom of the fountain after 

ld4 minutes while original doc¬ 

uments always float, regardless 

of their natural buoyancy. If an 

oath or promise is written upon 

a sheet of parchment and placed 

within the fountain, it sinks to 

the bottom of the fountain after 

ld4 minutes if the writer does not 

intend to carry out the promise as 

written. If the oath-maker 

intends to honor the 

promise to the best 

of his ability, the 

parchment floats. 

Strong divi¬ 

nation; CL 21st; 

Weight 180 lb. 

KONGO 
The red-faced 

Japanese moun¬ 

tain god Koya- 

no-Myoin of 

Mount Koya was 

seen as a hunter 

with two hounds 

and carrying the 

Kongo—a three- 

pronged staff that 

emits a bright light 

when exposed to 

darkness. Legends 

say that all who hold 

the Kongo of Koya-no- 

Myoin are granted wisdom 

and insight. 

The Kongo is a +2 defend¬ 

ing wooden trident that sheds 

light equal to a torch and is 

as tough as adamantine. The 

Kongo is extremely plain, with 

no markings found upon it. 

While held, the Kongo grants 

its bearer a +4 enhancement 

bonus to Wisdom, 

Strong abjuration and 

transmutation; CL 21st; 

Weight 4 lb. 

MED 
Egyptian tales speak of the god Wep- 

wawet, also known as Oupouaout 

and “the Opener of Ways,” who was 

a deity of both war and funeral rites. 

The symbol of Wepwawet was depicted 

upon the SHedshed, a magical standard 

that not only led the pharaoh and his 

armies to victory, but also would allow 

him to ascend into the sky and from 

there to the afterlife, should he ever 

die. Wepwawet relates to Osiris and Re- 

Horakhty from Deities <£ Demigods. 

To function, the ShedsM must be 

affixed to a hafted weapon with reach, 

such as a glaive, guisarnie, halberd, 

lance, longspear, ranseur, or spear. 

While held aloft, the bearer and all 
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allies within 30 feet gain a +2 morale 

bonus on attack rolls, saving throws, 

and skill checks. In addition, should 

the bearer be reduced to 0 or fewer 

hit points, the Shedshed functions 

as a 5-foot by 5-foot carpet of flying, 

wrapping its bearer within itself and 

removing him from harm. This func¬ 

tion also occurs whenever the bearer 

is staggered, unconscious, or dead. 

While wrapped within the Shedshed 

the bearer is not subject to attacks, 

although the Shedshed itself may be 

attacked as usual. The Shedshed has 

an AC of 13 (+3 Dex), hardness 0, and 

2 hp. While inside the Shedshed, the 

bearer can take no actions. In order to 

use this ability, the bearer must des¬ 

ignate a location where the Shedshed 

brings the unconscious or dead bearer. 

Designating the location requires 

only a free action. If the bearer is 

brought to 0 or fewer hit points before 

designating a location, the Shedshed 

does not activate the carpet of flying 

function. Once the Shedshed arrives at 

the designated location, it lands and 

unwraps the bearer. 

Strong enchantment and transmu¬ 

tation; CL 20th; Weight 8 lb. 

TEETH OF THE 
TOWN MEN 
In Greek myth, 

the hero Cadmus 

slew the Dragon 

of Ares and at the 

direction of the 

goddess Athena 

planted the 

foul monster’s 

teeth in the soil. 

Moments later 

the teeth sprouted into armed 

men who proceeded to battle until 

only five were left. These five warriors 

joined with Cadmus to found the city 

of Thebes. Later, King Aeetes of Col¬ 

chis gave the hero Jason of the Argo¬ 

nauts a series of ordeals in order to 

win the Golden Fleece from him. One 

of these was to sow the remaining 

teeth of the dragon that Cadmus has 

slain and fight the men that sprouted 

from them. 

The Teeth of the Sown Men—also 

sometimes called the Teeth of the 

Dragon—are small dragon’s teeth 

with a band of runes running around 

the circumference of each tooth. 

Typically found in groups of 3 to 18, 

the teeth spring into human fighters 

when planted in the soil (one fighter 

per tooth). These fighters perform 

the tooth-planter's bidding with 

unquestioning loyalty for 1 hour or 

until slain. At the end of the hour, the 

remaining fighters and all their gear 

turn to dust. A tooth must be buried 

at least 3 inches below the surface, 

which typically requires a full-round 

action. On the next round, each bur¬ 

ied tooth becomes a lst-level human 

fighter with the abilities and equip¬ 

ment as a lst-level NPC fighter as 

shown on page 117 of the Dungeon 

Master's Guide. 

Strong conjuration; CL 15th; 

Weight —. 

WHITE BUFFHLO CALF PIPE 
According to legend, two thou¬ 

sand years ago in the Black Hills of 

South Dakota a white buffalo calf 

approached two Lakota hunters and 

changed its form into that of a beauti¬ 

ful young Native American girl. One 

of the warriors immediately had 

impure thoughts about the young 

girl, who smiled at him and ges¬ 

tured for him to come forward. 

When he did so, a cloud rose up 

around him and when it dis¬ 

sipated, nothing remained but 

his bones. When the other 

warrior saw this he fell to his 

knees and began to pray. As 

he prayed, the White Buf¬ 

falo Calf Woman told 

him to return to his 

people and prepare 

for her coming in four days, for she 

would bring the Lakota a great gift. 

The hunter ran back to his people 

and they prepared as they were asked 

to do. Four days later, just as she 

had said, a white buffalo calf came 

down from the sky upon a cloud. As 

it stepped from the cloud, the calf 

became the young girl known as 

White Buffalo Calf Woman. She spent 

four days among the Lakota and 

taught them seven sacred ceremonies 

along with many blessed songs to 

make them caretakers and guard¬ 

ians of land. On her last day with the 

Lakota she left behind a sacred pipe 

known as the White Buffalo Calf Pipe 

and said she would return to purify 

the world when the Lakota saw the 

birth of three white buffalo calves. 

The White Buffalo Calf Pipe is a large 

wooden pipe wrapped in white leather 

and decorated with several feathers. 

As a full-round action that provokes 

an attack of opportunity the bearer can 

light and smoke from the White Buffalo 

Calf Pipe. On the following round, the 

bearer may exhale the smoke and pro¬ 

duce a 30-foot diameter cloud centered 

on the pipe. The thin smoke does not 

obscure vision, but all living creatures 

other than the pipe's bearer must suc¬ 

ceed at a DC 15 Will save or fall under 

the effects of a calm emotions spell. In 

addition to the calm emotions ability of 

the pipe, once per day the pipe's bearer 

can sit in a circle and share the pipe 

with up to ten others. After smoking 

the pipe for an hour, all who share the 

White Buffalo Calf Pipe receive the ben¬ 

efits of a hero's feast spell. 

The White Buffalo Calf Pipe bestows 

one negative on level any evil creature 

touching or carrying it. The negative 

level remains as long as the evil crea¬ 

ture has possession of the pipe and 

disappears when the pipe is no lon¬ 

ger carried. This negative level never 

results in actual level loss, but it cannot 

be overcome in any way (including res¬ 

toration spells) while the pipe is carried. 

Strong divination; CL 21st; Weight 

lib. 2 
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A NOVEL APPROACH 
/ 

by Matt Forbeck * illustrated by Niklas Janssen 

Marked for Death is the first in the Lost Mark Trilogy, a 

series of three novels that take place in the exciting 

Eberrom campaign setting. (Keith Baker, the creator 

of Eberron, first ventures into this world with City of Tow- 

er$t the first novel in the Dreaming Dark Trilogy, available 

now,} Marked for Death releases this month. 

The Story 
Tire short story “Coming Home," which will appear in 

Dragon #330, presents a prequel to the events in the Lost 

Mark Trilogy. It tells the story of how four heroes find a 

crater on the edge of the M on ml and and decided to found 

a town there, with the intent of forming a settlement 

of displaced souls from the annihilated nation of Cyre. 

Those who come to live there hope to someday plumb the 

secrets of their country's ruin—now known as the Mourn- 

land—and restore their homeland to some semblance of 

its former glory. 

Marked for Death opens a few years later with that 

town, Mardakine, in crisis. In the past weeks, residents 

of the town have been disappearing and it falls to Ran¬ 

dier and Burch, the law in the settlement, to put a stop 

to it. As the story begins, theyTe not having much luck. 

At this time, a group of Knights of the Silver 

Flame—an order of paladins—enter town looking for 

a guide to help them track down a prophesized indi¬ 

vidual supposedly bearing the lost, thirteenth dragon* 

mark: the Mark of Death. Soon after, those responsible 

for the disappearances in Mardakine (a band of vam¬ 

pires aligned with the sinister religion known as the 

Blood of Vol) attack the paladins in full force. 

©Jia&Q 

Marked for Death 
thi: Lost M,\kk rook 1 

Matt Form 
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With the help of the paladins, the 

townspeople rout the vampires. As the 

bloodsuckers leave town, their changeling 

compatriot Te’oma takes Kandler’s step¬ 

daughter Espre hostage, warning Kandler, 

Burch, and the knights not to follow. 

At first light, the heroes give chase into 

the Moumland. In the course of their 

quest to rescue Espre they encounter 

numerous bands of warforged and a 

deathless elf wizard driven mad on the 

Day of Mourning—the strange event that 

supposedly killed everyone in the nation 

of Cyre and transformed the place into 

the deadly and oppressive Moumland. 

Stealing an airship from the wizard 

they pursue Te’oma. Their journey leads 

them to Construct, a mobile city of war- 

forged built by the followers of the Lord 

of Blades (detailed in Dungeon #115), 

the leader of a warforged revolutionary 

movement. There they must battle for 

their freedom and for Espre’s life. 

Thematic Idbg 
Marked for Death concentrates on three 

themes that might fit into most any 

D&D campaign: the importance of 

loyalty, the effects of religion, and the 

significance of family. 

Loyalty 
Several times throughout Marked for 

Death, the heroes must choose between 

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU? 

Marked for Death faithfully follows 

the cliffhanger tropes of the Eber- 

ron Campaign Setting, but it’s also 

something of a travelogue. In its 

course, the heroes cross much of 

the Moumland and learn a lot about 

it from an outsider’s point of view. 

Adventures set in the Moumland 

could draw upon a great deal of the 

material in the book for both inter¬ 

esting locations and encounters, 

as well as the general mood of the 

accursed place. 

For players, there are some good 

ideas for how you might react to 

prophecies. If your religious order’s 

highest official sends you out on a 

sticking with their friends and family or 

simply walking away. Sometimes such 

choices arenft easy ones. Often in D&D 

campaigns, adventurers are faced with 

these same kinds of personal quanda¬ 

ries, facing a choice between confronting 

impossible danger to aid allies, or merely 

running away. 

Forcing your characters to make these 

kinds of decisions helps determine 

who they are by defining what’s most 

important to them. Are they heroes in 

the traditional sense, or do they simply 

care about themselves? The only way to 

find out is to put them to the test. If an 

ally gets snatched up and stolen away by 

some incredibly powerful monster, such 

as a dragon or a band of mind flayers, 

does the party take chase or is he con¬ 

sidered dead already? Such questions of 

loyalty might also stretch beyond mere 

in-game, roleplaying situations. Forced 

to choose between a fellow PC and an 

important NPC, like a family member 

or teacher, most players find themselves 

tom between the metagame desires of 

the player sitting across the table and the 

in-game bonds of family and friendship. 

In either case, these sorts of tests 

can rip a party apart, so tread care¬ 

fully. If two factions in the group 

strongly believe in choosing different 

paths, the differences might quickly 

become personal. 

quest that seems like a death sen¬ 

tence, can you rely on the strength of 

your faith to survive? Will such a trial 

break your faith, or temper it? 

Marked for Death also presents some 

great examples of intraparty conflict as 

many of the heroes posess conflicting 

agendas. Kandler and Burch just want 

to save Esprfc, but they have little idea 

of the true nature of the web in which 

they’ve been snared. The Knights of the 

Silver Flame, however, bear secrets they 

refuse to share, causing tensions that 

stretch the group to the breaking point. 

For Dungeon Masters, Marked for 

Death provides insight into warforged 

culture, at least among the followers 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Matt Forbeck established his repu¬ 

tation as a game designer and a 

short story writer long before ven¬ 

turing into crafting novels. Wiz¬ 

ards of the Coast published his 

first mass-market novel last year: 

Secret of the Spiritkeeper, the first 

in the Knights of the Silver Dragon 

series of young adult fantasy 

books. No stranger to Dungeons 

& Dragons, having written and 

edited several products forTSR, 

he more recently wrote parts of 

the Stronghold Builder's Guidebook, 

Races of FaerQn, and Unapproach- 

able East for Wizards of the Coast. 

Forbeck also servered as co¬ 

founder and president of Pinnacle 

Entertainment Croup for four years, 

during which he worked as the first 

editor of the Deadlands line and 

created the Brave New World line. 

He's also known for his work on 

the WildStorms collectible card 

game, Redhurst Academy of Magic, 

Dracula's Revenge (both the board 

game and the comics), Mutant 

Chronicles, and Silent Death: The 

Next Millennium. For more about 

Forbeck’s works and current proj¬ 

ects, check out fbrbeck.com. 

of the Lord of Blades. One revelation 

is that the lieutenants of the Lord of 

Blades are all named after various kinds 

of bladed weapons. For example, the 

leader of Construct bears a name that he 

lives up to in many ways: Bastard. 

The city of Construct alone could be 

the basis of an entire campaign. The 

fact that it moves around, carried on 

the backs of hundreds if not thousands 

of constructs, means that it could 

appear anywhere in the Moumland 

or possibly even outside the wretched 

place. Imagine what the neighboring 

kingdoms might think when they learn 

that such a city-vehide exists and could 

come marching into their homelands. 
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Religion 
In Eberron, deities are distant and 

uncaring beings who rarely if ever med¬ 

dle in the affairs of mortals. This makes 

religion far more a matter of pure faith 

than in many other fantasy worlds. Even 

the clerics of Eberron have little if any 

proof of the existence of their deities. 

They feel divine power flowing through 

them, but they cannot say for sure that 

this isn't simply some strange form of 

sorcery that manifests itself with reli¬ 

gious trappings. 

Given the horrors inflicted upon 

Eberron it's easy to see how some 

people might give up on the idea of wor¬ 

shiping the divine. Especially embittered 

people might even become radical athe¬ 

ists heaping scorn and derision upon 

those who still ding to their faith. 

As an interesting plot twist, a deity 

might test the faith of a paladin or deric 

in a party. Without access to divine 

magic or other religious powers does 

the character have any reason to ding 

to his faith? Does the character actu¬ 

ally continue to adhere to the tenants 

and philosophies of his religion, or was 

his faith all merely lip-service paid in 

exchange for divine power? DMs using 

such a plot device should take care not 

to weaken and limit characters in their 

party needlessly or for too long, as it 

might unbalance adventures and frus¬ 

trate players. Characters who adhere 

to their deity's doctrines throughout 

such a test should be rewarded, while 

the unfaithful might be punished with 

some difficult holy quest. 

Family 
In many campaigns, little thought is 

given to the characters1 families. In 

Marked for Death matters of family 

come up time and again. The residents 

of the town of Mardakine act like an 

extended family themselves. Despite 

this, Kandler and Burch sometimes 

feel like outsiders, as they weren't bom 

citizens of Gyre like the others. It's Kan- 

dler's marriage to an elf from Cyre that 

gives these two their ties to the place. 

That and Kandler1 s stepdaughter Espre, 

who he's been left to raise after her 

mother's death on the Day of Mourning, 

The fact that Kandler not only has a 

stepdaughter but treasures her enough 

to give up his life as a soldier to raise 

her speaks volumes about his character. 

Player characters might end up with 

similar responsibilities in a number of 

ways. They could end up having to raise 

a younger sibling, a niece or nephew, or 

any young child in need of a strong fam¬ 

ily figure. This then raises the question 

of what's more important: adventuring 

or ensuring your charge’s safety. 

Of course, it's not always that simple. 

If the character needs to make a living, 

then adventuring may be the only way 

he or she knows how. Also, if the fate of 

the world or even just a town is at stake, 

the child's fate becomes wound up in 

that. This raises the stakes to the point 

that a character loses the option of just 

walking away. 

DMs looking to add a truly unexpected 

twist to their games might have a party 

rescue an orphaned baby from a group 

of monsters or make their villain the sole 

caretaker of an infant. Should the PCs 

do the heroic thing and take custody of 

the child, they might find themselves 

hundreds of miles from any suitable 

foster parents and, for a time, forced to 

cope with the needs of a helpless ward. 

Besides raising all sorts of questions 

about care and protection, the simple 

issue of having a child who loudly com¬ 

plains about its hunger regardless of the 

party's need for stealth might prove an 

interesting obstacle all its own. 

Flight had Flame 
Marked for Death introduces several 

new magical innovations and mon¬ 

strosities to the world of Eberron, 

most notably the swift air cutter air¬ 

ship and the deadly living fireball. 

Sir (atter 
The aircutter is a small airship that 

can be crewed by a single person at the 

helm. It stretches 40 feet from stem to 

stem, and its beam is IS-feet across. It 

has a wide and shallow hold, in which 

the crew and passengers sleep. An air- 

cutter can carry two tons of cargo. 

Like larger airships, the aircut¬ 

ter has no sails. Rather, a Large fire 

elemental propels it through the sky. 

This elemental is bound into the form 

of a ring that's attached to the ship via 

a pair of rune-covered arches that ter¬ 

minate near the aft of the ship. 

The aircutter is steered by means 

of a wheel on a raised bridge at the 

ship's stem. The wheel does not move. 

The person at the helm holds the 

wheel and concentrates on the direc¬ 

tion in which the ship is to move. The 

elemental reads these thoughts and 

moves the ship as directed. 

The aircutter flies at roughly 30 

miles per hour through calm skies. It 

has average maneuverability, but it can 

hover in place (no minimum speed 

restrictions apply). 

Strong conjuration; CL 12; Bind 

Elemental, planar binding; Price 

55,000 gp. 

Living Fireball 
Medium Ooze 

Hit Dice: 5dlO+5 (32 hp) 

Initiative: +1 

Speed: 40 ft. (8 squares) 

Armor Class: 13 (+1 Dex, +2 deflec¬ 

tion), touch 11, flat-footed 12 

Base Attack/Grapple: 4-3/+4 

Attack: Slam +4 melee (ld4+ l plus 

fireball) 

Full Attack: Slam +4 melee (ld4+l 

plus^rekifi) 

Space /Reach: 5 ft./5 ft. 

Special Attacks: Engulf, explode 

Special Qualities: Damage reduction 

10/magic, ooze traits, spell resistance 15 

Saves: Fort 4-5, Ref + 5, Will +5 

Abilities: Str 13, Dex 12, Con 12, Int 

—, Wis 13, Cha 15 

Skills: — 

Feats: — 

Environment: Any 

Organization: Solitary 

Challenge Rating: 4 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always neutral 

Advancement: 6-14 HD (Large); 

15-20 HD (Huge) 

Level Adjustment: — 

A bail of violentlyftickeringfiame rumbles 

toward youf a path of smoldering embers 

trailing behind. 
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A living fireball is an ever-erupting 

explosion of flame and concussive 

force* Rolling like destructive tumble¬ 

weeds across the devastated plains of 

the Moumland, these volatile creatures 

Leave nothing but scorched earth and 

charred bones in their wake. 

A living fireball attacks with single- 

minded intent Making frequent use of its 

explode ability, living fireballs charge into 

battle and bathe their enemies in wave 

afrer wave of magical flame. 

Engulf (Ex): A living fireball can flow 

around a Medium or smaller creature 

as a standard action* It cannot make a 

slam attack during a round in which it 

engulfs. A living fireball merely has to 

move over the opponents, affecting as 

many as it can cover. Opponents can 

m ake attacks of opportunity against the 

living fireball, but if they do so they are 

not entitled to a saving throw Those 

who do not attempt attacks of opportu¬ 

nity must succeed on a DC 13 Reflex 

save or be engulfed; on a success they 

are pushed back or aside (opponent's 

choice) as the spell moves forward. 

Engulfed creatures take 5d6 points of 

fire damage (Reflex DC 13 half) and are 

considered to be grappled. 

Explode (Su): Every time a living fire¬ 

ball strikes a target with its slam attack or 

engulfs a creature, it explodes in a blast 

that reproduces the effects of the fireball 

spell . Creatures within 20 feet of a living 

fireball when it explodes take 5d6 points 

of fire damage (Reflex DC 14 half). 

Ooze Traits: An ooze is blind 

(blindsight 60 ft.) and is immune to 

gaze attacks, visual effects, illusions, 

and other attack forms that rely on 

sight. It has immunity to mind-affecting 

spells and abilities, poison, sleep effects, 

paralysis, polymorph, and stunning. It is 

not subject to extra damage from critical 

hits or flanking* 2 
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SAGE ADVICE 

by Andy Colfms 

illustrated by Niklas Janssen 

OFFICIAL ANSWERS 
M YOUR QUESTIONS 

This month, the Sage stakes out some answers regarding the walking dead, and 

throws in some “eGnstruct"dve help as well. You can email the Sage your ques¬ 

tions at sageadvice@paizo*com. 

Undead and constructs are 

immune to critical hits, but are 

they immune to flanking as well? 

No. A construct or undead crea¬ 

ture can be flanked normally 

unless its description specifically 

indicates otherwise* 

Can a corporeal undead be affected 

by a flesh to stone spell? What about a 

wizard's homunculus? 

Both undead and constructs are 

immune to any effect that requires a 

Fortitude save unless the effect also 

works on objects or is harmless* Flesh 

to stone falls into neither of those cat¬ 

egories, as its saving throw entry states 

that “Fortitude negates” and its target 

entry explains that it only affects “one 

creature" (not one creature or object, nor 

one creature or specified area). 

Undead and constructs are immune to 

ability damage and ability drain, but are 

they immune to ability score penalties 

such as that created by the ray of enfeeble- 

ment spell? 

Undead and constructs aretft innately 

immune to ability score penalties* Note, 

however, that my ofenfieblement and 

many similar spells that apply such 

penalties are necromantic effects, which 

constructs (but not undead) are immune 

to* So that ray of enfeeblement will work 

just fine against a wight, but not against 

a shield guardian* 

The gplem description in the Monster 

Manual says that golems axe immune to 

magic, but the individual golem descrip¬ 

tions say they’re only immune to spells 

or spell-like abilities that allow spell 

resistance. Which one is right? 

The ‘immunity to magic” entry in 

the opening text of the golem entry 

(page 134 of the Monster Manual) 

is only a general description of that 

special quality. Each golems specific 

immunity to magic entry provides the 

actual rules mechanics for adjudicating 

that immunity 

For example, a day golem is immune 

to fireball (because that spell allows 

spell resistance), but not to Melfs acid 

arrow (because it doesn’t allow spell 

resistance)* It would be immune to dis¬ 

integrate, except for the special note that 

follows indicating the effect of a disinte¬ 

grate spell on a day golem. 

While stone golems are immune to 

magic and have DR 10/adamantine, 

would an alchemical substance such 

as stonebreaker acid (from Arms e£ 
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Equipment Guide) have an effect on it? 

The acid only affects stone and deals 

3dl0 points of damage on the first 

round and 2dl0 points of damage on 

the second round. 

A stone golem would suffer the 

normal damage from stonebreaker 

add. Damage reduction doesn’t reduce 

add damage (the way hardness does). 

A stone golem is immune to spells or 

spell-like abilities that allow spell resis¬ 

tance, but stonebreaker add is neither. 

If a construct has to make a Concentra¬ 

tion check, what ability modifier do I 

apply on the check? Is it -5, just as if 

the score were 0? 

Having no ability score (that is, an 

entry ofM—") is different from having 

a score of 0. If a creature has no ability 

score (such as a construct, which has 

no Constitution score), the ability mod¬ 

ifier for that score is +0. (See page 7 in 

the Monster Manual.) Thus, a construct 

has a +0 modifier from its Constitu¬ 

tion on Fortitude saves, Concentration 

checks, and any other Con-based roll. 

The same rule applies to undead 

(which have no Constitution score), ver¬ 

min (which have no Intelligence score), 

or any other creature that lacks an ability 

score. Remember that undead are spe- 

dally noted on page 317 of the Monster 

Manual as using their Charisma modi¬ 

fier for Concentration checks (but not 

on any other Con-based rolls). 

Is there any saving throw to resist the 

negative level applied by the energy 

drain attack of a vampire or other 

undead creature? 

Typically no. In most cases where 

a creature has an energy drain attack, 

the negative levels are automatically 

applied. The save only occurs 24 hours 

later, determining whether the negative 

level results in a permanent level loss. 

Does the sun power of a sunblade 

(Dungeon Master’s Guide, page 228) 

count as sunlight for the purpose of 

affecting vampires or other creatures 

vulnerable to sunlight? 

The sunblade’s description notes that 

this “bright yellow radiance1* is “like 

full daylight." This only indicates the 

brightness of the illumination, but not 

any other effects. A vampire within 

the area of the radiance therefore suf¬ 

fers no ill effects. To be deadly to such 

creatures, the description would have 

to say something like “this radiance is 

treated as sunlight for all purposes" or 

the like. 

How big is a licfts phylactery? 

The Monster Manual describes the 

most common form of a licfts phylac¬ 

tery as a Tiny metal box. Libris Mortis 

provides some additional examples of 

lich phylacteries, but establishes that 

the object is always of Tiny size. 

Where exactly, in relationship to its phy¬ 

lactery, does a destroyed lich reappear? 

The rules are silent on this issue. 

The Sage believes it reasonable to 

assume that the lich reappears in the 

immediate vicinity of its phylactery, 

as that is where its lifeforce is stored. 

(That's how the Sage has interpreted 

the rule in his past campaigns.) This 

suggests that any hiding-place for a 

phylactery must allow enough nearby 

space for the licfts body to reappear. 

Ultimately, though, the rules don’t 

indicate a clear answer to this question, 

leaving it up to DMs to rule as they 

prefer. Either way, the answer should 

remain constant within a campaign, 

and it should be possible for characters 

to learn how this works (such as via a 

Knowledge [religion] check). 

What type of area does turning or 

rebuking undead affect? The Player’s 

Handbook says that a character must 

have line of effect but need not have 

line of sight to the undead he is trying 

to affect, but it doesftt specify the shape 

of the area. 

A turn/rebuke attempt is similar to, 

but not exactly like, a 60-foot-radius 

spherical burst. Like a burst, the effect 

expands from the point of origin 

(which must be a grid intersection of 

the turning character's space) out to a 

maximum distance from the point of 

origin. Like a burst, a turn attempt can’t 

affect creatures with total cover from 

the point of origin (that is, it can’t go 

around comers). 

However, unlike a true burst, a 

tum/rebuke attempt doesn’t auto¬ 

matically affect all creatures within 

its maximum "area.” The "energy" 

of the turn/rebuke attempt might 

become exhausted before reaching 

the extent of the area (because the 

turning character has run out of Hit 

Dice that he can affect), or it may skip 

over creatures (because the creature’s 

H D exceeds the turning character's 

maximum HD affected). Compare 

this to a fireball, a burst-shaped spell 

that affects all creatures within its area 

regardless of their number or HD. 

Ultimately, a turn attempt doesn’t 

really have an "area”—it has a maxi¬ 

mum number of targets it can affect 

(determined by the turning damage 

roll), each of which cannot exceed a 

designated HD cap (determined by 

the cleric’s level and his turning check 

result). While thinking of it as a burst 

can help somewhat, it can also lead to 

confusion, so the Sage doesn’t advise 

mixing up the terms in this way. 

When a cleric has a temporary bonus 

to his Charisma score, does it affect 

his turning check or turning damage? 

Does it change the number of times he 

can turn or rebuke per day? 

Unless otherwise stated, a tempo¬ 

rary bonus to an ability score has the 

same effect as a permanent one. For 

example, a cleric with a temporary +4 

enhancement bonus to Charisma (such 

as from eagle’s splendor) would add 2 to 

his turning check and to his turning 

damage while the spell was in effect, 

since his Charisma modifier is 2 points 

higher than it was before. 

Things get a little stickier when talk¬ 

ing about powers with daily limits, 

such as tum/rebuke undead or lay 

on hands. (Hold on, because this gets 

worse before it gets better.) In this 

case, a change to the key ability score 

indeed affects the daily limit—in the 

example above, the cleric would gain 

2 additional tum/rebuke attempts per 

day—but these aren’t just "free" uses. 

Here's why: 
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Assume the deric above has a normal Charisma score 

of 12, granting him 4 turn attempts per day (3 + 1 for Cha 

bonus). Casting eagle's splendor increases his Charisma to 16, 

which would grant 6 attempts per day. At the end of the spell, 

however, his daily limit would drop back down to 4 attempts. 

At that point, the player must compare the number of daily 

uses expended to the daily limit to see if any still remain. 

Here's how that might work in play. Our deric turns 

undead twice, then casts eagle's splendor right before a big 

fight with a horde of zombies. During the duration of the 

spell, he makes four more turning checks. When the spell 

ends, he compares his new daily limit (4) to the number 

of attempts used (6)—whoops, no turns left, Hope all the 

undead have been destroyed, because even if the deric cast 

eagle's splendor again, he wouldift have any more turning 

attempts available, since heTs already used all 6 of his allot¬ 

ted attempts. If he were able to increase his Charisma to IS, 

he'd ‘"gain" one more turning attempt (since he's now used 6 

out of his allotted 7 daily attempts), useable only during the 

duration of the Charisma-boosting effect. 

The same is true of the paladin's lay on hands ability. If the 

paladin gains a temporary Charisma boost, her total capac¬ 

ity of healing via lay on hands improves accordingly, but 

she must keep track of the healing “used up" to see if any 

remains after the boost ends. 

Temporary ability reductions (such as penalties or damage) 

work similarly. When a reduction is applied, do the math as 

if a bonus had just elapsed to see if any daily uses are left, 

and reverse that when the reduction goes away to see what (if 

anything) is regained. If our cleric above were hit by touch of 

idiocy and suffered a —4 penalty to Charisma, his daily limit 

of turning attempts would be reduced from 4 to 2; if he's 

already used 2 or more, hell have none available as long as 

the spelt's effect lasts. 

This seems more complicated than it actually is. As long 

as you remember that the important number to track is not 

uses remaining, but uses expended, everything else should 

fall into place. 

Can a deric turn undead while under the effects of greater 

invisibility? Page 159 of the Player's Handbook only says that 

the deric must present his holy symbol to attempt of turn 

undead. Does “present" imply that the holy symbol must be 

visible or just held forth? 

Concealment is irrelevant when determining whether a 

creature is affected by a turning check: “You don't need line 

of sight to a target" (Player's Handbook, page 159). Just as an 

invisible Hth could be affected by a visible deric, a visible 

vampire could be turned by an invisible deric. 

It bears mentioning that turning or rebuking undead 

counts as an attack for the purpose of ending an in visibility 

spell. Of course, using a tum/rebuke attempt for some other 

purpose—such as powering a divine feat, such as those from 

Complete Divine—might or might not count as an attack, 

depending on the effect of the feat. £ 
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CLASS ACTS 

by Tracy Taylor 

SUPPORT TOUR 
LCXflL BARBARIAN What the barbarian lacks in subtlety and 

Armor Class, he makes up for in tough¬ 

ness and sheer ferocity. When combined 

with the high number of spells a sorcerer pro¬ 

vides, the barbarian becomes an even greater 

threat to his enemies. Whether as a preemp¬ 

tive measure, a protective precaution, or part 

of an offensive mission, a well-equipped 

sorcerer ally or cohort can enhance the chaotic 

and savage barbarian to produce efficient and 

devastating effects. 

ON H SCOUTING MISSION 
With his increased speed, trap sense, and natural 

predilection for survival in the wilderness, the 

barbarian makes a highly effective scout While 

he usually trades Armor Class for speed and 

stealth, a sorcerer can eliminate his drawbacks 

by casting a few simple spells. Mage armor's +4 

armor bonus equals the protection offered by the 

best armor a barbarian can wear without penalty: 

a chain shirt. Protection from evil and invisibility 

further enhance both the barbarians Armor 

Class and his ability to sneak in for a closer 

look. The sorcerer's innate ability to cast a spell 

multiple times without advanced preparation 

enables her to follow and support her barbarian 

companion as he faces each situation head on. 

The sorcerer also provides, especially at higher 

levels, the ability to overcome most obstacles 

the barbarian cannot simply bash through with 

spells like dimension door and fly. 

PROVIDING PROTECTION 
A sorcerer can increase the barbarian's chances 

of surviving into old age by casting spells just 

before a battle. Aside from boosting his Armor 

Class, the sorcerer can improve the barbarian's 

ability to hit and deal damage with bull's strength 

and increase his hit points and the length of his 

rage with bear's endurance. As these bonuses 

stack with those provided by the barbariarfs 

rage, a barbarian can benefit from a potential 

net effect of +6 to Armor Class and +8 to 

Strength and Constitution. 

Other excellent spells a sorcerer should 

consider when trying to keep his barbaric ally 

alive include displacement and stoneskin. Haste 

works particularly well at enhancing a barbar¬ 

ian's talents, granting bonuses to attack and 

movement while shoring up the barbarian's 

often low Armor Class. Finally, heroism makes 

the barbarian a terrifying combatant while 

boosting his saving throws. 

DESTROYING THE ENEMY 
Most problems go away by creating a pile of 

dead foes. The sorcerer/barbarian combina¬ 

tion excels at solving problems in this man¬ 

ner, generally eliminating anything foolish 

enough to stand in the way. As early as 4th 

level, the pair poses a formidable threat. The 

sorcerer, with access to the 2nd-level spell 

scorching ray, deals a minimum of 4d6 points 

of damage with each casting and can lay 

down suppressing ranged fire. The barbar¬ 

ian, raging and buffed with the sorcerer's 

1st- and 2nd-level spells (as described previ¬ 

ously) can use his fast movement to close 

into melee. This one-two punch becomes 

more pronounced as the characters advance 

in levels and power. The sorcerer who casts 

multiple fireballs, lightning bolts, and other 

damage-dealing spells reduces the enemy’s 

overall toughness from a safe distance, 

granting the barbarian a better chance of 

gaining extra attacks from the deadly Power 

Attack and Cleave combination. 

For more subtle support in the cause of 

death and destruction, the sorcerer should 

consider casting slow on particularly speedy 

opponents. Sometimes even the barbarian's 

fast movement can fail to keep him in the 

mix of things. 

While often unable to neatly overcome 

situations that require a high Intelligence or 

Wisdom, the sorcerer/barbarian team proves 

particularly devastating, making it one of the 

most effective damage-dealing combinations 

of character classes in the game. 2 
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fay Troy E. Taylor 

Invariably, seeking adventure in exotic locales 

means encountering people who don't speak 

a language you know. How do you establish 

communication before a misunderstanding 

arises and someone's skull ends up decorating 

the entrance to the village burial grounds? 

Let the bard have a try at using music—the 

universal language—to convey the party's inten¬ 

tions. After all, the bard is a storyteller uniquely 

qualified to diffuse a tense situation with a per¬ 

formance that can improve NPC attitudes. 

PERFORMING DIPLOMACY 
Without question, the bard's music can set 

a mood. It can also send a message. A light¬ 

hearted tune indicates playfulness while a 

somber one conveys sadness. A briskly played 

piece can mean urgency, a slow one, tender¬ 

ness. Marching tunes have martial overtones, 

while a pastoral song can mean peace. In 

addition, tone, tempo, pitch, and other musi¬ 

cal nuances can evoke certain emotions and 

convey messages generally understood by 

intelligent creatures, 

A bard can improve his chance of being 

understood if he uses an instrument or dance 

native to the exotic locale. 

Your DM might disallow or severely penalize 

Diplomacy checks (by as much as -10) when 

you and the NPCs lack a common language. 

The following optional rule allows a bard to 

use his Perform check to aid his Diplomacy 

checks made to influence the attitudes of NPCs 

with whom he does not share a language. The 

character attempting to use this optional rule 

must have at least one bard level and may use 

any Perform skill except Perform (comedy) or 

Perform (oratory)—both of which require the 

audience to understand the bard's words. Once 

the bard makes his Perform check, he may 

then attempt a Diplomacy check to influence an 

NPCs attitude within the next 10 minutes. The 

result of his Perform check modifies his Diplo¬ 

macy check as noted below. 

UNIVERSAL 

Perform Diplomacy 

Result Modifier 

Less than 15 None 

15-24 Reduce penalties by 1 

25-34 Reduce penafties by 50% 

35+ Eliminate penalties 

EXOTIC MUSICAL TRADITIONS 
Whether a tropical island, an inhabited "lost 

city" deep in the rainforest, or a dazzling desert 

kingdom, different cultures possess unique 

musical traditions. A bard should be on the 

lookout for these cultural differences and 

attempt to work them into his performances 

while among members of that culture. 

The following lists provide a sampling of 

instruments or dance traditions that might be 

found in an exotic land. Your DM might grant 

you a small bonus (no more than +2) if you use 

one of these in the appropriate locale. 

Desert Kingdom: Dance—balady (belly 

dance); Percussion—daff (tambourine), tablah 

(vase-shaped hand drum); String—buzuq 

(long-necked fretted instrument with two 

strings), oud (pear-shaped forerunner of lute), 

qanun (81-string dulcimer with trapezoid flat 

board); Wind—mijwiz (double reed clarinet), 

nay (single reed pipe with seven holes}. 

Islands: Dance—hula; Percussion—ka-eke- 

eke (tall bamboo pipes stamped on the ground), 

pahu (large drum), pahu-pa'i (drum with shark¬ 

skin head); String—ukeke (bow with two or 

three strings); Wind—ni-au-kani (mouth harp 

of coconut leaf and thin wood), ohe-hano-ihu 

(nose flute of bamboo), pu (conch shell). 

Rainforest: Dance—morenada; Percus¬ 

sion—agago (wood or metal gong), bongo, 

djun djiin (stick drum carved from a log), 

doumbek (chalice-shaped drum of brass, cop¬ 

per, or wood), kalimba (thumb piano of flat 

wood with metal tongues), rattles; String— 

charango (ukulele); Wind—rifar (long horn of 

copper), oja (common short whistle). 2 
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CLASS ACTS 

by Amber E. Scott 

TOKENS OF FAITH II eltemative holy symbols can go a long 

way toward personalizing your cleric. 

An unusual holy symbol makes your 

cleric both distinctive and memorable. When 

selecting a holy symbol for your character, 

use the sample symbols included here as 

both alternatives and inspiration. 

Each of these symbols grants a minor bonus 

to a character. To gain the benefit of the item, 

the user must be a cleric with the domain 

the symbol is tied to as one of his chosen 

domains. This bonus is treated as an addition 

to the domain’s granted power. All the holy 

symbols presented here cost 100 gp. They are 

not magic items and do not take up a slot. 

For more specialized holy symbols see 

“Tokens of Faith” in Dragon #327. ‘Tokens of 

Faith III” in issue #331 will conclude the series. 

Air: No crystal or precious metal seems to 

hold together this circlet. Made of a wispy, 

swirling convergence of barely-visible blue 

and white ribbons, it seems to magically 

hover over the cleric's brow. The gossamer 

ribbons feel soft and feather light to the 

touch. Bearing this circlet grants a cleric a 

+1 sacred bonus on Jump checks made to 

perform high jumps. 

Death: This symbol is nothing more than a 

knotted, ashy-white rope the width of a man’s 

finger. The flesh of a cleric who wears the rope 

around his neck becomes livid and covered 

with purple and yellow bruises. The bruises 

seem to change position slowly, as if creeping 

across the cleric’s skin, but they are not pain¬ 

ful and disappear if the cleric removes the 

rope. Whenever the cleric delivers a coup de 

grace, this holy symbol increases the DC of the 

save to avoid death by +2. 

Good: This silver cuff fits snugly around 

the wrist. A silver flange protrudes from 

the cuff to the center of the cleric's palm, 

where it attaches to a round crystal disk. The 

crystal seems colorless, but emits waves of 

rainbow colors in bright light. To display 

his holy symbol, the cleric must turn his 

palm upwards. When casting a good spell, 

this symbol adds +1 sacred bonus on Know¬ 

ledge (the planes) checks when dealing 

with evil outsiders. 

Plant: This symbol is a chain of leaves 

made from many different types of trees 

and worn around the waist. Soft and sup¬ 

ple, the living belt’s leaves never age or die, 

but they change from green in the spring 

and summer to red in the fall and pure 

white in the wintertime. A cleric wearing 

this belt gains a +1 bonus on Knowledge 

(nature) checks when dealing with plants 

and plant creatures. 

Strength: This studded bronze band is 

worn around the arm. Some clerics wear 

two, one below the shoulder and one 

above the elbow, although only one bonus 

is granted. When the cleric activates his 

Strength domain power, his arm muscles 

bulge and ripple mightily. The band's wearer 

gains a +1 bonus on Strength checks made 

to resist a bull rush. 

Sun: This half-inch-long red, orange, or 

yellow oval gem adheres magically to the 

cleric's brow. The gem constantly flashes 

and glitters while exposed to the sun. A 

cleric who wears this symbol extends the 

radius of effect of any spell with the light 

descriptor he casts by 5 feet. 

War: This holy symbol is a rectangular 

steel plate that the cleric holds to his chest 

with leather straps (even over his armor). 

Engravings of battling warriors cover the 

plate, and whenever the cleric enters com¬ 

bat the engraved figures animate and begin 

fighting each other. After the cleric has worn 

this item for 24 consecutive hours, he gains 

a +1 bonus on attack rolls made to confirm a 

critical threat while wielding his deity’s cho¬ 

sen weapon. 

Water: This chain of tiny blue and green 

beads is long enough for the cleric to loop 

around his neck several times. The beads, 

tiny glass spheres filled with both salt and 

fresh water, rub together to recreate the soft 

susurrus of the sea. Wearing this symbol 

allows the cleric to hold his breath for a 

number of rounds equal to three times his 

Constitution score. 2 
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by Lisa MeSherry 

HISTORY Of IDE DRUM The true origins of the druid are lost in time, 

A lack of written teachings and their near 

obliteration by Romans and later conquer¬ 

ors make historical accuracy nearly impos¬ 

sible* However, some druidic teachings sur¬ 

vived in bardic colleges in Ireland, Scotland, 

and Wales and in medieval manuscripts, oral 

tradition, folklore, and ritual From this and 

more recent archeological work, scholars have 

begun to piece together reliable information. 

Druids likely began as an intellectual and 

religious caste among the tribal peoples of 

pagan Europe, acting as the custodians of their 

cultural and spiritual heritage* They practiced 

their rites in urban shrines and woodland 

groves, holding the natural world as sacred and 

honoring certain plants, animals, and bodies 

of water* Historians generally associate druids 

with the Iron Age Celtic culture that spread out 

from central Europe from about 800 to 200 

ecs, yet the Gaulish Celts main¬ 

tained that druid practices origi¬ 

nated in Britain. Archaeolo^cal 

evidence suggests that many 

aspects of Celtic religious prac¬ 

tice derived from much earlier 

traditions, Druids formed the pro¬ 

fessional class of Celtic society as priests, 

teachers, ambassadors, astronomers, gene¬ 

alogists. philosophers, musicians, theologians, 

scientists, poets, and judges* Although the 

surviving records mention most druid leaders 

as males, the records also indicate that their 

societies considered female druids equals of 

their male counterparts* 

The use of traveling bards and brehons 

(judge-mediators) allowed the druids to orga¬ 

nize an inter-tribal communications network* 

The Romans discovered this communication 

caused a great deal of trouble, since the network 

could warn tribes not yet subjugated of what 

to expect. In response, Julius Caesar began a 

policy of killing every druid encountered (except 

for a few native guides). After the fall of the 

Roman Empire, the Catholic Giurch perpetu¬ 

ated his policy. Thus, by the time of the 7th cen¬ 

tury ce, druids had been murdered, converted, 

or driven completely underground throughout 

the western Celtic lands. 

Druids were responsible for all public reli¬ 

gious rituals, during which various mem¬ 

bers of the priestly caste performed 

music, spoke prayers, made sacri¬ 

fices, and offered divination* Senior 

members ensured a rite's exactness. 

Such rituals required intense superv 

sion to assure their accurate perfor¬ 

mance, as a mistake would bring 

enormous danger to the tribe, 

Druids considered the oak and 

mistletoe sacred* All religious ritu¬ 

als involved the oak in some man¬ 

ner, and they called mistletoe "the all-healer*M 

They believed in reincarnation, an immortal 

soul, the sacredness of particular trees, the laws 

of magic, and a specific relationship between 

mortals, ancestors, and deities* 

The Celtic virtues of honor, loyalty, hospitality, 

honesty, justice, and courage shaped 

the druids' moral code. Their two 

oldest symbols, untainted by later 

assignations by enemy conquerors 

and not of modem creation, are the 

Awen and the Triskele* The Awen is 

a symbol of Divine Inspiration—that 

which all Druids strive to receive and 

transmit. The symbol recalls the dru- 

Awen idic fascination with the number three 

while the word means "inspiratiorf in Middle 

Welsh. The Triskele's three arms represents the 

sun, afterlife, and reincarnation. 2 

“DRLJID11 PAST AND PRESENT 

The origins of the word 'druid” is unknown, 

although ancient scholars speculated it 

derived from the Greek name for the oak tree, 

drus. Others see it as a combination of drus 

and wid—“to know"—-denoting ‘Very wise." 

The 18th century saw a revival and trans¬ 

formation of this class into a religion, inspired 

by a renewed interest in Classical and medi- 

eval-Celtic literature and antiquarian studies 

of ancient sacred sites. This revival had links 

with non-conformist Christianity. Freema¬ 

sonry, and revolutionary politics. Today, thou¬ 

sands of people around the world practice a 

reconstructed religion they call Druidism, 
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by Jacob Suinmann 

THE KHIFER Hot all warriors fight with swords or axes. 

Some prefer more subtle and versatile 

weapons. The dagger fighter, frequently 

called a knifer, is among the most famous of 

these warriors. 

The kniferis strength is in his versatility He 

can fight in all distances of combat* from ranged 

to grappling* making him a very effective sup¬ 

port fighter. He can provide cover fire at range or 

support heavy fighters in melee. Characters can 

acquire and conceal daggers easily* which gives 

the knifer a distinct advantage in urban and 

political situations. 

Building a knifer is a difficult process. Com¬ 

pared to swords, maces* axes* and other martial 

weapons, the dagger is a sub-optimal choice* 

If you want a fighter who does damage in the 

quickest, most efficient way possible, playing a 

knifer is not the best way to do it. However, if 

you want to play a character with a great deal of 

flexibility* skill, and mystique, a knifer makes an 

excellent choice. 

This advice also applies to throwing axes and 

light hammers. Characters using those weapons 

can use the same basic strategies, with different 

Weapon Focus and Weapon Specialization feats. 

Races: Humans make excellent knifers, as 

becoming a skilled knifer requires a large num¬ 

ber of feats. Halflings and elves* with their bonus 

to Dexterity, have a natural affinity for the arche¬ 

type, Half-ores' high Strength can help compen¬ 

sate for the dagger's normally low damage. 

Classes: Fighters can learn the wide variety 

of feats needed to become a skilled knifer fast¬ 

est, but knifers might come from other classes 

as well. The ranger's combat styles are useful 

and barbarian levels add an unexpected ferocity. 

Criminal organizations often employ fighter/ 

rogue knifers as enforcers or assassins* 

Feats: To be able to bring his weapon to bear 

effectively at all times* the knifer needs eight 

particular feats—four ranged, and four melee. 

Weapon Finesse often makes sense, as a 

knifer tends to have a higher Dexterity than 

Strength. Two-Weapon Fighting helps compen¬ 

sate for the dagger’s low damage. Weapon Focus 

improves the Jenifer's odds of hitting and opens 

the way to Weapon Specialization and its greater 

damage potential. 

Among ranged-weapon feats, Point Blank 

Shot is a must, since it allows many others. 

Rapid Shot is also vital* as a kniferis main advan¬ 

tage comes from speed* Knifers who work in 

groups find Precise Shot invaluable when they 

need to support their companions at a distance. 

Finally, Far Shot can give the knifer some unex¬ 

pected range with his attacks. 

These feats represent only the beginnings of 

dagger-fighting. How the knifer uses his weapon 

of choice alters his other feat choices. Quick 

Draw, when combined with Rapid Shot, allows 

a knifer to throw several daggers before taking 

a 5-foot step into melee. Greater Weapon Focus, 

Greater Weapon Specialization* and Improved 

Critical help those knifers who wish to focus on 

dealing damage. Additionally* Improved Disarm. 

Improved Feint, Spring Attack, and Blind- 

Fighting expand the knifers combat options. 

Roleplaying: Western cultures view the dagger 

as the weapon of criminals. Knifers often come 

from poor backgrounds, having taken to the 

study of the dagger just to survive. Some rise to 

positions of power, leading gangs through brute 

strength and force of personality. Former crimi¬ 

nals might turn to adventuring in an attempt to 

atone for their sins* using their skills to defend 

those they once oppressed. 

In parts of Asia* knives and daggers are car¬ 

ried as an everyday tool. Knife fighting is a 

common experience in some cultures, with tech¬ 

niques being passed down through familial or 

tribal lines. 

In a fantasy world, the dagger might be a 

common weapon, or considered sacred in some 

cultures. Some deities, such as Wee fas, favor the 

dagger as a weapon* and their worshipers might 

take up the study of die dagger in their honor. 

Determining where your character learned to 

fight can help answer other questions about his 

background and personality, Knifers can come 

from almost any culture* and their religious, 

political and philosophical views can vary greatly. 

Ultimately, knifers are about making the unex¬ 

pected work* and there is no reason you cannot 

do the same. 

Finally, be sure to check out Complete Warrior 

for additional knifer options* including the invis¬ 

ible blade prestige class. C 
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by Rodney Thompson 

PRIME OF THE 
MOKHSTIC CODE 

Ithough much is made of the strict moral 

codes held by the paladin orders of the 

world, the codes of conduct laid down by 

monastic orders are often overlooked. The 

monk's adherence to her code provides the 

source of her strength and energy. Monastic 

codes often contain the following principles, 

although some orders have differing beliefs that 

better fit their mission and foundation. 

DISCIPLINE THE MEND FOR EXTERNAL SOLIDARITY 
This principle is the first and most important 

principle in many monastic codes. Just as the 

foundations of a building help strengthen its 

more visible structures, many orders believe that 

the mind provides the foundation around which 

die body is constructed. This means remaining 

focused on the task at hand, not allowing oneself 

to be distracted by insignificant goals or trivi- 

alities, and clearly cutting through the veils of 

deception in order to see the truth. 

PURIFY THE TEMPLE Of THE BODY 
The monk must treat her body as a shrine to 

her beliefs. Just as the mind forms the founda¬ 

tion upon which the body is built, so does the 

strength of the body rely on the monk's disci¬ 

pline. The monk must keep her body pure and 

free of toxins and contaminants. This often 

means avoiding all narcotics and alcohol, care¬ 

fully choosing only healthy nourishing foods, 

and avoiding any food or drink that might hinder 

her abilities. Additionally the monk may only 

wear dothes and decorations (such as piercings 

or tattoos) approved by her order. 

FORCE om HflTURflL TOOLS HMD WEAPONS 
A simple extension of the previous principle, this 

monastic principle decrees that the monk should 

focus her energy into refining her own natural 

tools and weapons. This principle is what allows 

her to harden her body and deal serious damage 

using only natural weapons such as the hands 

and feet. In order to exercise this principle, the 

monk must practice her martial arts, focus on 

increasing her strength and dexterity and gener¬ 

ally tone her body to provide her with the best 

possible physical conditioning. 

SEE THE WORLD THROUGH fill EYES 
This principle actually has a double meaning. 

On the one hand, it encourages the monk to look 

at any situation from all angles. When a problem 

presents itself, she must look at it not only as a 

monk, but also as her friends, her enemies, and 

anyone else who might provide insight into the 

situation. This principle also encourages the 

monk to open all of her senses when encoun¬ 

tering a challenge; in this case, opening "ad eyes" 

simply means extending her other senses (such 

as hearing, smell, and touch) to provide her with 

a more complete picture of the si tuation. 

REMAIN HHFftD Of YOUR ENEMY'S PRESENT 
The “enemy's present” refers simply to the cur¬ 

rent state of the enemy. If the monk remains 

ahead of her enemy's present, she antici¬ 

pates her enemy's next move and can react 

accordingly. This not only applies to combat 

but also to the grander scheme of adventuring. 

The monk must strive to anticipate her enemy's 

next move, even on a grand scale, in order to 

choose her own path and prepare to make an 

intelligent counter-move. 

CHANNEL KIHS THE BANNS CHANNEL THE RITTER 
One of the monk's most mystical traits is her 

ability to use an energy known as fei in order 

to enhance her natural abilities. This principle 

emphasizes that ki is an energy that the monk 

directs in order to be truly effective. However, 

the metaphor extends further As the banks of 

the river direct its powerful how, the river erodes 

the banks and carves out its bed much in the 

way the monk herself is shaped by the flow of fei 

This principle reminds the monk that although 

a powerful tool, the monk must respect ki for the 

control it exerts over her. b 
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fry Alvin Neo 

In | 
r- 

f” X- L DHYDREHM BtllEYER! Cnome paladins chuckle at the stereotype 

of paladins as self-righteous, honor- 

bound, humorless sticks-in-the-mud, 

especially when someone thinks it applies 

to them. 

Racial Influence: The gnome mindset 

blends creativity and whimsy with practical¬ 

ity. Many gnomes become philosophers, 

artists, inventors, or alchemists. Their fun- 

loving natures and knack for illusion also 

make them natural tricksters and pranksters. 

Gnomes dream big and patiently work toward 

their ambitions in small, concrete steps. 

Ethos: The fun-loving nature of gnomes 

often manifests in their paladins as a desire 

to bring joy and hope to others. Like all pala¬ 

dins, they oppose evil and strive to eliminate 

it However, they place more importance on 

bringing good into the world. A gnome pal¬ 

adin's racial inclination toward illusion and 

trickery often conflicts with her need to act 

with honor. Many gnome paladins resolve 

this conflict by speaking the truth at all 

times and only use their spell-like abilities 

to entertain or to play harmless tricks. Some 

have mastered the art of allowing an enemy 

to reach an incorrect conclusion without 

telling a single lie* 

Roleplaying Tips: Gnome paladins main¬ 

tain a positive and optimistic outlook, even 

when the forces of evil seem overwhelm¬ 

ingly strong. They believe evil triumphs 

whenever someone gives in to depression 

and despair. Thus, a gnome paladin looks 

for practical ways to brighten the day of 

everyone she meets. She might tell a joke 

to someone who looks sad, share her lunch 

with a hungry beggar, or climb a tree to 

rescue a child's kitten. In addition, every 

gnome paladin dreams of making some sig¬ 

nificant, positive contribution to the world, 

such as setting up an orphanage, a hospital 

for the poor, or even a workshop to make 

toys for impoverished children, Some jok¬ 

ingly refer to their ambitions as their "Life 

Quests." A gnome paladin sees her Life 

Quest as more of a hobby than an obsession. 

She easily sets it aside when more important 

matters demand her attention. 

Skill Choices: Some gnome paladins take 

ranks in Perform (comedy) to help them 

bring laughter to people. Some also take 

ranks in Craft (alchemy) to capitalize on their 

racial talent in this area. A gnome paladin's 

Life Quest might also influence her skill 

choices. For example, a gnome who plans to 

set up a hospital might take ranks in Heal 

Feat Choices: Gnome paladins-—who often 

use alchemical weapons and crossbows in 

combat in order to offset their relatively low 

Strength scores—should select ranged attack 

feats such as Far Shot, Mounted Archery, 

Point Blank Shot, and Precise Shot. Gnome 

paladins also frequently take feats from the 

Mounted Combat feat tree. 

Equipment: Gnome paladins favor alchem¬ 

ical weapons, especially if they have enough 

ranks in Craft (alchemy) to make them 

cheaply. Many also carry a reach weapon, 

usually a lance, in case they encounter a giant 

or some other big creature. 

Special Mount: Due to their connection 

with burrowing creatures, many gnome 

paladins call for a dire badger special mount 

when possible. Other gnome paladin mounts 

might include the black bear, boar, dire eagle 

(from Races of Stone), dire toad (from Monster 

Manual I/), dire weasel, and wolverine. 

Combat Tips: Durable combatants and 

hard to hit because of their Small size, 

gnome paladins do well in the front lines, 

keeping enemies occupied in melee and 

away from allied archers and spelkasters. 

In particular, they ought to draw as many 

attacks as possible when fighting giants 

because of their Armor Class bonus against 

such creatures. When mounted, they favor 

hit-and-run tactics with alchemical weapons 

and combinging a charge with smiting evil. 

Tweaking the Rules: You might make the 

following changes to a gnome paladin's class 

features to emphasize her racial characteristics: 

C/ass Skills: Replace Knowledge (nobility 

and royalty) with Perform (comedy). 

Special Mount (Sp): A 5th-level gnome pal¬ 

adin may summon a dire badger as a special 

mount. It gains special abilities at the same 

rate as a standard special mount. ^ 
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by Richard Paddington 

mws FOR RHHGERS 
xpert outdoors men, rugged individual¬ 

ists, and seasoned warriors, rangers 

seem to have it all. Well, ail except some 

of the social graces needed to fit in well 

with so-called civilized folk. Unfortunately, 

some rangers are so dedicated to their wild 

craft, or so obsessed with the pursuit of 

their favored prey that they find themselves 

unsuited for life within city walls, becoming 

morose or sullen when estranged from the 

natural world. 

Flaws penalize a character in a specific 

way. Most of these flaws have obvious 

roleplaying consequences, hut they also have 

game mechanics penalties. The concept of 

flaws first appeared in Unearthed Arcana, 

but you don't need that book to use the flaws 

presented here. A character may take up to 

two flaws, and they must be selected at 1st 

level. For each flaw you take, your character 

may select an additional feat. Thus, a 1st- 

level human character with two flaws may 

take four feats* 

Although designed specifically with rangers 

in mind, other characters may select from these 

flaws if they meet the appropriate prerequisites. 

BEASTLY [FLAW] 
You have more in common with beasts than 

you do with your own race. 

Prerequisite: Wild empathy. 

Effect: You are vulnerable to the following 

list of spells that affect animals, as well as 

those which affect your own creature type: 

animal trance, calm animals, charm animalr 

dominate animal, hide from animals, hold ani¬ 

mal. Additionally, you suffer a -2 penalty on 

all Charisma-based skill checks except Dis¬ 

guise, Handle Animal, and Use Magic Device. 

Anyone observing your mannerisms who 

possesses the wild empathy class ability can 

recognize this flaw immediately, 

FOE SPECIALIST [FLAW! 
Your training is so specialized that you have 

difficulty tracking, predicting, or otherwise 

interacting with those foes you have not stud¬ 

ied in great detail 

Prerequisite: Favored enemy. 

Effect: You suffer a -1 penalty on attack 

rolls. Bluff, Sense Motive, Spot, and Survival 

checks made against creatures of any kind that 

isrit one of your favored enemies. 

HATRED [FLAW! 
You are engulfed by a deep hatred of your cho¬ 

sen foes and you become insensibly enraged 

in their presence. 

Prerequisite: Favored enemy 

Effect: You suffer a -4 penalty to your 

Armor Class and on attack rolls and skill 

checks whenever you are not engaged in 

melee combat with a favored enemy and a 

favored enemy is dose enough that you could 

engage it. 

INDIVIDUALIST [FLAW] 
You are committed to a path that requires 

complete independence from others. 

Effect: You suffer a -2 penalty on all attack 

rolls made using weapons that you have not 

personally crafted. In addition, the armor 

check penalty of any suit of armor you wear 

that you did not craft increases by +1, 

TERRAIN SPECIALIST EEIBW3 
You were trained to use your abilities in only 

one type of environment and are uncomfort¬ 

able and less competent in all others. 

Prerequisites: Track, wild empathy. 

Effect: Choose one terrain type (aquatic, des¬ 

ert, forest, hills, marsh, mountain, or plains). 

That is your home terrain, in which you are most 

comfortable. In all other terrains you suffer a -2 

penalty on all wild empathy checks, as well as 

on Search or Survival checks made to track. You 

may only use your camouflage and hide in plain 

sight abilities in your chosen terrain. 

WILD [FLAW] 
Accustomed only to a free life in the wild, you 

panic when captured or restrained. 

Prerequisite: Survival 1 rank. 

Effect: Whenever you are entangled, pinned, 

or bound, you immediately become panicked. 

Your fear is alleviated 1 round after you 

are free of all bonds. Spells and effects that 

remove fear do not prevent this effect, 2 
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by Amber E Scott 

Tfl nORY SO FDR Designing a great character ranks as one of 

the best roleplaying experiences. Sometimes 

you dorft have the time to come up with an 

equally fantastic backstory, however. When that 

happens, you might peruse the suggestions pre¬ 

sented below and select one that appeals to you 

or use them as inspiration for creating your own. 

These vignettes are designed for rogues but can 

easily be adapted for other classes. Each story has 

a small optional game mechanic bonus assigned 

to it that your DM must approve. 

FOILED AOTATION 
Life is dangerous, so you got into the habit of 

sleeping with a loaded crossbow beside your 

bed. This proved fortuitous one night when an 

assassin let herself into your room and tried to 

stab you in your sleep. Fortunately the sound 

of her footsteps woke you with enough time to 

grab your crossbow and fire. Missing, you leapt 

out of bed and the assassin backed you into a 

comer. You qulddy reloaded and fired several 

times, weaving and ducking as the assassin 

slashed at you with her knife. Finally you shot 

her in the throat and she dropped, leaving you 

panting and bleeding, but alive. 

Suggested Benefit: When reloading a cross¬ 

bow* you gain a +1 dodge bonus to your AC 

against attacks of opportunity. 

THE MIMED AVENGER 
Life as a pampered noble youth was good, and 

you couldrit understand why your older brother 

always seemed so unhappy. He tried to explain 

the injustices in your city's laws that caused 

the poor to suffer, but you just weren't inter¬ 

ested—until the night your brother disappeared 

out of his room. That same night the dty guard 

reported having slain the mysterious Masked 

Avenger, a vigilante who committed crimes for 

the benefit of the poor. The connections sud¬ 

denly became all too clear. When your grief had 

faded a little, you found your brother's spare 

outfit hidden in her room and took up the man¬ 

tle of the Masked Avenger yourself; both to help 

the poor and to avenge your brother's death. 

Suggested Benefit: Your high station in life 

allows you to quickly access information that 

others might have difficulty procuring. 

You make Gather Information checks in half 

the normal amount of time (!d2+l hours). 

THE MIRROR MAZE 
When the circus you traveled with found 

another carnival already in town, your ring- 

master convinced the carnival leader to allow 

you to share the grounds. The circus soon 

thought of packing up when its performers 

started mysteriously vanishing. Your investi¬ 

gations led you to suspect the carnival leader 

was behind the kidnappings, but before you 

could act on that knowledge, two strongmen 

snatched you from your bed. Your captors 

brought you to the funhouse but you struggled 

free and ran. What followed was a cat-and- 

mouse chase through the twisting tunnels and 

freakish traps of the funhouse, culminating 

in an intense race to struggle through a mir¬ 

ror* maze of tunnels barely large enough to 

crawl through. You persevered* escaped, and 

brought the criminals to justice. 

Suggested Benefit: You receive a +1 bonus 

on Escape Artist checks made to get through a 

tight space. 

ROOFTOP SCRAMBLE 
It was a simple job: The mansion was suppos¬ 

edly unguarded and the third story was full of 

valuable knkkknacks. You had barely pocketed 

a few choice items when a grotesque stone 

statue came to life and lunged at you. You 

scrambled out the nearest window and onto the 

roof but, to your horror* the statue followed yon. 

It was the middle of winter and the frozen roof¬ 

tops were slippery, but you had no choice. With 

the loping statue hot on your heels* you ran 

across the precarious surface and leapt to the 

next roof. For what seemed like hours the mon¬ 

strous guardian chased you from roof to roof, 

and at every moment you felt your feet might 

give way under you and send you sprawling. 

It was the monster that slipped first, however, 

tumbling off a roof and into an alley while you 

made your breathless escape. 

Suggested Benefit: You only have a 

-3 penal ty instead of a -5 penalty when 

attempting to charge or move your full speed 

while Balancing, b 
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by MikeMearls 

THE MIILTKLflSED 
SORCERER The sorcerer is the ultimate specialist. She 

gains access to a limited spread of spells, but 

she can cast them many times per day. Some 

gamers like to think of a sorcerer as the magic 

missile machine gun, but such a simple view is 

likely to get you into trouble. Most of the time, 

a sorcerer needs to develop a spread of abilities 

beyond combat spells in order to survive. Taking 

levels in a second class is a good way to accom¬ 

plish this goal, but it comes at a steep price. Sor¬ 

cerers gain spells at a slower rate than wizards, 

making it important to gain as much as possible 

from any sped ability progression level you lose. 

As a sorcerer, you gain access to 9th-level 

spells at 18th level. Thus, unless you are willing 

to forfeit those spells you had best stick to taking 

no more than two levels in another dass. 

Barbarian: The barbariaris bonus speed can 

help you avoid danger, but its rage ability makes 

speUcasting impossible while you use it Sorcer¬ 

ers generally have far too many spell slots avail¬ 

able to waste time with a rage. If you want to use 

Still Spell to wear armor and cast spells, you are 

best off wearing the heaviest armor you can find, 

which negates several of die barbarian's useful 

class abilities (including fast movement). 

Bard: A level or two in bard can be a useful 

investment. Since you probably have a good 

Charisma score, you are well suited to the bard's 

talents. Bardic musk gives you options against 

monsters immune to your spells, while the 

bards good Reflex and Will saves help keep 

you out of hanris way. Bards also gain access 

to a few spells from the deric list, such as cure 

light wounds. While the bardTs casting ability 

is unlikely to play a major role, it does serve to 

expand your talents. 

Cleric, Druid, and Wizard: Mixing wizard 

and sorcerer generally leads to a weak character. 

You usually end up with a PC whose mightiest 

spell is a few levels lower than that of his single- 

dassed counterpart. The same holds true with 

druid and deric. A druid's most powerful abili¬ 

ties come at later levels, by which point youve 

surrendered access to both dass's best spells. 

Levels in cleric grant you access to turning, but 

in most cases you'll lack the deric level needed to 

affect the undead you face. 

Fighter With the Still Spell feat, you can 

take advantage of armor without crippling your 

arcane casting abilities. Since you have a heavy 

supply of spell slots, you can afford Still S pelfs 

cost or the risk associated with arcane spell fail¬ 

ure. Feats such as Predse Shot and Improved 

Initiative can give you an important edge in a 

fight, particularly at high levels where he who 

casts first might win the battle. 

Monk: With unarmed fighting ability, eva¬ 

sion, and the best saves in the game, the monk 

is a good choice for a sorcerer. You carft invest 

the levels needed to become a significant threat 

in melee, but you can gain a nice boost to your 

defensive abilities. Take Improved Grapple as 

your bonus feat to help protect against creatures 

with improved grab. 

Paladin: If your character is lawful good, this 

is perhaps the most potent combination you 

can create. Both dasses rely on Charisma to fuel 

their dass abilities. With two levels in paladin 

you gain the ability to heal, a better base attack 

bonus, the ability to detect evil, more hit points, 

and—most importantly—a bonus on all your 

saving throws equal to your Charisma modifier. 

While these levels in paladin might not make 

you a skilled frontline fighter, they make it much 

easier to survive magical attacks while giving you 

more flexibility. The paladirts magical abilities 

can cover up any areas that your limited spell 

selection cannot handle. 

Ranger and Rogue: Both of these dasses can 

work for you if you have a high Intelligence. Oth¬ 

erwise, you might lack the ranks needed to keep 

the skills they grant you at a useful total bonus. 

The rogue has a slight edge here, as evasion can 

save you from powerful area of effect attacks. 

Prestige Classes: Check out Complete Arcane 

for some interesting prestige dass options that 

tie in well with the multidassed sorcerer, w 
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by Tim Hitchcock 

SWARM fHMIUBRI 
The Improved Familiar feat in the Dudgeon 

Master's Guide increases a player’s options, 

presenting new familiars that are more 

advanced and better suited to powerful spell cast¬ 

ers. Those seeking even more dramatic familiars 

should consider acquiring an entire swarm* 

To gain a swarm familiar, you must have the 

Improved Familiar feat* This permits the fol¬ 

lowing modifications to the standard rules for 

familiars as described in the Flayer's Handbook 

An animal or vermin swarm becomes a 

magical beast swarm familiar* Swarms of other 

types retain their type when they become swarm 

familiars. Swarms without an Intelligence score, 

such as vermin, gain an Intelligence score of 1, 

Swarm familiars do not gain the ability to 

speak with others of their kind, and neither the 

swarm nor its master gains the Alertness feat. 

Instead, the following special qualities are substi¬ 

tuted for those standard familiar abilities* 

Granted Abilities: fn addition to spedal abilities 

gained as a result of standard familiar progres¬ 

sion, swarm familiars also bestow the following 

abilities upon their masters* The swarms master 

gains immunity to her familiar's nauseating effect 

and any of its other spedal attacks (tilth fever* 

spider poison, and so on) and can occupy the 

same space as her familiar without suffering pen¬ 

alties* Swarm familiar granted abilities replace the 

granted abilities listed for improved familiars in 

the Dungeon Master's Guide. 

Hive Mind (Ex): Swarm familiars gain a hive 

mind that connects them to each other by die 

arcane power of their master The master gains 

an empathic link and the ability to share spells 

with the hive mind of the swarm familiar. 

Nonhealing (Ex): When a swarm takes damage, 

part of it is physically destroyed Therefore, swarm 

familiars cannot be healed in the normal manner* 

Instead, new creatures must be summoned to the 

swarm to replace those that have died. A summon 

swarm spell “cures” a swarm familiar by replaang 

dead creatures in die swarm at a rate of ld6 hit 

points per caster level. The number of hit points 

healed in this manner cannot exceed the swarm's 

maximum hit point total* Only a druid or the wiz¬ 

ard to whom the swarm familiar belongs can cure 

a swarm familiar in this fashion* Summon swarm 

spells used to heal a familiar create no other effect. 

The Swarm Familiar table presents appro¬ 

priate minimum arcane spellcaster levels for 

acquiring various swarms as familiars* 

Note: DMs should note that swarm familiars 

can be difficult to adjudicate. DMs should be 

fully versed and comfortable with the concept 

before allowing a swarm familiar. Z 

SWARM FAMILIARS 

Swarm Familiar Alignment Type/Subtype 

Arcane 

Spellcaster 

Level Source* 

E i- m
 

s tn
 

<D 

I
 Neutral Vermin MM (239) 

Bat swarm Neutral Animal 5th MM (237) 

Rat swarm Neutral Animal 5th MM (239) 
Locust swarm Neutral Vermin 7th MM (239) 

Bone rat swarm^^BB Neutral evil Undead 9th LM (88) 
Centipede swarm Neutral Vermin 9th MM (238) 

Corpse rat swarm Neutral evil Undead rmrpiwii LM (92) 
Emphemeral swarm Chaotic evil Undead nth MMIII (50) 

Swamp strider swarm Neutral Vermin nth MMIII (171) 
Bloodmote cloud Neutral evil Undead 13th LM (88) 

Dread bloom swarm Neutral Plant 13th MMIII (45) 
Needletooth swarm Neutral Animal 13th MMIII (109) 

Hdlwasp swarm Lawful evil Evil 16th MM (238) 
Shimmerling swarm Chaotic neutral Fey 16th MMIII (152) 

Brood keeper larva swarm Neutral Magical beast 19th MMIII (21) 
1 The swarm's base statistics can be found in the listed sourcebook (page number in parentheses), LM 

stands for Libris Mortis, MM stands for the Monster Manual, and MMIII stands for Monster Manual lit. 
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CHECK OUT OUR PRICES AT PATZO.COM % 

Welcome to paizo.com, 
your online retail store 

for all your gaming 
needs. We’re adding 

new features and 
options to our website 
every month, so keep 
coming back to see 

what’s new. We’ve got 
the games, so you can 

get to the gaming! 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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Ars Magics 5th Edition 
Publisher: Atlas Games 
Are Magica TThe Art of 
Magic") is the award-win¬ 
ning roteplaying game by 
Jonathan Tweet and Mark 
Rein-Hageo that focuses on 
wizards who are as power¬ 
ful as those we know from 
legend and literature. The 
rules encourage players to 
develop their characters 

over long periods of time, and troupe style rotepjay- 
ing allows players to take on the roles of multiple 
characters, so that the players have equal access to 
power even though the characters do not. 

Mutants & 
Masterminds: 
Gimmick's Guide to 
Gadgets 
Publisher: 
Green Ronin 
Game System: d20 
Gimmick's Guide to 
Gadgets builds on the 
gadget rules for Metafile 
& Masterminds by intro¬ 
ducing two new powers. 

Spontaneous Invention and Scientific Genius, as well 
as expanding the device construction rules. The book, 
designed by fan-favorite Mike Meads, also includes 
hundreds of ready-made gadgets that can be dropped 
right No any Mutants & Masterminds campaign 

Men of the Sea: Sailor 
Heroes of Glorantha 
Publisher: Steve 
Jackson Games 
Game System: 
HeroOuest 
Men of the Sea explores 
the seas, coasts, and is¬ 
lands of Glorantha through 
the eyes of sailor heroes. 
It introduces eight new 
homelands tor heroes, 

describes the many different ways that sailors won 
ship Derma! the Opener, explores life as a sailor, 
and provides full rules for applying the HeroOuest 
rules to sea-borne contests. 

Spectre of Sorrows 
Publisher: Sovereign 
Stone Press 
Game System: 
Drag on la nee d20 
Adventure 
Continuing the story be¬ 
gun in Key of Destiny, 
Spectre of Sorrows is a 
Dragonlance adventure 
set in the Age of Mortals 
after the War of Souls. 

This adventure can be played as pari of the overall 
Age of Mortals campaign or used by itself. Spectra 
of Sorrows is written by Christopher Coyle using 
a story created with author Margaret Weis. It in¬ 
cludes new spells, magical items, and creatures! 

Wildwood 
Publisher: Bastion Press 
Game System: d2Q 
The sundered ruins of lost 
cities and strangely altered 
patches of wilderness conceal 
vast and wondrous earthly 
treasures, as well as new¬ 
found insight on the world’s 
secrets and the machinations 
of Haiel. Adventurers seeking 

to wrest mighty artifacts from their owners and 
unravel the enigma of this primordial domain must 
face the frightening denizens lurking within the 
shattered temples and ominous thickets of these 
forbidden locales. In Wildwood, one mantra reigns 
supreme: ^Survival of the Fittest/ 

The Book of Iron Might 
Publisher: White Wolf 
Game System: d20 
Any party’s strength rests on a 
foundation of cold steel, mighty 
thews, and strong hearts. The 
Book of Iron Might contains 
a whole new way to look at 
combat, allowing you to cre¬ 

ate mechanics for called shots, daredevil stunts, 
and othar thrilling actions on the fly. II also includes 
three new types of feats, new uses for skills, and 
an exerting new character race. 

Everquest II 
Publisher; White Wolf 
Gama System: OGL 
EverOuest It is the continuing 
story of the hugely successful 
online gaming phenomenon. 
Published under the Open 
Game License, it features 
a streamlined system that is 
100% compatible with Open 
Gaming material. Sixteen 

races, 2S character classes, and a new Norrath 
will appeal to gaming veterans as well as a whole 
new generation of gamers. 

Werewolf; 
The Forsaken 
Publisher: White Wolf 
Game System: 
Storytelling System 
Werewolf: The Forsaken, 
the game of bestial violence 
and supernatural terror, is 
the second core setting 
sourcebook intended for 
use with White Wolf’s new 

Storytelling System. Werewolves are creatures of 
anginal sin, tainted by ancestral crimes and driven 
to hunt by the shame of being abandoned. This 
book details what it is to be Forsaken, one of the 
Tribes of the Moon. Create your own werewolf 
pack and seek redemption or give in to your sav¬ 
age nature. Hardcover. For use with the World of 
Darkness Rulebook. 

CTn 

Emerald Claw 
Publisher: 
Wizards of the Coast 
Game System: Dungeons 
& Dragons 3.5 
This full-length adventure for the 
newest Q&D campaign setting 
showcases many of the most 
unique trails of the Eberron set¬ 

ting. It plays out across the Eberron world and is de¬ 
signed to either be a stand-alone adventure or an im¬ 
mediate follow-up to the first and second published 
Eberron adventures, Shadows of the Last War and 
Whispers of the Vampire's Blade, 

Lost Empires of Faerun 
Publisher: 
Wizards of the Coast 
Game System: Dungeons 
& Dragons 3,5 
For the first time, the secrets of 
past empires of the Forgotten 
Realms world are chronicled in 
one comprehensive sourcebook. 
For players, this book contains 

new options for characters wishing to delve into an¬ 
cient ruins, including new feats, prestige classes* 
magic, and equipment. For Dungeon Masters, this 
book contains new material associated with ruins, in¬ 
cluding rules for how to build and sustain a ruin-based 
campaign, more than a dozen detailed adventure sites 
with maps, and new monsters and artifacts. 

Sandstorm 
Publisher: 
Wizards of the Coast 
Game System: Dungeons & 
Dragons 3,5 
This beautifully illustrated supple¬ 
ment contains rules on how to 
adapt to hazardous hot and arid 
weather conditions, such as navi¬ 

gating desert terrain and surviving in fierce heat or 
harsh weather, There are expanded rules for envi¬ 
ronmental hazards and manipulation of hot weather 
elements, as well as new spells, feats, magic 
items, and prestige classes. New monsters associ¬ 
ated with deserts and wastelands are included, as 
well as variants on current monsters. Sandstorm 
provides enough adventure material Included for 
months of gameplay. 

<120 Past 
Publisher: 
Wizards of the Coast 
Game System: d20 
This new rules supplement pro¬ 
vides everything players and 
gamernasters need to participate 
in adventures in ihe time period be¬ 

tween the Renaissance and World War II, including 
new character options and rules for early modem 
firearms. It provides rules for creating characters 
and campaigns that blend realism and fantasy. d20 
Past also presenls alternative campaign models, 
along with all the rules needed to play swashbuck¬ 
ling pirate adventures, Victorian horror investiga¬ 
tions, thrilling Pulp Era escapades, and more, in¬ 
cluding three ready-to-play campaign modules. 



ADVERTISEMENT 

Legend of the Five Rings: Web of Lies 
Publisher: AEG 
Booster Display {48 boosters) 
Booster Paclt: (11 Cards) 
Starter Deck: (84 Cards) 
Experience Legend of the Five Rings: Web of 
Lies and play with Gczoku Personalities that qui¬ 
etly dispose your opponents, use the new Raiding 
mechanic to steal his resources, or cut opposing 
forces down with Duelists. Featuring over 150 new 
cards and Strongholds for the Mantis, Phoenix. 
Unicom dans. 
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Escape Velocity 
Move Boxed Set 
Publisher: DG 
Associates 
Escape Velocity 
Nova, from DG 
Associates, is an 
expandable card- 
driven board game 
based on our 
popular computer 
game, EV.Noval In 
this game, you will 
take the rote of a 
trader captain In a 
vast and dangerous 

galaxy. This game intricately weaves adventure, 
trade, political conflict, military tactics, and strat¬ 
egy together to give you the best of what makes 
Ambrosia’s computer game a classic. The boxed 
set contains everything you need to play a 2- 
player game including the full color 20 x 20 inch 
game board, 5 colored playing pawns, an 8-page 
rule sheel* 16 hostile government markers, and 
120 Nova Cards that represent ships, missions, 
outfits, planets, trade routes, and events that truly 
bring to life the Escape Velocity: Nova universe. 

Ticket to Ride 
Publisher: Days of Wonder 
Ticket to Ride is a cross-country train adventure 
where players collect cards of various types of train 
Cara that enable them to claim railway routes con¬ 
necting cilies throughout North America, Set at the 
dawn of the 20th century, this fun game celebrates 
the spirit of adventure found during that time period. 
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tce Cream 
Pu bits hen 
Face to Face 
Games 
f scream, you 
scream, we all 
scream for ice 
cream I Nothin g 
says summertime 

like a trip to the local foe cream stand. In Ice 
Cream, you have the ohance to demonstrate your 
business skills by running an ice cream stand. You 
have just four days to bring in as many customers 
as you can - will you be the prince of pistachio, 
the countess of chocolate... or just a drip? 
Start scooping! 

Arkham Horror 

Arkharri Horror 
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games 
The town of Arkham, Massachusetts is in a panic. 
Horrific and bizarre events have begun to oc¬ 
cur with increasing frequency—all seeming to 
point toward some cataclysmic event in the near 
future. Only one small band of investigators can 
save Arkham from the Great Old Ones and de¬ 
struction! Arkham Horror was originally published 
by Chaosium, Inc. almost two decades ago. This 
new. updated edition features stunning new art¬ 
work and graphical design as well as revised and 
expanded rules from the game's original creator, 
Richard Launiusl No fan of the Cthuthu myth os will 
want to miss this opportunity to acquire this classic 
Call of Cthulhu board game! 

«ij>| Myths and Legends; 
Brotherhood Base Set 

JB9M Publisher: Genio 
Booster Display 
(30 boosters) 
Booster Pack: (11 Cards) 
Sla rte r DIs p lay (12 Decks) 

SP Starter Deck; (50 Cards) 
Since its debut in 2000, 
Myths and Legends has been 

a best seller in its native Chile and Mexico, allowing 
players to unleash heroes, villains, gods, and mon¬ 
sters from different pantheons in a “mythological 
world war," Beginners will find Myths and Legends 
easy to learn and play, while seasoned CCG play¬ 
ers will be drawn to the game's strategic depth of 
play. This initial base set totals 1 ?Ocands featuring 
characters from across a broad spectrum of world 
mythologies. Future expansions will introduce new 
mythologies to the game. 

Geek Wars Battle 
for the Con Deck 2; 
Miniature Wargamer 
Publisher: 
Goodman Games 
This hiEarious 2-player card 
game pits geek against 
geek in a tongue-in-cheek 
battle for control of Jim 
Con1 Each deck has a dif¬ 
ferent ‘'army11 with inside 

jokes thal every gamer will love. Deck 2 focuses on 
miniature wargamers, poking fun with such cards 
as "Clicky-Base Clique," “Wargizard Min-Maxer," 
and “LrttJe Wars Veteran’’! Every Geek Wars deck is 
compatible. You can pit role playing gamers against 
war gamers, LARPers against furries, or Trekkies 
against card gamers! Each deck has its own unique 
set of cards, with special abilities, different troops, 
and funny options not available in other decks. 

La Strada 
publisher 
Mayfair Games, Inc, 
As the proud owner of a 
northern Italian Trading com¬ 
pany, you must dispatch 
carts and wagons to find new 
customers for your goods. 

But times are hard and competition is fierce. Find 
the best way to reach your goals and bar your op¬ 
ponents from success by building a trade network 
across the variable board. Your opponents will 
quickly claim their routes, so plan your strategy 
with care! Creating the best network and taking 
the greatest share of the gold is the road to victory 
in La Strada I Designed by Martin Wallace, For 2-4 
players ages 10 and up. 

Inuyasha TCG: Kljin 
Publisher; Score 
Boaster Display 
(12 Boosters) 
Booster Pack: (10 Cords) 
Introducing new alternate foil 
Iconic character cards and a 
new attack color—green— 
Kijinh the 151 -card booster 
supplement to the Inuyasha 

TCG, expands gameplay with all new possibilities. 
Each 10-card booster comes with a rules flier, and 
ia offered in 12-counl displays. 

k l IX- 

Pokernon: Ex Team Rocket 
Returns Expansion Set 
Publisher: 
Nintendo America 
Booster Pack: (9 Cards) 
The return of Team Rocket is 
trouble for your opponents, Jesse 
and James are back and up to old 
tricks, with some of the most ruth¬ 
less Pokernon ever at their side, 
Jl you can master Team Rocket's 

way, their all-new Dark Pokernon and Pokemon-ex 
can carry you to victory! 

All wound Up: 
Escape From 
the Cemetery 
Publisher 
Twilight Creations 
It’s boring when 
you’re dead. So, 
you and your de¬ 
ceased friends have 
decided to have a 
little race around the 

graveyard,... Thus begins the wackiest game from 
Twilight Creations yeti The players control pawns 
as usual. But, the pawns in this game are self-pro¬ 
pelled, windup toys! Game play determines how 
many winds you gat or if you can change direction. 
Special areas of the board grant you bonuses for 
landing on them, and some areas slew you down. 
The firsl one out of the graveyard wins. 

Yu-Gi-Oh! 
Rise of Destiny 
Publisher? 
Upper Deck 
Booster Display 
(24 Boosters) 
Booster Pack: 
(9 Cards) 
Rise of Destiny ties 
the old together with 
the new, bringing back 
many monsters In new 

forms. Many of these monsters currently appear on 
the Yu-Gi-Qht animated series, allowing Duelists 
to create decks and themes seen on television. 
With nine new Machine-type monsters, support 
for Harpie Lady decks, end arrti-Trap monsters to 
combat your opponent’s traps, the world of the Yu- 
Qi-Ohl TCG will never be the same. 

Primordial Soup 
Publisher 
Z-Man Games 
You control a tribe 
of amoebae living 
in Earth's pasl try¬ 
ing to survive in the 
Primordial Soup. At 
first, your amoebae 

drift along, eating the nutrients that are available, 
but soon you’ll have to figure out how to get to the 
rapidly depleting supply of nutrients before your op¬ 
ponent's amoebae beat you to It. You will purchase 
rule-breaking Gene cards to give your amoeba ca¬ 
pabilities to be the top dog in the Soup, Some of 
these capabilities indude more coordinated move¬ 
ment, longevity, aggression, etc. The player who 
keeps his amoebss alive and balances the use of 
his or her Gene cards will reign in the Soup, 
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Pack Mules 

Astronomy Equipment 

Dungeon Decor Line 
Mega Miniatures features a whole line of Dungeon Decor minialures for use in your 
robplaying and miniatures games. Featuring items that other miniatures companies 
bypass, Mega Miniatures will help bring your batllemat lo life! 

Armory 
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Dark Heaven RPG Miniatures 

RPR02B96 
Aserils, Uche 
King 
Publisher: 
Reaper Miniatures 

RPR02903 
Vale ska 
Champion of 
Ravilax 
Publisher: 
Reaper 
Min features 

RPRQ2894 
Nerea, Female 
Anti Paladin 
Publisher: 
Reaper Miniatures 

RPR02898 
Kamaag, Half Ore 
Ranger 
Publisher 
Reaper Miniatures 

RPRG2S97 
Hell Hounds 
Publisher 
Reaper Miniatures 

Warmachine Miniatures 

PIP32026 
Protectorate of Me noth 
Deliverer Sunburst Crew 
Publisher: Privateer Press 

PIP34029 
Cryx Bloat Thrall 
Publisher Privateer Press 

PIP33029 
Khador Winter Guard Mortar Crew 
Publisher: Privateer Press 

P!P4t0l0 
Devil Oogs Unit Box Set 
Publisher: Privateer Press 

PIP41002 
Magnus the Traitor Box Set 
Publisher Privateer Press 

CHECK OUT OUR PRICES AT PAIZO.COM 
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Lord of the Rings TMG; Balrog 
Publisher: Sabertooth Games 
Game System: Lord ot the Rings Tradeable 
Miniature Game 
Towering over the heroes of The Lord ot the Rings 
Tradeable Miniatures Game this December comes 
the Balrog, a fierce 9* tall figure with an impressive 
wing span of nearly a foot. Its finely-detailed sculpt 
and monstrous size are sure to strike terror info the 
hearts of aii who see himl Packaged with a new 
version of Gandalf, this latest in the Premium Line 
series is a must for collectors and players alike. 

Unique Premium Die 
This unique 6-sided die was featured in Dragon 
Magazine, Cast in a cool purple color, these high 
impact 6-sided dice are packed 5 to an order, 
Break your square dice habit and have the most 
unique 6-siders at the table. 

Paizo Apparel 
Show your colors wilh these t-shirts featuring your favorite magazines. Made of High-quality Fruit of the 

pre-shrunk 10G% heavy cotton T$ in sizes L, XL, 2XL and 3XL. 

Mechwarrlor: Age of Destruction 
Publisher. Wlz Kids 
Game System: Mechwarrlor 
Years of peace have ended and I he return of 
old enemies and new allies has begun. Ace 
MechWarrior pilots command armies of tanks 
and battle-armored troops on alien planets and 
conditions. Form alliances with other factions to 
make their strength your own! 

Choose your favorite MechWarrior pitot, pick 
his Mech, customize its load out, and charge 
Into battle! 

Collector's Information 
Age of Destruction consists of 141 standard 
MechWarrior game pieces including 32 infantry. 
48 vehicles, 32 non-unique HMechs, and 12 unique 
Mechs. There am also 6 super-rare (silver base) 

'Mechs and 1 ultra-rare (crimson base} ‘Mech. The 
starter contains 10 pre-selected game pieces in¬ 
cluding 6 Infantry, 2 vehicles and 2 'Mechs, which 
are not available in boosters, 

Pirates of the Crimson Coast 
Publisher: Wlz Kids 
Game System: Pirates 
The CSG smash hit Pirates returns this February 
with Pirates of the Crimson Coast! French ships 
join the hunl for gold and glory, new Schooner 
ships set sail for high edveniure, and players must 
contend with new weather and sea effects such as 
fog banks and reefs! These new effects add excite¬ 
ment to every Pirates game! 

Pirates of the Crimson Coast will also intro¬ 
duce a new construct ible element—forts I Built 
to stand atop existing islands, forts add fun new 
twists to Pirates, Pirates of the Crimson Coast 
also adds new rules to increase strategy and op* 
tions for hard-core buccaneers. All of this in one 
pack! Each pack still contains everything a player 
needs to build either two complete ships, or one 
ship and one fort, treasure, rules, an island card 
and a die! There are over 62 ships to collect! 

TriKing Anachronism 
Publisher: TriKing Games 
TriKing Games and The History Channel have 
teamed up to deliver Anachronism; a fast-paced 
collectible combat game that pits the greatest war¬ 
riors in history in one-on-one arena battles to the 
dBathl Choose from the greatest warriors of all 
time, including Julius Caesar, Sun Tzu. Spartacus. 
Alexander the Great, and Genghis Khan, and test 
them against your opponents using strategy, luck, 
and the powers of your cards. Mix and match 
weapons, armor, and gear from across History to 
give the ultimate warriors the ultimate combos to 
maximize your attacks and power your way to vic¬ 
tory I This two-player starter set features Musashi 
and Beowulf, plus complete rules, a play mat, and 
all the components needed for the game. 
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COMICS 

VOW. WE TOOK 
.care of rr.. 

J JFTER ANOTHER.' 

OH? WHAT 
DO VOU DO? 

ARENTWEPIGS 
^ ALREADV? ^ 

^ JUST SO ^ 
LONGASISTAV 

KOSHOL v 

|-ANP BMAUV HE COLLAPSSSj 
z"' ear we 
ALREADV RENTED 
V HBROOM 

x vavhes >9 
' BACK* VEA6AR \ 
SAID VOUD RUN OFF 
TO JON THE HLJAD 
, WHATEVER j 
\ THAT B Jj r HOMER ^ 

SWEET HOMER I 
w 6UESS , 

by Aaron Williams 
wuiw.noduiiclc.com 

What's a Grecian urn? 
Oh, about 20 drachmas an hour. 

GEEKS UKE PIZZA ^N. 
I GUESS DID VOU LEM ANYONE* 

TO GARRBON THE CITY? 

X "DEAR LfKIFU. \ 

GW KEEP THE OTV SAFE 
FROM INVASION UNTIL 

REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE. 
DONT FORGET THE . 

P1LAGMGS SNCERELV. 
THE COOL PEOPLE VOU 

WORK FOR* 1KNU) 
GONG TO THE RESTROOM 
k WAS A MISTAKE. A 

f l. ATHENA DECREE ' 
THAT THOU SHOUIDST 
RETURN HOME AS TW 

WORK VISA HAS CXPMP 
k START SUMMING . 

^ THESE 'ANOENT GEEKS- > 
WERENT TOO BRIGHT. I MEAN, 

WHO WOULD ITT A GIANT WOODEN 
MKA FILED WITH ADVENTURERS 
^ TWOUGHTHERGATES? ^ 

CITY Of 

TROI 
’EDITORS NOTE VES. WE KNOW THE GROKS NVADED TROV ITS FIJNER THIS WAV 

NODWICKS OCEANfc ODVSSEV LEADS 
1 HIM TO ONE INCHARTEP LAND. 

AND ORJGNAiiy4*SSv 
OUR BOAT TURNED AT THIS \ 

ISUND DO VOU KNOW^^-TtSi 
k. WHERE IT BP f ITSTHAT ^ 

_ r-A WAV BUT I DUNNO 
CT \ HOW FAR^ 

( ww not? ) 

HB JOURNEV HOME LED WM TO SEEK 
PKCTTONS N THE LAND OF THE DEAD. 

^WHAT SN^I 
JaGAW? J WORLD,HUH?GOT 

ANV CARTOGRAPHERS 
1 1 MANNWG THE 
^ INFORMATION DESK 

TODAY? V 

NOPtPTH 'm. 
POKiPTIOtA 

SORW. Si feAfi 

mm ^ FOR JOKES 
LKE THAT, I BANISH THEE 

GET LOST. 

^ FRET NOT. THERESAS!*- 
MV VACATIONS OVER, E 1MOUSTBOUTV ON 
. MW J THE FRONT LAWN WITH 

rT \WHATLOOKSiLKEASOUPT. 
fl v WHAT GIVES? y 

.WHICH SEMS HIM BACK TO THE OCEAN. 

LOOK GUVS I’M REALLV POSEIDON ^ 
DBGUBED AS AN 0CEAN-G0M6 HDtCHMAN. ITS 

ALL PART OF A BIG EMC UVTH TM PART OF 

r ifrtiLD T BIZ. V r I COULD ^ 
TALK TO THE 
POET AND SEE 
FHECOULD 

PUTNA 
6000 ROU 

FORVOU.FI 
WERE SO 

l NCLMED. * 
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MYTHS 
ci h mi Yr 

ROLCPLXyiNC 
rtnri 

ROLEPLXyeFvS 

MYTH ONE: ROLEPLAYING 
IS ONLY A HOBBY FOR AWKWARD, 

WHITE MALES. 

YOU RE A GUH - 
GUH ..GUH . GIRL! 

REALITY: THE DIVERSITY OF ROLEPLAYING 
HAS BEEN GROWING BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS 

MYTH TWO: ROLEPLAYING TAKES AWAY 
FROM KIDS' SCHOOL TIME, MAKING THEM 

WORSE STUDENTS. 

MYTH THREE: ROLEPLAYING IS THE 
PASTTIME OF LOSERS WHO NEVER ACHIEVE 

ANYTHING WITH THEIR LIVES 

ME NO STUDY 
SO 600D. 

ME CAST 
SPELL 
NOW... 

REALITY: ACCORDING TO STUDIES. 
ROLEPLAYERS DO BETTER IN SCHOOL 

THAN AVERAGE STUDENTS. 

CANl TELL 
YOU ABOUT MY 

FIFTH LEVEL 
DWARVEN 
FIGHTER? 

SHARK 
SHARK 

SNARK... 

REALITY: PROMINENT GAMERS INCLUDE 
THE LIKES OF CURT SCHILLING. ROBIN 

WILLIAMS. V1N DIESEL. AND W1L WHEATON. 

MYTH FOUR: DUNGEON MASTERS ARE 
PETTY. VINDICTIVE TROGLODYTES 
WHOSE ONLY AIM IS TO MAKE LIFE 
MISERABLE FOR THEIR PLAYERS... 
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COMICS 

ZSS5M1A 
[ SHUT VeR 1 f 
| wormhole, 1 * < 

bird-head! 

HE APPEARS ■ . . . . , 
unarmed.. 1 vyaHf 

... Bur HE’S 
DYINQ FROM 
A MORTAL 
WO UNO. 

: 9 v 

■ ** K LOO." IT'S 
WHAT ■ the GOBLIN 

9 ■ WORD FOR 
■ TEAPOT . 

LISTEN... 
WO>ff H«FF 
CL-CL- 
CLUUuC. 

BIRD-PERSON, 
WHAT ARE You 

DOING HERE? 

AND WHY ARE 
YOU DYING ? 

TEAPOT, HUH? $0 YOU WERE 
GUARDING A TEAPOT ... A 
MAGICAL TEAPOT, OBVIOUSLY.. 
AMD.. WWAT? A MONSTER 
Attacked you 
AND STOLE IT? | ... uh.. 

..TEAPOT? 

CRlPES! THAT WAS LAME! 1 
I WISH WE'D COME ACROSS ■ 
SOMEBODY WHO'D TELL US 
SOMETHING USEFUL f- 

FOR A CHANGE IU { teh ! 
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